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Summary

The advance of information technology gives rise to software systems with an ever increasing level
of complexity. In order to �nd design errors in such systems, the analysis of their functional and
non-functional properties are required from an early phase of design.

Model-driven engineering facilitates the systematic use of models as the main artifacts in the devel-
opment and analysis of complex systems. High-level domain-speci�c models (such as SysML, AADL,
MARTE or BPEL) are created to represent the software or hardware architecture, dynamic behavior
or quality attributes of systems.

In the �eld of safety critical systems even a minor design error can lead to catastrophic failures. In
case of business critical systems, such failures may lead to severe �nancial losses. Therefore, formal

methods are often applied to ensure the correctness of the design before actual development and
deployment.

Inmodel-based analysis domain-speci�c models are transformed automatically into formal models
to �nd design errors in the system early in the development process. The veri�cation of these formal
models is carried out based on a system requirements and the results can support the designer in
correcting or improving the system design. For behavioral models, the analysis results are often
presented as a counter-example, which is an execution sequence representing the dynamic execution
of the system.

There is a “semantic gap” between the high-level domain models and the analysis results since
systems engineers and business analysts are often not familiar with the exact details of the formal
models. To bridge this gap and provide feedback on the right level, the results must be back-annotated
to the domain model using traceability information between the domain and formal models.

Therefore, this dissertation is centered around providing novel techniques for (i) automated back-

annotation of execution sequences for behavior models through the application of (ii) robust traceability
methods using soft interconnection of model fragments and (iii) guided design space exploration tech-

niques for search-based problems. While the methods de�ned for (ii) and (iii) are both applicable by
themselves, they also support and enable the proposed back-annotation approaches.

My contributions of the thesis are the following, (a) I de�ne back-annotation methods between
execution sequences of behavior models using a model-based representation and a generic replaying

framework. I specify two back-annotation approaches, the �rst based on change-driven model trans-

formations and another using design space exploration. The back-annotation of execution sequences
requires speci�c techniques for exploring possible domain sequences, therefore (b) I de�ne a guided

design space exploration approach where hints obtained by system analysis are interpreted during the
exploration to increase the e�ciency of the search using selection and cut-o� criteria. The domain and
formal models are connected by traceability links and to support approaches that depend on traceabil-
ity, (c) I propose soft interconnections driven by incrementally evaluated model queries as a technique
for providing robust traceability links between model fragments.

The results of this dissertation are integrated into the Design Space Exploration component of
the Viatra2 framework and the query-driven derived feature support of EMF-Inc�ery. The end-
to-end business process veri�cation tool was developed as part of the Sensoria European Union FP6
research project, while soft interconnections were successfully applied in a research collaboration
with Embraer.
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Összefoglaló

Az informatika fejlődésével a szoftver rendszerek bonyolultsága egyre növekszik. Ezen rendszerek
funkcionális és nem-funkcionális tulajdonságainak vizsgálata elengedhetetlen már a fejlesztés korai
szakaszaiban, annak érdekében, hogy a tervezési hibákat minél korábban megtalálják.

A modellvezérelt tervezésben a mérnöki folyamatok központjában a modellek szisztematikus fel-
használása áll. Ezen modelleket kiemelten alkalmazzák komplex rendszerek tervezéséhez és analízi-
séhez is. A tervezés során magas szintű, szakterület speci�kus modelleket (pl. SysML, AADL, MARTE
vagy BPEL) használnak többek közt a rendszer szoftver vagy hardver architektúrájának, dinamikus
viselkedésének és megbízhatósági tulajdonságainak leírására.

Az üzleti- és biztonság-kritikus rendszerekben akár egy apró tervezési hiba is katasztrofális meghi-
básodást okozhat, ezért ilyen rendszerek tervezése során gyakran alkalmaznak formális módszereket

a rendszerterv helyességének biztosítására már a fejlesztés és telepítés előtt.
A modellalapú analízis alkalmazásakor a szakterület-speci�kus modellekből automatikus transz-

formációk segítségével származtatnak formális modelleket annak érdekében, hogy a rendszerben lap-
pangó tervezési hibákat a fejlesztés korai fázisában feltárják. Ezen formális modellek veri�kációja a
rendszer követelmények alapján történik, a tervező pedig az eredmények alapján javíthatja és fej-
lesztheti a rendszerterveket. Viselkedési modellek esetén az analízis eredményét gyakran ellenpéldák
jelentik, amelyek a rendszer dinamikus viselkedésének lehetséges esetét ábrázolják egy futási útként.

A magas szintű modellek és az analízis eredményei között egy „szemantikai rés” alakul ki, mivel
a rendszer tervezője gyakran nem ismeri részletekbe menően a formális modelleket. A fejlesztési
folyamat segítése érdekében az eredményeket vissza kell vetíteni a szakterület speci�kus modellbe.

Jelen értekézés célja tehát olyan új módszerek kidolgozása, amelyekkel (i) a viselkedési modellek
futási útjai automatikusan visszavetíthetőek (ii) modell részletek közötti laza kapcsolatokon alapuló

robosztus nyomonkövethetőségi módszerek és (iii) keresés alapú problémákhoz alkalmazható irányí-

tott tervezési tér felderítési technikák használatával.
Az értekezésben új tudományos eredményeként (a) visszavetítési módszereket de�niálok viselke-

dési modellek futási útjai között egy modellalapú ábrázolási mód és egy általános visszajátszó keret-

rendszer megvalósításával. Az egyik módszer a változásvezérelt modelltranszformációk alkalmazásá-
val, míg a másik módszer tervezési tér felderítés segítségével végez visszavetítést. A visszavetítéshez
szükséges a lehetséges futási utak felderítése, ezért (b) kidolgoztam egy súgásokkal irányított tervezé-

si tér felderítési megközelítést, amely a rendszeren végzett analízis eredményeit súgásként használva
javítja a keresés hatékonyságát kiválasztási és vágási kritériumok segítségével. A tervezési és formá-
lis modellek nyomonkövethetőségi kapcsolatokkal vannak összekötve, ezért az ilyen kapcsolatokat
használó problémákhoz (c) javaslok inkrementálisan kiértékelt modell-lekérdezésekkel karbantartott
laza kapcsolatokat. A módszer így alkalmas a modell részletek közötti robosztus nyomonkövethetőség
támogatására.

Az értekezés eredményei a Viatra2 keretrendszer tervezési tér felderítést támogató komponen-
sébe integráltam, míg a lekérdezés alapú származtatott kapcsolatok az EMF-Inc�ery keretrendszer
részét képezik. A visszavetítést felhasználó, üzleti folyamatok veri�kálására alkalmas eszközt a Sen-
soria EU FP6 kutatási projekt részeként fejlesztettem ki, míg a rugalmas összeköttetéseket támogató
megközelítést sikerrel alkalmaztuk az Embraer repülőgépgyártó céggel közös kutatási együttműkö-
désünkben.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The advance of information technology gives rise to software systems with an ever increasing level
of complexity. The development of such complex systems requires a coordinated e�ort of a lot of
people from many areas in projects often running for several years. Well-established project man-
agement and software development methodologies are often applied in these development processes
to ensure that each development step (e.g. requirement speci�cation, system design, implementation,
integration, testing, documentation, maintenance) is performed in the necessary detail and with the
required inputs and outputs for other steps. However, postponing the veri�cation of the system to
later phases of the development can be very expensive because the cost (both in time and resources)
of correcting any errors made in early phases is huge as it can a�ect subsequent steps. In order to
�nd design errors in such systems, the analysis of their functional and non-functional requirements
are needed from early on in the design phases. While functional requirements specify the behavior
of the system and its components, non-functional requirements describe criteria about the quality of
the system, such as security, safety, scalability, maintainability or usability.

As models become ubiquitous as the main artifacts in the development of such systems [BG05],
the analysis of the system is also performed using di�erent models. These models may represent
the software or hardware architecture (e.g. UML [Obj11d], SysML [Obj10] or AADL [SAE09]), the
external or internal behavior (e.g. UML statecharts [Obj11d], BPMN [Obj11a], BPEL [OAS07]), the
reliability or performance of components (e.g. MARTE [Obj11c]). Furthermore, particular industries
often make use of more speci�c modeling languages, such as AUTOSAR [AUT12] in the automotive
or Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) [Pri92] in the avionics domain.

1.1 Formal analysis of behavioral modeling languages

In model-based analysis (high-level) domain models are often transformed automatically into formal
models to �nd design errors in the system early in the development process [Bon+01] (illustrated
on Figure 1.1). These formal models are inputs of analyzer tools that perform verification of system
requirements and provide results, for example a counter-example that speci�es an execution trace
leading to an unwanted state.

As system engineers frequently lack the skill and expertise in constructing and analyzing formal
models, model-based analysis can e�ectively hide the theoretical details of mathematics and allow
the engineers to use their well-known high-level models to specify the system.

This automation supports the development of hidden (or invisible) formal methods, where the
designer of the domain model can use the analysis methods without knowing them in details [TSR03].

1
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However, the designer can only improve on the system model through design optimization if the
formal analysis results are translated to the design tool by back-annotation to guide the optimization.

Figure 1.1. Model-based analysis [Bon+01]

Behavioral modeling languages, which capture the behavioral aspects of the system under design,
play a special role, as the correctness of dynamic behavior is di�cult to guarantee. In (discrete event)
behavioral models, the system is evaluated along di�erent states (snapshots). The evolution of the
system is carried out in a discrete sequence of steps, which altogether form an execution trace.

Similarly to high-level engineering languages, there are a large number of analysis formalisms
that are either general purpose mathematical languages (e.g. Petri nets or data �ow networks) or
speci�cally tailored for a particular type of analysis (e.g. labeled transition systems for modeling
distributed systems or process algebra for verifying communication protocols). The most common
formal analysis techniques for checking properties that refer to the desired dynamic behavior of the
system are the following: (1) static analysis evaluates the model of the system only with symbolic
execution [Aye+08], similarly (2) theorem proving uses an initial set of axioms and inference rules
over the model for proving the property [HS96], (3) model checking starts from an initial state, ex-
ploring every reachable state of the system and checking that the property holds for each possible
state and execution trace [Cla97], �nally (4) simulation also starts from an initial state, but explores
only some of the possible states and checks that the property holds over the traces traversed by the
simulation [BCN10; Van08].

The optimization of the system model often necessitates a search-based approach for �nding near-
optimal con�gurations of various system quality attributes. Design space exploration (DSE) is a pro-
cess to analyze several “functionally equivalent” implementation alternatives, which meets all design
constraints in order to identify the most suitable design choice (solution) based on quality metrics
such as cost or dependability. Design space exploration often appears as a challenging problem in
application areas, such as dependable embedded systems [Moh+02; RLF08; Mee+11] and IT system
management, where model-driven engineering (MDE) techniques are already popular. In addition,
systems with modular software and hardware architectures (like AUTOSAR [AUT12]) introduced
complex structural constraints and the dynamic creation and deletion of elements. Furthermore, DSE
can be performed either during the design process to �nd optimal designs (see Figure 1.1) or during
runtime to help dynamic recon�gurations.
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1.2 Motivating application domain

Practical design-time veri�cation of business processes. Business processes are often used
to coordinate the work of di�erent stakeholders in business-to-business collaborations as well as
Enterprise Application Integration. Since these work�ows set up the cooperation between actors,
their quality is critical to the organization and any malfunction may have a signi�cant negative impact
on �nancial aspects. To minimize the possibility of failures, designers and analysts need powerful
tools to guarantee the correctness of business work�ows.

Figure 1.2. BPEL veri�cation approach overview

In the Sensoria project, a complete model-driven approach was proposed for the entire develop-
ment cycle of services-based applications and infrastructures including the design, formal analysis,
deployment and re-engineering of services [9]. As part of the project, we introduced an analysis
method for the veri�cation of business processes through model checking [KVG08]. The main steps
of the method presented in are illustrated in Figure 1.2. Business processes speci�ed in BPEL are used
as input models. Additionally, the Sensoria toolset also o�ers the higher-level UML4SOA models to
capture business processes and derive actual BPEL descriptions by automated model transformation.
In the next step, the input BPEL business process description is transformed into a formal model in
the form of state transition systems. In the second stage, this transition system is projected into the
language of the Symbolic Analysis Laboratory (SAL) [Ben+00]. The actual veri�cation is then carried
out with symbolic or bounded model checking techniques [Sor02].

Requirements against the business process are captured as the expressions of the Linear Tem-
poral Logic [Eme90]. General (application-independent) requirements and arbitrary business process-
speci�c requirements may be veri�ed with the model checking technique. As a distinctive feature of
this veri�cation technique, it provides support for analyzing error propagation between variables.

In the method, model checking is used for veri�cation purposes. The result of model checking
is a sequence of actions, which violate the requirement (counter-example). The system satis�es the
requirement if a counter-example cannot be found. The counter-example represents an execution of
the BPEL process, but deriving and presenting this execution is non-trivial.

Challenges inmodel-based analysis. Automated model transformations are widely used for cre-
ating analysis models from design models for executing validation, veri�cation, qualitative or quant-
itative analysis. Although numerous approaches were de�ned for analyzable model generation, they
often lack solutions for processing analysis results automatically and thus fail to present them to the
analyst in an intuitive, design model level representation. This reverse transformation problem, called
back-annotation is non-trivial and appears as an additional challenge in most analysis techniques.

Storing the information regarding the correspondence of the design and analysis models is
strongly related to back-annotation. Traceability is a common requirement in software development
and speci�cally in model transformations (see Section 4.4). Several aspects of model-based design
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necessitate traceability information for either automatic execution or aiding user interaction. These
aspects include multiple-phased transformations, requirement de�nition and back-annotation.

Back-annotation of execution traces. The forward transformation from domain model to
formal model (see Figure 1.1) is usually performed by taking an input model describing a given system
and deriving a precise formal description of the same system using the analysis language. Since the
dynamic semantics of the domain and formal models are often considerably di�erent, the transform-
ation needs to bridge a semantic gap between the domain model and the derived model.

Strictly from an analysis point of view, the aim of hidden formal analysis is to determine that the
model meets the requirements speci�ed for the system. From the engineering perspective, �nding an
execution trace that either proves or violates the property is essential in order to provide information
that not only points out that the model is correct or not (yes/no answer) but also captures the particular
sequence of steps that leads to this conclusion. In this sense, the results of both model checking
and simulation are similar as they provide an execution trace that either violates the given property
(counter-example) or conforms to it (e.g. a successfully completed simulation execution).

An execution trace provided by an analysis tool is often very complex and di�cult to understand
even with expert knowledge in the analysis language and the analyzed system. Therefore, it is import-
ant to support the designer of the system in interpreting the results of analysis in the context of the
domain model that the designer is familiar with. Back-annotation (also known as back-propagation)
is the backward translation of analysis results from the formal model to the domain model. It has been
applied on feature models [CW07], UML object models [SAB09], Message Sequence Charts [Kov+09],
security and performance models [Buc+05], web services [Fos+07] and embedded systems [CCS11]
among others.

The back-annotation of execution traces from formal models to domain models involves capturing
behavior by deriving an execution trace of the engineering domain model based on an execution trace
of the formal model (see Figure 1.1). Although there is additional information available, such as the
de�nition of the forward model transformation or the correspondence relations between the elements
of the two models (i.e. which formal model element represents a given part of the domain model), the
back-annotation problem still poses a number of challenges [16]. These challenges are mainly due to
the semantic gap between the domain and formal models. Furthermore, it often turns out that the
“wider” the semantic gap is, the harder it is to overcome the challenges in a particular back-annotation.

1.3 Challenges and contributions

My research has been motivated by the practical challenge to provide automated back-annotation of
veri�cation results from model checking to high-level engineering models.

During the evaluation of existing techniques and the development of a back-annotation approach

for execution sequences that can solve this practical challenge„ I have identi�ed an important di�er-
entiating factor for back-annotation problems that a�ects the possible applicable methods and two
additional research areas which are tightly related to the back-annotation of execution traces.

The application of search-based techniques is often required for back-annotation, when the ex-
ploration of design alternatives represented by models is necessary. Additionally, novel traceability
techniques are needed for managing the correspondences between domain and formal models (model
fragments).
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1.3.1 Challenges

Challenge 1: How to specify methods for the back-annotation of execution traces for

behavioral modeling languages?

The methods de�ned for the back-annotation of execution traces are di�erentiated based on the avail-
ability of dynamic semantics for the engineering domain language.

For languages where the dynamic semantics is not de�ned, back-annotation methods need to in-
clude the speci�cation of the possible execution steps of the language and provide a detailed mapping
between steps of the formal language and the speci�ed domain language steps. Therefore such meth-
ods are highly specialized for the selected domain and formal language pair and their application to
a new pair of languages is di�cult. An important challenge is to de�ne how a generic method can be
tailored to a speci�c pair of languages.

For behavioral modeling languages with precise dynamic semantics, back-annotation methods
can take advantage of the semantics for deriving an execution trace, but also must ensure that the
derived trace represents the same behavior as the input formal trace. The available semantics mean
that the back-annotation can evaluate the possible execution steps when processing a trace. An im-
portant challenge is to e�ciently search through the possible execution traces of the engineering model
and evaluate whether it represents the dynamic behavior in the formal trace.

Execution traces capture the dynamic behavior of a system in a series of states and state trans-
itions which can be later processed in order to ensure the correctness of the system or to analyse its
performance. In Model-Driven Engineering behavioral models are increasingly used for specifying
the behavior of the system-under-design and novel methods are needed to handle their execution
traces in a model-driven context.

Challenge 2: How to improve design space exploration with advanced search techniques?

Design space exploration aims to construct and evaluate model alternatives in situations where the
number of such alternatives is large and a systematic and automated enumeration of (some) potential
solutions is necessitated. For example, the allowed operations of a behavioral modeling language
speci�es a design space that includes all possible execution traces starting from an initial model, while
the goal of the exploration may be to satisfy all well-formedness constraints of the language. Indeed,
the number of alternatives (i.e. the size of the design space) can be in�nite with a high number of
solutions (i.e. the solution space is dense), therefore it is preferable to guide the exploration towards
solutions in order to increase the e�ciency of the approach.

Existing design space exploration approaches often apply model checking with exhaustive state
space exploration, solve �nite domain constraint satisfaction problems or rely on heuristics driven
by objectives and �tness functions. However, the exploration of model alternatives necessitates the
development of advanced search techniques that are able to take advantage of the availability of
allowed model manipulation operations, model queries and hints that are provided by model-based
analysis tools.

To better exploit domain-speci�c information, designers often provide additional input (hints)
about the system (e.g. from earlier experience or by some analysis) that can reduce the design space
or at least start exploration with the most promising paths [Moh+02]. The design process is often
complemented with di�erent design and analysis and veri�cation tools, which can also provide (math-
ematically well-founded) hints about the model in the early stages of development. These hints may
express additional system properties, which can be incorporated in the DSE process to assist the eval-
uation of alternate solutions.
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Challenge 3: How to enable advanced traceability techniques for the interconnection of

fragmented models?

Back-annotation involves, even in its most simple case, at least two separate models which are related
to each other, since the target, formal model is prepared by a forward transformation from the source,
engineering model. In order to identify elements in the engineering model that were used to create
a given element in the formal model, this relation is stored by inter-model traceability links that are
queried by back-annotation methods. Moreover, a large number of models are often used during the
development of complex model-driven applications, which may include model transformations and
back-annotation.

For maintainability and scalability reasons system models are frequently persisted as an intercon-
nected network of model fragments where each fragment stores a certain part of the entire system
model. In other application scenarios, complete models are used which are complemented with ex-
ternal traceability models to explicitly persist traceability links between requirements models, design
models, analysis models or source code, for instance. In both scenarios, these models are frequently
manipulated by several development or veri�cation tools in complex tool chains operated by di�er-
ent design teams. It is an important challenge to provide traceability techniques that support these
scenarios.

The application scenarios involving model fragments and complex tool chains demonstrate vari-
ous shortcomings of modelling and traceability technologies [Kol+13; Ros+10]. First, circular trace-
ability relations using only regular references often lead to serialization errors. Furthermore, without
truly intelligent multi-resource transaction management, local changes in a model fragment may in-
troduce broken traceability links unless all dependent model fragments are manipulated together in
working memory. Such broken links require tool-speci�c resolutions — with a worst case scenario of
�xing the links manually by the designer using text editors (and not the modeling tool). Finally, all
traceability links captured by associations are explicitly persisted every time even if traceability links
could be derived from existing unique identi�ers.

Therefore the goal of the dissertation is (1) to de�ne back-annotation approaches capable of auto-
matically mapping execution traces of formal models to execution traces of domain models. This ne-
cessitates (2) novel approaches for modeling and replaying execution sequences of behavioral models,
(3) design space exploration over models to support search-based techniques in back-annotation ap-
proaches and (4) advanced traceability techniques to provide correspondence between the formal and
domain model elements. The next section describes the contributions of this dissertation related to
these goals.

1.3.2 Contributions

Contribution 1: Modeling, replaying and back-annotation of execution traces

I de�ned back-annotation methods between execution traces of behavioral modeling languages [16,
23, 1] using a model-based representation for execution traces and a generic replaying framework [6].
Moreover, I integrated these methods for business process development to o�er hidden formal veri-
�cation [9, 25, 24].
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Contribution 2: Guided design space exploration over models

I de�ned an approach for guided design space exploration [14, 13, 21] where hints obtained by system
analysis are interpreted during the exploration to continue along promising search paths (using selec-
tion criteria) and to avoid the traversal of unpromising designs (by cut-o� criteria) [7, 22]. Moreover,
I elaborated an algorithm that evaluates selection and cut-o� criteria during exploration over a de-
pendency graph of the allowed operations [14].

Contribution 3: Soft interconnections for robust traceability

I de�ned the concept of soft interconnections that provide inter-model links based on derived refer-
ences computed by incremental model query evaluation [11, 10] and speci�ed an approach for creating
robust traceability between fragmented models using soft interconnections [3].

The relation of the contributions are illustrated in Figure 1.3 together with the main case studies
used in the elaboration of the results and the di�erent techniques and model artifacts used in ful�lling
one or more of the contributions.

Figure 1.3. Overview of the contributions, case studies and applied techniques

1.4 Structure of the dissertation

The main contributions of the dissertation are centered around the above challenges and the chapters
of the dissertation follow this organization. Note that the discussion of the results follows a bottom-
up approach and the contributions related to Challenge 2 and Challenge 3 are discussed before the
contributions related to Challenge 1. Thanks to this approach the challenges of back-annotation can
be presented while relying on earlier results. After summarizing the general results I formulate my
own contributions.
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The work presented here was part of joint collaborations in various research projects. The results
build on the previous work in providing fundamental model-based techniques by Gábor Bergmann,
Ákos Horváth and István Ráth and in de�ning model-based veri�cation for business processes by
László Gönczy.

Chapter 2 provides the preliminaries on domain-speci�c languages and modeling foundations
necessary for later chapters and introduces the motivation example used throughout the dissertation.

Part I: Advanced search and traceability techniques

• Chapter 3 presents the contributions related to the advances in design space exploration over
models addressing Challenge 2, including the evaluation of guided exploration strategies, state
encoding techniques and the application of DSE for quick �x generation (Contribution 2).
Guided DSE is an important part of the back-annotation approach presented in Chapter 6, en-
abling the ful�llment of Challenge 1 as well.

• Chapter 4 deals with Challenge 3, demonstrating the application of model queries for the soft
interconnection of fragmented models. Such interconnections also provide robust traceability
in complex model-driven tools (Contribution 3). Traceability between the domain and formal
models are also required for back-annotation, therefore these results also support the ful�llment
of Challenge 1.

Part II: Modeling, replaying and back-annotation of execution sequences

• Chapter 5 introduces a model-based representation for execution sequences of behavioral mod-
els and a generic replaying framework that executes the dynamic behavior of models captured
by such execution sequence models. The back-annotation of such execution sequences is the
focus of Challenge 1, thus these results are part of Contribution 1.

• Chapter 6 presents the formalization of the back-annotation between execution sequences of
domain and formal models, addressing Challenge 1. The back-annotation approaches described
in the chapter build on the traceability links between these model fragments and one approach
involves design space exploration. Thus Contribution 1 is ful�lled by incorporating results from
both Contribution 2 and 3.

Part III: Conclusions and appendix

• Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation by summarizing the new research results that were
achieved by ful�lling the goals of Section 1.3, as well as their application and dissemination.

• Appendix A details the grammar and evaluation algorithm for cut-o� and selection criteria used
in guided design space exploration.

• Appendix B includes additional information on design problem of the quick �x generation for
BPMN processes.

• Appendix C provides an elaboration on the integration of soft links with EMF-based tools.

• Finally, the proofs for the correctness and minimality theorems for the three-phased back-
annotation approach are included in Appendix D.
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Notational guide

In order to maintain a consistence appearance of the thesis, the following rules are followed:
• The thesis is mainly written in third person singular. In conclusions after each chapter, I em-

phasize my own contributions by using �rst person singular or plural.
• Terms in formal de�nitions are printed in bold letters.
• New concepts, informal de�nitions are typeset in italics.
• Code extracts always appear as typewritten text in listings with grey background.
• For referring to texts in �gures, sans fonts are used.
• References to own publications appear as numbers (e.g., [14]), while citations from the biblio-

graphy are formatted alphanumerically (e.g., [VP03]).





Chapter 2

Preliminaries on domain-speci�c

modeling

This chapter introduces the concepts of domain-speci�c modeling languages through a high-level ex-
ample in business process management and presents the modeling related terminology used through-
out the dissertation. The concepts and terms are illustrated on a common case study in business
process veri�cation.

2.1 Domain speci�c modeling languages

In this section, we introduce a high-level example that involves multiple domains, actors and usage
scenarios. This example provides excellent motivation for the application of domain-speci�c modeling
languages as high abstraction-level formalisms to express domain knowledge.

2.1.1 Business process management example

Business processes are widely established as a conceptual framework for coordinating and orchestrat-
ing complex scenarios that are performed as part of the regular operation of organizations. The in-
creasing reliance on software systems also means that these scenarios are often partially or completely
executed automatically using software components or services. However, there are still manual tasks
that are performed by operators as part of larger processes.

Business process management (BPM) is de�ned as “supporting business processes using meth-
ods, techniques and software to design, enact, control and analyze operational processes involving
humans, organizations, applications, documents and other sources of information.” [AHW03; Ko09]
When considering a complex BPM system, there can be several actors working independently with
multiple, interconnected artifacts as illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Process engineers are concerned with specifying and enacting the business processes in the sys-
tem. The automated tasks of these processes are executed using services, software components and
data stores that are part of the system architecture that is maintained by system engineers. Finally,
manual tasks are controlled by operation engineers working on checklists that describe the schedule
and implementation of these tasks as part of business processes.

In addition to creating and modifying their corresponding artifacts, each actor has additional
activities to carry out. Business processes are validated to ensure that they meet well-formedness
rules and they are structurally correct and verified to prove that their behavior matches the require-

11
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Figure 2.1. Business process management overview

ments. The architecture of the system can also be validated and system engineers may apply optimiz-
ation to improve the performance or fault tolerance of the system. Finally, checklists are certified for
adherence to standards and regulations, while their execution is monitored to ensure conformance
with speci�cations.

We will use this business process management example throughout this dissertation as a common
motivating case study for the methods, approaches and techniques that we specify.

2.1.2 Domain-speci�c modeling preliminaries

In the BPM example (see Figure 2.1), the di�erent actors are interested in their corresponding domains
and they prefer to use the concepts of that domains when manipulating the artifacts in the system.
For example, the process engineers works with business processes, where concepts like task, gateway
or decision are used, while a system engineer is concerned with services, applications or data stores.

In model-driven software development, domains are often described by domain-speci�c modeling

languages (DSMLs), where the knowledge of domain experts can be expressed using high abstraction-
level formalisms [SK04; LKT04; Rát10]. These domain-speci�c models are typically designed to be
concise in order to maximize their usability by end users.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the main concepts of a DSML, where models describe the possible static
structure, dynamic states and execution sequences of the system, while the well-formedness and
dynamic (operational) behavior of the system is speci�ed by rules.

The static structure de�nes the parts of the system that are constructed by the designer of the
system but is not changed when the system is running. For example, the tasks and their sequential
order are usually not changed in a business process while it is executed. The dynamic state of the
system encompasses information that can change during the execution. For example, the dynamic
state of a business process may include whether a given task is running or has been completed in the
past, the value of data variables used by the process, etc.

Well-formedness rules describe constraints on the system, such that each business process needs
a single entry point (or start event) and each branch of execution must lead to an exit point (or end
event). These well-formedness rules can describe static structural constraints, but may also identify
inconsistent dynamic states.
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Figure 2.2. Concepts in domain-speci�c modeling

The rules that specify the dynamic (operational) behavior of the system describe how the dynamic
state can change based on the current state and the static structure of the system. For example, if a
task is completed, then the next task given by the sequential order can be started.

Finally, execution sequences of the system can be stored as part of the dynamic behavior to provide
a history of changes in the system. For example, an execution sequence of a business process may
store the start or completion of tasks and the modi�cation of data variables. Based on an execution
sequence it is possible to examine the dynamic state changes of the system later.

Complex systems are designed and modeled in high-abstraction level engineering domains (e.g.
business processes). However, these system models are often processed by transformations to create
models in a formal domain that supports precise, mathematical and usually computer-aided veri-
�cation methods. Figure 2.3 illustrates the correspondences between an engineering and a formal
domain.

Figure 2.3. Engineering and formal domains

Once the static and dynamic models are created in the formal domain, formal methods are used to
verify the system to check that its behavior is correct. Formal analysis is the application of one or more
formal methods on an input formal model and corresponding analysis goals and provides veri�cation
results as output. The result of the veri�cation of a given goal is either a proof or a counter example.
During a successful veri�cation process we receive many counter examples but only a few completed
proofs. However, counter examples received in iterative rounds of formal analysis are very important
in correcting or improving our system model as long as required. Counter examples are often provided
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in the form of execution sequences corresponding to the possible execution that is representative of
the property that is veri�ed.

The results of the analysis on the formal domain models (e.g. an execution sequence created dur-
ing veri�cation) has to be translated back to the engineering domain using back-annotation in order
to allow the designer to evaluate and modify the system based on the results. The back-annotation
processes the models in the formal domain and modifies the models in the engineering domain (e.g.
by adding an execution sequence). The back-annotation requires information regarding which parts
of the models in the engineering domain correspond to elements in the formal domain. This cor-
respondence is usually stored as traceability relations that interconnect the models in the di�erent
domains.

Methods that add information to an original domain based on processing information in the target
domain of a transformation are also called back-propagation (as information is propagated backwards)
or backward mapping (as information is mapped back to the engineering domain).

In Section 2.2 we introduce the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [OAS07] as an en-
gineering domain and Petri Nets [Pet62] as a formal domain. Then we elaborate on the veri�cation
of BPEL processes using Petri Nets and the role of back-annotation.

In Section 2.3 we de�ne type graphs and metamodels for de�ning the static structure of DSMLs,
model queries for specifying well-formedness rules and transformation rules for describing the oper-
ational semantics of a domain.

2.2 Application of formal methods in business process veri�cation

Business processes used in many enterprise systems are often de�ned in the Business Process Ex-
ecution Language (BPEL). In order to verify the dynamic behavior of BPEL processes using formal
analysis, a mapping to a formal language, such as Petri nets, abstract state machines, process algebras,
etc. is required [BK06], since the BPEL standard uses plain English for the speci�cation of behavior.
We use Petri nets [Rei85; Mur89] as the target veri�cation formalism in our motivating example. The
BPEL2PN transformation derives the Petri net from the BPEL processes created in a designer tool, then
a Petri net simulator is used for the veri�cation. Finally, the results of veri�cation are back-annotated
into the original BPEL domain model.

2.2.1 Business processes as an engineering domain

Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) is an industrial standard that de�nes an execut-
able orchestration language for specifying business processes based on Web Services. During process
execution, external Web Services are called. The building blocks of BPEL processes are the description
of the parties interacting during the process, the data variables used by the process and the activit-
ies describing the behavior of the process. The activities can be grouped into two categories: basic
and structured activities. Basic activities are responsible for communicating with external Web Ser-
vices and for data manipulation of internal variables of the business process (e.g. “receive”, “reply”,
“invoke”, “assign”). Structured activities implement the control �ow of business processes including
activities like “sequence”, “if-else” and “while”.

Example 1 (Credit request process) The main part of an example BPEL process representing a
simpli�ed credit request scenario [AD07] is shown in Figure 2.4, created in the Eclipse BPEL De-
signer [EBD11]. The main sequence starts with receiving a login request, then enters a scope (i.e.
an execution environment with its own variables, fault and event handlers etc.) that handles credit
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login

createNewCreditRequest

calcRating calcSecurity
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cycleCore

updateDesired?
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main

Figure 2.4. Example BPEL process for the case study

requests and listens to cancel events and internal faults. The while cycle keeps running as long as
the updateDesired variable is true at the end of the cycleCore sequence. The cycle core starts with
receiving a credit request with �nancial data that is used for calculating the rating and security values
for the request in parallel. If the rating is accepted, the customer is noti�ed that the deal is accepted,
otherwise a decline message is sent with the option to update the request. If the customer wishes to
update the request, the cycle start again, otherwise a logout message closes the process. 2

Execution of BPEL processes. The above example gives a short introduction of the dynamic be-
havior and execution of BPEL processes. At the start of the process, variables are initialized and the
�rst activities become startable. Simple activities can start executing once they are startable, per-
form certain functions (such as web service invocation or variable manipulation) then �nish their
execution. Structured activities include additional behavior based on their type (e.g. scopes have
fault and event handlers) and they will control the activities they contain (for example, the calcRating
and calcSecurity activities become startable at the same time, when the “�ow” containing them starts
running).
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2.2.2 Petri Nets as a formal domain

Petri Nets (PN) are widely used to formally capture the dynamic semantics of concurrent systems.
Petri nets are bipartite graphs, with two disjoint sets of nodes: places and transitions. Places may
contain tokens, which together make up the marking of the net.

A token distribution de�nes the state of the modeled system. The state of the net can be changed
by �ring enabled transitions. A transition is enabled if each of its input places contains at least one
token. When �ring a transition, we remove a token from all input places (connected to the transition
by input arcs) and add a token to all output places (as de�ned by output arcs).

Figure 2.5. Example Petri Net for the case study

Example 2 (Petri net) A small Petri Net is shown in Figure 2.5 where places are represented by
circles, transitions by �lled rectangles, edges by arrows and tokens by dots inside the places. This
particular PN illustrates a net modeling a BPEL “assign” activity with �ve states and a variable it
accesses. First, the tokens in places initial and var enable transitions t1 and t2 which represents
successful variable access and internal fault (indicated by placing tokens in places p3 and failed).
Transitions t3, t4 and t5 are disabled since place stop does not contain any tokens. The places final
and stopped represent successful execution and enforced termination, respectively. 2

2.2.3 Veri�cation of BPEL processes using Petri Nets

Several approaches exist for transforming BPEL processes into Petri nets. In our motivating example
we intentionally reuse Petri net based approaches [HSS05; Loh07], which map BPEL structures into
separate Petri net patterns that can be embedded and combined using interface places.

BPEL process de�nitions are mapped into a formal Petri net model using a forward transforma-

tion (BPEL2PN). Then, the PN model is subject to veri�cation of non-functional requirements. These
requirements describe desired properties about the behavior of the business process, while the veri-
�cation is carried out by (exhaustive) traversal. The �nal goal of the analysis is to determine if the
requirements are met, but from an engineering perspective, �nding a possible execution sequence in
the PN that either proves or violates the selected requirement is probably even more important.

As discussed in Section 1.1, the BPEL2PN transformation introduces an abstraction, since only
certain properties and behavior of the domain model can be analyzed using the PN representation,
which excludes timing properties, exact variable values or speci�c behaviour of BPEL scope activities.
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Note that such abstractions are necessary to enable the formal analysis of complex systems [Lon93],
because (i) formal veri�cation methods are designed for speci�c aspects of systems and (ii) more
detailed behavior may require the evaluation of in�nite possibilities. The abstraction usually implies
that the dynamic semantics of the domain and formal models (BPEL and PN, respectively) may di�er
in granularity of behavior or possible executions. For example, multiple executions of the engineering
model may be represented by the same run of the formal model. Thus, we also refer to this abstraction
as a semantic gap.

Our goal is to enable the veri�cation of BPEL processes by a business process developer who is not
to be familiar with the formal domain (such as Petri Nets in this case). Therefore, the developer will
be unable to understand the results of the veri�cation and would require assistance in interpreting
them in the context of BPEL.

Overview of the BPEL2PN transformation

The transformation is developed knowing that BPEL processes are created using a well-de�ned set
of structural and basic activities. This way, it is possible to create the transformation by specifying
separately how each activity type is transformed and using traversal to iterate on each activity in the
transformed process and perform the actions corresponding to its type.

Example 3 (Transformation of the main sequence) The main activity in Figure 2.4 is a “se-
quence” with three contained activities (login, scope, and logout). When processing the main activity,
the transformation will create the places that represent the states of the activity and the transitions
that start the �rst activity of the sequence once the sequence is in the initial state or �nish the exe-
cution when the last activity is �nished. Then each activity contained by the sequence is processed
and a PN is created according to the activity type. Finally, the separate small nets are connected as
speci�ed by the transformation of the sequence activity to put the next activity in an initial state
when the previous is �nished. 2

Challenges of BPEL2PN transformation. The complete description of the mapping between
BPEL processes and Petri Nets is detailed in both [HSS05; Loh07], however we list the challenges
that make such a transformation very complex:

• Each BPEL activity type (e.g. receive, invoke, while, �ow) has their possible attributes and
dynamic behavior described in the BPEL standard using plain text. This description must be
translated into precise transformation rules that create the appropriate places and transitions
based on the activity type and attributes. Since the standard contains a large number of activities
and additional concepts related to behavior the transformation requires a lot of rules.

• A BPEL process is not simply a sequence of activities connected by control �ow. Processes
include many interacting concepts such as (1) variables (activities may read, write or make
decisions based on variable values), (2) scopes (for de�ning fault containment regions and local
variables), (3) faults (thrown by activities and processed by user-de�ned fault handlers on the
process or scope level), (4) compensation (roll back the e�ects of earlier activities when required)
and others. If the process veri�cation considers these concepts, then their behavior must be
mapped by the transformation into the PN. Since these concepts are not part of the basic control
�ow, their representation in PN is challenging.

• While the transformation rules for each activity type can be speci�ed independently, the in-
teraction between activities (e.g. controlling a decision, handling faults or compensating) ne-
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cessitates that the transitions and places of the resulting PN are correctly connected or merged
between the independently created partial models.

• Finally, the complete mapping needs to be de�ned in a way that the combined behavior of the
PN is a proper representation of the dynamic behavior of the BPEL process but works as de�ned
by the formal semantics of Petri Nets.

2.2.4 Back-annotation of Petri Net execution sequences

Due to the semantic gap introduced by the forward transformation, signi�cant additional e�ort is
required to map back the results of the simulation or veri�cation, which is carried out on the Petri
net, to the BPEL domain. Therefore, the back-annotation requires further techniques to map the
execution sequences of the formal model back to the domain model, in order to “bridge the semantic
gap”.

Example 4 (Back-annotation of Petri net to BPEL) The back-annotation of a Petri Net sequence
to a BPEL sequence is illustrated in Figure 2.6. The Petri Net structure on the left is a simpli�ed
representation of the BPEL process structure on the right. The process starts with receiving a request
message, then waits for a server before simultaneously answering the request with a reply and storing
data by an assign activity (inside a flow).

Figure 2.6. Back-annotation of a Petri net execution to BPEL

In the Petri Net, the wait activity is not represented, while the execution of both the receive and
assign are represented as transitions trec and tasn. The reply activity is modeled by two subsequent
transitions trep1 and trep2.

The PN execution sequence contains the transitions that are �red, while the dynamic state of the
PN can be described by a marking. The dynamic state of the process speci�es the state of each activity
(startable, running etc.) and each variable (unused, written, etc.), while the back-annotation creates
the steps in the execution sequence based on the PN sequence.

Note the di�erence between step granularity of PN and BPEL execution sequences, as the map-
ping between the sequences is not simply one-to-one. For example, even though the wait activity is
not represented in the PN, the BPEL sequence has to include the step for the waiting, otherwise the
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sequence would not be a correct execution of the BPEL process. Additionally, the two transitions cor-
responding to the reply activity may interleave with the assign activity. However, the BPEL sequence
must represent these steps in a given order. 2

High-level Petri Nets. In the research area of Petri Nets, many extended formalisms for more
concise representation of behavior were developed. These formalisms such as Colored or Hierarchical
PNs are collectively referred to as high-level Petri Nets [Wan07]. De�ning a forward transformation
and back-annotation between BPEL and high-level PNs is also possible, but it is not trivial whether it
would mean a narrower semantic gap or a more straightforward back-annotation. On the one hand,
veri�cation tools often translate high-level PNs to simple PNs (an approach called �attening) as their
algorithms are de�ned over simple PNs. On the other hand, many of the challenges in back-annotation
are general and must be solved even if high-level PNs are used.

2.3 Modeling preliminaries

In this section, we introduce the basics of modeling language speci�cation using examples from the
BPEL veri�cation case study.

2.3.1 Speci�cation of static structure

We use graph-based models to describe the static structure of DSMLs (e.g. business processes and
system architecture in the engineering domain and Petri nets in the formal domain) in a uni�ed
representation.

De�nition 1 (Data universe) The data universe D is an in�nite set of all potential numbers, text
strings and other constants. 2

The concept of the data universe is similar to superuniverses used in abstract state machines for
representing all possible states that may occur [BS03].

De�nition 2 (Graph) A directed attributed graph is a structureG = (N,E,A,D, src, trg , attr , value)
where N is the set of nodes, E is the set of edges, A denotes the attributes of nodes and edges, D is
the data universe. The functions src, trg : E → N map the edges to their source and target nodes,
respectively. Finally, the attributes of nodes and edges is a function attr : N ∪E → A, and the value
of each attribute is denoted by function value : A→ D. 2

For sake of brevity, we will refer to nodes and edges together as (model) elements. For an edge e,
we denote the source and target of the edge as e.src and e.trg . Furthermore, we denote an attribute
a for an element e by a = e.attr and the value v of an attribute a by v = a.value . The value of an
attribute a of an element e is denoted as v = e.a, which is a shorthand for a = e.attr ∧ v = a.value .
Finally, the name of elements is also represented as an attribute.

De�nition 3 (Metamodel) A metamodel is a structure MM = (G, sup), where G is a directed
attributed graph and sup : N × N → boolean predicate denotes supertyping relationship between
nodes of the graph.

The nodes of a metamodel are often called classes, while edges are called references. The set of
nodes that are supertypes of node n is denoted by n.sup, while a node n is a subtype of node s if
s ∈ n.sup. Supertyping is frequently called as generalization and subtyping is called asspecialization.
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De�nition 4 (Instance model) An instance model M conforming to a metamodel MM is a struc-
ture M = (G,MM , type), where G is a directed attributed graph and type : G→ MM is a function
denoting that the types of nodes and edges in G are nodes and edges in MM , respectively. The pos-
sible attributes of nodes and edges in G are the set of attributes de�ned by their type in MM and all
its supertypes. 2

Nodes and edges of an instance model are often called objects and associations, while the node that
is the type of n is denoted by n.type . An element i is called an instance of an element t if t = i.type .

We will use this simple structure for describing models, while more complete and formal treatment
of metamodeling can be found e.g. in [AK03; Küh06; VP03]. Note that using an in�nite set of data
values in the de�nition the graph models themselves can also be possibly in�nite [HKT02].

For the sake of simplicity, we do not de�ne here a precise type mapping. This graph represent-
ation can be mapped to speci�c modeling frameworks, such as industrial tools MetaEdit+ [TR03],
EMF [EMF12a], Groove [Ren05] or RDF/triple stores [RDF04] and research tools Clafer [BCW10],
MetaDepth [LG10] or VPM [VP03].

Figure 2.7. BPEL metamodel kernel and example instance model

Example 5 (BPEL process models) The BPEL Metamodel (see Figure 2.7) illustrates an extract of
the BPEL static metamodel. The Process type represents the business process itself containing an
Activity and VariableDeclaration nodes representing process variables. Activity types, among others,
include Scope, Sequence and Receive. Receive activities also de�ne the web service operation used
to receive messages and their storage variable. Sequences are constructed from multiple activities
referenced with contains typed edges. The order of activities in the sequence is represented by the
next edges.

A simple BPEL process model in Figure 2.7 illustrates some of the types and attributes used for
representing BPEL processes based on the example in Figure 2.4. Nodes are represented by rectangles,
e.g. P : Process is a node with name P and type Process representing the business process itself, the
main node is a sequence. The �rst activity in main is the receive login followed by scope Sc. 2

Example 6 (Petri net models) Similarly, Figure 2.8 shows the metamodel of simple Petri nets,
where Net nodes connect each Place and Transition typed nodes with the place and trans edges,
respectively. Each place has a tokens attribute to store its marking. The incoming and outgoing
places of transitions are connected with arc edges, where the edge is directed accordingly.
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Figure 2.8. Petri net metamodel and example instance model

The Petri Net instance model in Figure 2.8 is based on the example in Figure 2.5. The top-level net
N contains three places var, initial, final and the t1 transition. The �rst two places each contain one
token and have outgoing arcs to t1, while t1 has outgoing arcs to var and final, which has no tokens.2

2.3.2 Well-formedness rules

Domain-speci�c models often need to satisfy well-formedness rules in addition to conformance to
their metamodel. These rules can describe structural constraints involving multiple nodes and edges
in instance models. The constraints can represent both rules that must be satis�ed at all times or rules
that inhibit the existence of a given structure.

Graph patterns (query) represent conditions that have to be ful�lled by a part of the model and
are frequently considered as the atomic units of model transformations [VB07]. A match of a graph
pattern is a set of nodes in the instance model that satis�es all conditions de�ned by the graph pattern.
Formally they are de�ned as follows:

De�nition 5 (Graph pattern) A graph pattern gp = (sc, ac,∨j∈Jnacj) is a tuple consisting of
• structural conditions sc prescribing the existence of type conformant nodes and edges (i.e. type

constraints).
• attribute constraints ac prescribe boolean conditions over the attributes of the matched ele-

ments.
• negative application condition nac = ¬gp, de�ned by a negative subpattern, which prescribes

conditions which are forbidden in a speci�c context of sc. 2

De�nition 6 (Match) A match m of gp in an instance model M denoted by m : gp −→ M means
that: (i) ∃m : sc 7→M there exists an injective, type conformant total morphismm from the graph sc
to the instance modelM , (ii) all attribute constraints in ac are ful�lled bym and (iii) ∀j ∈ J@m′ ⊇ m
where m′ : gpnacj −→ M : there is no match for any of its embedded NACs that extends the match
of the pattern gp. 2

In practice, graph patterns have a list of named parameters and both the structural conditions and
negative application conditions may refer to these parameters. A parameter value (or substitution) is
the element in the instance model that is the target for a parameter in the morphismm. Additionally,
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the tuple containing the parameter values called the context of the match (denoted bym.ctx ). A given
node or edge n is in the context of the match m, if it is equal to at least on of the parameter values
(denoted by n ∈ m.ctx ).

Example 7 (Graph pattern and match) The invalidVariableInRecieve graph pattern in Figure 2.9
speci�es that the variable of a Receive activity is invalid if there is no corresponding VariableDeclar-
ation in the Process. The not part on the left side represents a negative application condition, which
prohibits the presence of a V D . The parameters of the pattern are Rec and Var. The pattern matches
the node login and variable v1 in the instance model in Figure 2.7 as illustrated by the match m1.

1 pattern invalidVariableInReceive

2 (Rec : Receive , Var : String) {

3 Process.activity(Pr, S);

4 Sequence.contains(S, Rec);

5 Receive.variable(Rec , Var);

6 neg pattern declaredVariable

7 (Pr : Process , Var : String) {

8 Process.declaration(Pr, VD);

9 VariableDeclaration.variable(VD, Var);

10 }

11 }

Figure 2.9. Example well-formedness rule

The right side shows a textual representation of the graph pattern using the query language of
Viatra2 [VB07] and EMF-Inc�ery [Ber+11b], with parameters declared in parenthesis after the
name and the body is declared between squiggly braces. The body contains type constraints on nodes
and edges, for example Receive.variable(Rec, Var) means that Rec is a Receive typed node and there is
a variable attribute with its value represented by internal pattern variable Var. The declaredVariable
is a NAC that describes the existence of a declaration with the given variable in the process. The
invalidVariableInReceive pattern has a match m1 = (Rec = login,Var = v1 ) in the BPEL instance
model (Figure 2.9) as the constraints of the body are satis�ed and the NAC has no matches. For match
m1, login and v1 are in the context of m1, i.e. login, v1 ∈ m1.ctx . A possible value substitution for
internal variables is Pr = P and S = main . Note that the name of parameters will be omitted where
they are clear from the surrounding text, e.g. (login, v1 ). 2

For the details of the graph pattern language and particular pattern matching strategies, see [VB07;
Ber+09; Ber+11b; Ber13; Hor13].

Well-formedness rules can be de�ned as graph patterns. These graph patterns can be evaluated
and their matches can be used to identify parts of the instance model that are not well-formed. Since
matches of these rules often represent problems, the rules are also called inconsistency rules and their
matches inconsistencies or violations. In Section 3.9 we present a search-based approach that can
provide automated support in correcting violations in domain-speci�c models.
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2.3.3 Dynamic state and operational semantics

We use the rule-based formalism of graph transformations [Ehr+99] for de�ning the dynamic (oper-

ational) semantics of domain-speci�c models. The behaviour rules of a domain are represented by
graph transformation rules that describe how an instance model is changed by the execution of the
rule in a declarative way.

De�nition 7 (Graph transformation rule) A graph transformation rule is a tuple r =
(pre, post, action), where pre is the precondition (or left-hand side - LHS) pattern determining
the applicability of the rule and post is the postcondition (or right-hand side - RHS) pattern that
speci�es the result model declaratively, while action describes attribute value modi�cations that are
performed as part of the execution. 2

De�nition 8 (Activation) An activation act(r,A) of a graph transformation rule r is a match A :
pre −→M of the precondition graph pattern pre of the rule in the instance model M . 2

During the execution of the graph transformation rule the actual context of the modi�cations
prescribed by the action part is determined by an activation.

The behaviour (simulation) rules of DSMLs can be speci�ed using graph transformation rules (see
also [EE08; Eng+00; LV08; RVV08]). In this case, the precondition of a simulation rule is represented
as a graph pattern [Ehr+99; VB07] and the activations are found by graph pattern matching. The
action part of rules can be expressed by graph transformation [Ehr+99] and abstract state machines
(ASM) [BS03]. For example, in recon�gurable Petri Nets [LO04] the set of places and transitions can
change. Similarly, it is possible to model multiple process instances running concurrently with a
transformation rule creating a new instance when a new request arrives and another rule can dispose
of the instances that were �nished.

Example 8 (Petri net simulation rule) Simple Petri Nets have a simulation rule for �ring a selec-
ted transition. In this case, the precondition of the rule is that each input place (where an arc edge
exists from the place to the transition) is marked (the transition is enabled), as shown in the top part
of Figure 2.10 (note that negative number of tokens is not allowed).

The action is the deletion of tokens from input places and addition of tokens on the output places
(see the bottom part of Figure 2.10). The forall ASM construct declares that its contents will be ex-
ecuted with all possible variable substitutions, e.g. each input place P for the transition, the token
attribute is decreased by one.

The activation of the rule is a transition Tr that satis�es the isEnabled precondition, for example
t1 in the instance model shown in Figure 2.8. Therefore, in a given Petri Net model, each enabled
transition is a di�erent activation of the transition �ring simulation rule. 2

Executing an activation act(r ,m) alters the model by replacing the pattern de�ned by LHS with
the pattern of the RHS of the transformation rule r (illustrated in Figure 2.11). This is performed by
(1) taking the match m of the LHS in the model, (2) checking the negative application conditions, (3)
removing a part of the model that can be mapped to the LHS but not the RHS yielding an intermediate
graph, (4) adding new elements to the intermediate graph, which exist in the RHS but not in LHS or
updating existing elements and (5) executing the action part of the rule yielding the derived graph. A
more precise formalization is available in [Ehr+99]
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1 gtrule fireTransition(Tr) {

2 precondition pattern isEnabled(Tr) {

3 Transition(Tr);

4 neg pattern noTokensOnInput(Tr,P){

5 Place.tokens(P,0);

6 }

7 }

8 action {

9 forall P with find input(Tr,P) do

10 P.tokens -= 1 // decrease by one

11 forall P with find output(Tr,P) do

12 P.tokens += 1 // increase by one

13 }

14 }

Figure 2.10. Example precondition and action of a simulation rule

Example 9 (Firing transition t1) The execution of the fireTransition rule from Figure 2.10 on the
activation act(fireTransition, (t1 )) is illustrated in Figure 2.11. The match of the precondition pat-
tern isEnabled is the transition t1. Next, the tokens attribute of each input place (var and initial) is
checked as part of the NAC. In this speci�c rule, elements are not removed or added by the rule but
the value of the tokens attributes are decreased for input places and increased for output places (var
and final). 2

Figure 2.11. Example of executing an activation of a rule
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Chapter 3

Guided design space exploration over

models

Contributions of the current chapter The current chapter describes a model-driven framework
for guided design space exploration and presents exploration strategies guided by hints from the ana-
lysis of the DSE problem. In particular, we present an evaluation algorithm for cut-o� and selection
criteria over a dependency graph. We evaluate these exploration strategies over several case studies
and compare state encoding techniques and implementation architectures. These sections are par-
tially based on [7,14,13,2].

3.1 Model-driven design space exploration

Design space exploration has been used to address a wide range of problems, such as redundancy
or reliability allocation of software components [Mee+11], clustering or con�guration of software
systems and searching for near-optimal solutions for scheduling, performance, security or feature
sets. In traditional DSE problems, the design constraints and quality metrics are numeric attributes
to express cost, time or memory limits etc. However, systems with modular software and hardware
architectures (like AUTOSAR [AUT12] in the automotive domain or large recon�gurable architec-
tures) introduced complex structural constraints that express restrictions on the graph-based model of
the system under design. These constraints may include restrictions related to the communication
architecture or allocation of software and hardware resources. Furthermore, during the design of dy-
namically changing systems (e.g. recon�guration of virtual servers over physical ones), design space
exploration also requires the dynamic creation and deletion of elements.

Existing DSE approaches usually apply model checking with exhaustive state space explor-
ation [BS06; SV03; EJL06] or solve �nite domain constraint satisfaction problems (CSP) [KJS10;
BKM02]. In both cases, the high-level system models are often mapped to low-level formalisms that
can be used as inputs for model checking tools or CSP solvers. Exhaustive approaches are well suited
to problems where most of the design space is traversed to identify rare solutions and explores states
are e�ciently stored. CSP solvers are capable of e�ciently apply branch-and-bound or other numer-
ical techniques to solve high number of equations that share variables. However, neither approach
can e�ectively handle structural constraints and dynamic manipulation of elements.

To better align generic exploration techniques with speci�c problems, designers often provide
additional information (hints) about the system (e.g. from earlier experience or by some analysis) that
can reduce the design space to a more feasible size [Moh+02]. The design process is often complemen-
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ted with di�erent design and analysis and veri�cation tools, which can also provide (mathematically
well-founded) hints about the model in the early stages of development. These hints may express
additional system properties, which can be incorporated in the DSE process to assist the evaluation
of alternate solutions.

Figure 3.1. Inputs and outputs of guided DSE

Guided model-driven design space exploration aims to explore alternative system designs e�ciently
by making use of advanced model-driven techniques (e.g. incremental model transformations) and
hints (obtained by analysis tools or provided by the designer). These hints are interpreted during
the exploration to continue along promising search paths (using selection criteria) and to avoid the
traversal of unpromising designs (by cut-o� criteria). Additionally, the use of incremental techniques
leads to exploration strategies that are able to �nd additional (alternative) solutions, which are close
to an earlier solution. Figure 3.1 illustrates the inputs (goals, constraints, operations, initial design,
hints and guidance) and outputs (alternative designs as possible solutions) of guided design space
exploration.

In this section, we propose a model-driven framework for guided design space exploration, where
the system states are graphs, operations are de�ned as graph transformation rules, while goals and
constraints are de�ned as graph patterns. We extend previous work on model-driven design space
exploration [HV11] by incorporating hints during the exploration strategy, which are derived from
dependency analysis of transformation rules and algebraic analysis on the Petri net abstraction of the
system [VV06]. Cut-o� and selection criteria are de�ned based on these hints [7], and their evaluation
guides the design space exploration by identifying dead end states and prioritizing possible operations,
respectively.

Major contributions of this section with respect to previous work [HV11] are (i) the formal de�n-
itions of the concepts of guided design space exploration, (ii) the new implementation architecture of
our model-driven framework based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework, (iii) a comparison of state
encoding techniques used in our framework and (iv) a detailed evaluation of our framework with
multiple scenarios using relevant case studies.

3.2 Overview of the approach

In this section, we describe a novel framework that combines the model-driven approach of design
space exploration (DSE) with guided exploration techniques building on hints from analysis and guid-
ance through cut-o� and selection criteria. The schematic overview of the framework for guided
design space exploration is illustrated in Figure 6.7.

First, the design problem description speci�es the domain where the exploration takes place to
produce solutions. It includes: (1) the initial state of the system at the start of the exploration, (2) the
set of manipulation operations (called labeling or exploration rules) de�ned on the system, (3) goals
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Figure 3.2. Model-driven Guided Design Space Exploration

described as structural or numerical constraints, which need to be satis�ed by solution states found
by the exploration, and (4) global constraints, which are satis�ed by the initial and solution states
and all intermediate states on the trajectory between them. The detailed discussion of the problem
description is found in Section 3.4

The design space exploration performs the search for solutions by exploring the design (or
state) space of the problem description. It starts from the initial state and traverses reachable states by
applying the operations on the system (see Section 3.3). In order to �nd a solution quickly exploration
is often aided by an exploration strategy (detailed in Section 3.7). A simple strategy (as proposed
in [HV11]) may use random selection in a depth �rst search or statically assign priority levels to
operations. However, a more advanced strategy should also determine whether a given state will
never lead to a valid solution (i.e. it is a dead end) and states reachable from it should not be traversed.
In a guided approach, the exploration strategy relies on guidance, which uses hints for driving the
traversal and identifying dead ends.

Hints are information originating from the designer or (as in our case study) from some auto-
mated analysis carried out using formal methods that often abstract the design problem description.
The result of the analysis can be some information regarding the number of operation applications
(called as an occurrence vector), partial ordering of operations, restricting the set of required oper-
ations etc. These results are often generated before the exploration in a preprocessing phase. Our
guided approach uses occurrence vectors and dependency relations between rules as hints (see
Section 3.5).

Finally, the guidance calculates and interprets hints and provides decision support for the explor-
ation strategy (see details in Section 3.6). In our approach, guidance is de�ned as the evaluation of
cut-o� and selection criteria based on the current state and the hints (as de�ned in [7]). Cut-o� cri-

teria identify dead end states and bound the exploration, while selection criteria prioritize available
rules in a state by their likelihood of leading to a �nal (solution) state.

3.2.1 Challenges of guided design space exploration

While existing model-driven frameworks (e.g. GROOVE [Ren04]) are able to explore the design space
of smaller problems by exhaustively traversing reachable states and checking global constraints and
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goals in each state, they use no global information when selecting the applied labeling rules. Our
guided approach, however, takes advantage of hints and guidance that help the exploration and ad-
dresses the following challenges:

• identify decisions in the exploration: the framework should clearly separate the guidance from
the exploration strategy to easily allow the modi�cation of both parts of the framework.

• reduce traversed design space while preserving solutions: the guidance should reduce the num-
ber of traversed states before �nding solutions, but it must ensure that no valid solutions are
removed by the cut-o� criteria.

• provide optimal solutions: the guided framework should �nd the solutions that are optimal (with
respect to a user-de�ned metric) . Moreover, the framework should be able to continue explor-
ation to �nd other (less optimal) solutions if necessary.

• extensibility: the approach should be easily applicable on di�erent design problems and the set
of criteria should be extensible. This is a key feature for adapting the framework to various
domains.

3.3 Guided design space exploration

The guided design space exploration approach is based on a general search process, which traverses
the design space starting from the initial state. This general process includes a step (Evaluate cri-
teria), which relies on the guidance and hints provided by system analysis to the di�erent exploration
strategies (identify decisions challenge). The search process, depicted in Figure 3.3, consists of the
following steps:

Figure 3.3. Work�ow of the guided design space exploration

1. Check operation applicability. First, labeling rules (of the design problem description) are
checked for executability (i.e. whether they can be executed in the current state of the model)
and this information is passed to the criteria evaluation.

2. Evaluate criteria. The cut-o� and selection criteria are evaluated using the hints (the rule de-
pendencies and the occurrence vector) and the results are stored.

3. Cut-o�? If at least one of the cut-o� criteria were satis�ed during the evaluation, or there are
no applicable rules, the state is a dead end and the branch is cut.

4. Select rule. The design space exploration then selects the next applicable rule based on the
evaluation results.
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5. Apply rule. The selected rule is applied to the model resulting in a new model state.
6. Check new state. The global constraints and goals are checked on the new state to decide

whether it is an invalid or solution state.
a) Is valid state? If any of the constraint are violated, the state is invalid and the exploration

continues from the previous state. Note, that a state is also considered invalid if the ex-
ploration has visited it earlier, since in this case the reachable states are already explored
from this state.

b) Is solution found? If all of the goals are satis�ed, the state is a solution.
7. Save solution. When a solution model is found, the trajectory (with the executed rules and

corresponding model state information) is saved to a solution list.
8. Continue search. Once the new model state is checked, the next applicable rule is selected from

a valid new state, otherwise from the previous state.
Design space exploration terminates either once a prede�ned number of solutions are found (or

if the found solution is acceptable by other, user-de�ned metrics) or if there are no applicable rules
within the limited search space. Since a hint does not always represent a feasible trajectory, the
exploration is restarted with an alternative vector if more solutions are required to be found.

3.4 Design problem description

3.4.1 Motivating example: System con�guration

Today services are often built on top of a middleware (MW) using components as building blocks to
be able to scale dynamically to meet demands. Servers (S) and high-availability clusters (Cl) can be
deployed on the middleware, while databases (DB) are installed on servers and applications (App) are
executed over databases. Finally, servers can also be deployed on clusters and storage (St) subsystems
can only operate over clustered servers.

In order to provide an appropriate infrastructure for clients, the con�guration of the system in-
frastructure must meet certain requirements (including complex structural constraints), e.g. an ap-
plication and a storage subsystem is required for a web service. Such an infrastructure is shown in
Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4. An example system providing reliable service

To satisfy this constraint the system con�guration has to be designed in an appropriate way. We
assume that regular change management commands (including deletion or creation, e.g. deploying
a new database) are issued by some middleware service broker. If the current infrastructure of the
system detects that the required parameters cannot be satis�ed by the actual con�guration, recon-
�guration operations are to be initiated, which lead the system into a state where all constraints are
met. To deal with changes of requirements and possible commands, guided design space exploration
is used to �nd command sequences that should be executed to create a valid con�guration.
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3.4.2 Initial state

States are represented as instance models that conform to a metamodel. This metamodel describes
the problem domain and the initial state de�nes where the design space exploration starts from.

Figure 3.5. Metamodel and instance model of the system infrastructure

Example 10 (System infrastructure initial state) The left part of Figure 3.5 shows the metamodel
for the case study. The metamodel contains a component Node designated graphically as a rectangle.
The speci�c components Socket, Server, Database, Application and Storage are specialized from this
node, Socket is a generalization of Middleware and Cluster). Edge deployedOn is a relation that
connects two di�erent components denoting that the source node is deployed on the target node
of this relation. The right part of Figure 3.5 illustrates an instance model containing a database d
deployed on two servers s1, s2 that are on middleware mw. Note that in the rest of the section, we
omit the deployedOn (dOn) relation by illustrating such associations using vertical arrangement of
components. 2

3.4.3 Goals and global constraints

Goals and global constraints of the design problem description are de�ned as bounds on the number
of matches for graph patterns.

Figure 3.6. Example goal and global constraint

Example 11 (System con�guration goals and constraints) The left part of Figure 3.6 shows a
graph pattern describing a database (DB node) deployed on two servers (S) that are both deployed
on the same cluster (Cl). The example goal speci�es using this pattern requires that a solution model
includes at least 5 databases deployed on clusters, while the right part shows a global constraint that
allows maximum 100 servers deployed on middlewares altogether. 2
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3.4.4 Operations

The operations that de�ne the possible elementary manipulations on the problem state are represen-
ted by graph transformation (GT) rules. An overview on using graph transformations for software
architecture recon�gurations can be found in [Bar+05].

Figure 3.7. Graph transformation rules

Example 12 (System recon�guration operations) The recon�guration actions of the ongoing ex-
ample is captured by a set of graph transformation rules in Figure 3.7:

• The addMW rule adds a new middleware MW.
• addS creates a new server S deploying it on top of a MW or cluster Cl, however, a Cl cannot

have more than two S deployed on it.
• Rule addCl produces a new Cl deploying it on top of a MW.
• addDb adds a new database DB deploying it on top of two S that have no other Node deployed

on them.
• addApp creates a new application App deploying it on top of two DB that have no other Node

deployed on them.
• Finally, addSt adds a new storage St deploying it on two S that are deployed on the same Cl

and have no other Node deployed on them. 2

It is important that the set of goals, constraints and rules are easily extensible by the designer
(extensibility challenge). The design problem description is not hard-coded into the exploration and
can be modi�ed using a high-level textual language [VB07]. Our framework also supports dynamic
handling of goals, constraints and rules, e.g. to generate solutions for di�erent subsets of rules.

3.4.5 Design space exploration

The design space traversed by the guided exploration approach is represented by a graph transition
system [Ren03] containing the states, which are reachable from the initial state by executing the
operations.

De�nition 9 (Exploration step) An exploration step G
act

=⇒ G′ is the execution of the activation
act on the instance model G resulting in the modi�ed model G′. 2
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De�nition 10 (Exploration sequence) An exploration sequence G0
act1=⇒ G1

act2=⇒ G2 =⇒ . . . is a
sequence of exploration steps (executing an activation of a given transformation rule). 2

An exploration sequence starting from G and yielding G′ is denoted shortly by G ∗
=⇒ G′, where

∗ denotes that zero or more exploration steps may belong to the sequence.

De�nition 11 (Design space exploration problem) The design space exploration problem is a 4-
tupleDSE = (G0, Op,Goal, Cons), whereG0 is the initial state,Op is the set of possible operations,
Goal is the set of goals, Cons is the set of global constraints. 2

De�nition 12 (Solutions of design space exploration) The solutions of DSE is a pair Sol =

(DSE,ES), where ES is a set of exploration sequences and for each sequence G0
∗

=⇒ Gi ∈ ES,
the �nal state Gi contains matches of the patterns in Goal, each state in the sequence is reached by
exploration steps from Op and does contain matches of any pattern in Cons. 2

The solutions are found by constructing the possible execution sequences starting from the initial
state of the DSE problem.

De�nition 13 (Design space) A design space of a DSE problem is a graph DS =
(Nim, Ees, src, trg,Gcurr), where the nodes Gi ∈ Nim are instance models, edges are explora-
tion stepsGj

act
=⇒ Gk ∈ Ees and the source and target of an edge are the instance models (equivalent

up to isomorphism) before and after the execution of the step. The exploration starts from the
initial state G0 of DSE and the exploration steps use only operations from Op in DSE. Finally,
Gcurr ∈ Nim is the current state of the design space is the target of the last exploration step. 2

A path in the design space is an exploration sequence also called a trajectory between two states.
A state Gi is reachable from G0 i� there is a trajectory in DS from G0 to Gi.

Example 13 (Design space of system con�guration) In Figure 3.8 an extract of the design space
of the running example is shown. On the left, the root of the design space is the start graphG0 where
the system con�guration contains a MW, three S, and one DB components. Operations addS, addCl,
and addMW are applicable to G0, here we follow the execution of addS and addCl. 2

3.5 Hints

The design space exploration framework uses exploration sequences to reach solution states. In order
to guide the exploration e�ciently, both the amount and order of operation executions are useful
hints.

3.5.1 Graph transformation rule dependency

Given the precondition-postcondition nature of GT rules used as operations, it is possible to derive
which rules might be a�ected by the execution of a given operation. For example, executing an activ-
ation of GT rule r can alter the model in a way that other rules, which were disabled before, become
enabled (or the other way around), thus the application of these rules depend on the application of
r . The dependencies between rules are independent of the instance models, and can be derived from
the rule de�nitions. This analysis can be carried out using various techniques, such as critical pair
analysis [HKT02] or conditional transformation-based dependency analysis [MKR06], and results in
a matrix of dependencies between rules.
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Figure 3.8. A part of a design space

Figure 3.9. Dependency graph example

De�nition 14 (Dependency graph) A dependency graph for a DSE problem is a graph Dep =
(Nop, Esd, src, trg), where the nodes Nop are the possible operations Op of DSE and the edges Esd
denote sequential dependency (i.e. for an edge e the application of the source operation (src(e)) may
a�ect the activations of target operation trg(e)). 2

The result of the analysis is used to create a dependency graph (Dep, illustrated in Figure 3.9). Note
that there may be arcs in both direction between two rules. As illustrated on Figure 3.9, rule addS
depends on rules addMW, addCl, while rules addSt, addDB depend on addS (the sets are represented
by J raddS and raddS I, respectively).

3.5.2 Transformation rule occurrence vector

We use a Petri net abstraction technique introduced for GTS in [Var+06], which provides hints that
estimate how many times each rule is applied in order to reach a given state.
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3.5.2.1 Petri Net abstraction for GTS

Our guided trajectory exploration approach is based on a Petri net abstraction technique introduced
for GTS in [Var+06]. The motivation behind such an abstraction was that solving the reachability
problem on the PN level is of much lower complexity than solving the problem directly on the GTS-
level using algorithmic exploration techniques.

The essence of this abstraction technique is to derive a cardinality PN, which simulates the original
GTS by abstracting from the structure of instance graphs and only counting the number of elements
(nodes or edges) of a certain type by placing tokens to a corresponding place. These tokens are
circulated by transitions derived from each GT rule, which simulate the e�ect of the rule on the
number of typed elements by adding and removing tokens from corresponding places.

Example 14 In Figure 3.10 rule addCl of our example in Section 3.4 is shown with the corresponding
metamodel on the left. The PN abstraction is shown on the right. According to the metamodel of the
example, the corresponding cardinality PN has a place for all types Node, MW, S, Cl, DB, App, St, and
relation dOn.

Figure 3.10. Rule addCl and the corresponding cardinality Petri net

For instance, the left–hand side of rule addCl contains a node MW. Thus the corresponding trans-
ition with the same name has two incoming arcs starting from the corresponding places (for direct
and supertypes). Similarly, the right–hand side of the rule consists of one MW, one Cl, and onR thus
there are four outgoing arcs to Node, MW, Cl, and onR with weights 2, 1, 1, 1, respectively.

In this way whenever rule addCl is applied the number of the tokens at the involved places
changes according to the cardinality of the metamodel types. 2

The incidence matrix of the PN abstraction of the example GTS is in Figure 3.11. The places
(columns) refer to the type places corresponding to the type graph of Figure 3.10, while transitions
(rows) refer to corresponding rules of Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.11. Incidence matrix of the Petri Net abstraction

The coverability problem over PN can be encoded into an ILP problem, and the solution of the
resulting ILP problem is a transition occurrence vector (σ). The transition occurrence vector prescribes
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how many times a GT rule needs to be applied in order to reach the derived submarking of a solution
state. For example, to get from an initial graph containing only one MW to a state with four S and two
DB, the shortest solution vector would be σ = {0, 4, 0, 2, 0, 0}. Further details about the encoding
and solving can be found in [VV06].

De�nition 15 (Occurrence vector) A candidate occurrence vector σ is a solution of the analysis of
the Petri net abstraction, where σ(i) is the number of times that rule ri is applied during the execu-
tion. 2

Note that [Var+06] proves that the mapping is a proper abstraction in the sense that the derived
PN simulates the original GTS, and it also discusses a possible abstraction of NACs into cardinality
Petri nets. However, that abstraction would deliver an integer non-linear programming problem for
the trajectory �nding problem for which solution techniques have greater complexity than solution
techniques for an (I)LP problem. Thus we ignore the abstraction of NACs in the current chapter, but it
is important to note that this is not a conceptual restriction since NACs only result in the generation
of additional infeasible paths.

During the design space exploration, the number of times rule ri has been applied in a given path
is stored in the application vector (va) as va(i).

De�nition 16 (Compliant exploration sequence) An exploration sequence of the design space
exploration is compliant with σ if va ≤ σ (the number of applications is less than or equal to σ(i) for
each rule ri). 2

Throughout the chapter we use the di�erence σ(i) − va(i) as the remaining application number

#i of rule ri. This number is stored as an attribute for nodes in Dep (see Figure 3.9) together with
the state of ri that is either enabled or disabled in a given state.

3.5.3 Using dependency graph in design space exploration

The model state and the dependency graph are tightly connected for a given initial graph and oc-
currence vector. Figure 3.12 illustrates how the application of a GT rule a�ects the current state and
the remaining application number. First, the current state is depicted as the model M (representing
the current system con�guration) and remaining application number and state of each node in the
dependency graph Dep (in short, the current dependency graph). The color of the nodes (e.g. naddS)
of Dep represent the state of the corresponding GT rules (raddS), green (dark) background for en-
abled, grey (light) for disabled. The number near each node is the remaining application number (e.g.
#addS = 3).

In the course of design space exploration, the next GT rule, which is applied (raddS in the example)
is selected from the set of enabled rules. The application has the following e�ects on the models: (a)
modelM changes according to the rule de�nition (here, a new server S is added to middlewareMW ),
the new model is illustrated as M ′ (b) the #addS is modi�ed to represent that the rule is applied (it
decreases from 3 to 2) (c) Dep is also changed to Dep′, as #addS decreased and the applicability of
GT rules may change (here raddDB becomes enabled). The design space exploration then continues
from M ′ by selecting a rule based on the dependency graph Dep′.
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Figure 3.12. Executing an operation and its e�ects on the dependency graph

3.6 Guidance

3.6.1 Overview of cut-o� and selection criteria

Cut-o� and selection criteria are used as guidance to decide in which order the states of the design
space are explored. We de�ne formal criteria over the current dependency graph, which are evaluated
to support decisions:

De�nition 17 (Cut-o� criteria) The cut-o� criteria is a function cut : (DS,Dep) 7→ bool, where
DS is the design space and Dep is the current dependency graph, which returns true if further ex-
ploration from the current stateGcurr ofDS cannot lead to a goal state with a compliant trajectory.2

When the cut-o� criteria returns true, the exploration continues from an other state instead of
executing an operation in the current state.

De�nition 18 (Selection criteria) The selection criteria is a function sel : (DS,Dep) 7→ Op,
where DS is the design space and Dep is the current dependency graph, which returns an ordered
list of operations that have activations in the current state Gcurr of DS. 2

A given rule ri is placed before an other rule rj , if the execution of ri is more promising, based
on Dep and the current state, than the execution of rj .

3.6.2 Criteria building blocks

In our approach, the criteria are constructed using starting point identi�ers and a well-de�ned set of
operators (i.e. building blocks), which can represent navigation over the graph edges, numerical and
logical functions between subcriteria, ordering of results and quanti�ers. Starting points behave as
operands and create a criteria together with an operator. The resulting criteria (called a subcriteria) can
be also an operand to create more complex criteria. Throughout the chapter we refer to an operator
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as enclosing for the operands which it is combined with. For the de�nition of the criteria grammar,
see Section A.1. The criteria building blocks are de�ned in the following:

Starting points identify rules on which a given criteria is interpreted. Trivially, selection criteria
are evaluated for rules, which are enabled in the given state and their #i is greater than zero. However,
cuto� criteria may be de�ned on rules with di�erent properties (e.g. disabled rules or all enabled rules,
regardless of #i).

Apart from simple starting points such as enabled rules (E), disabled rules (D), we de�ne numerical
constants (C) as starting points as well to separate them from operators. Constants are used in logical
and numerical functions when one of the operands is a prede�ned number. Finally, custom starting

points ([Cr]) are de�ned when only rules with speci�c properties are evaluated.

Navigation operators describe which other nodes of graphGd should be evaluated when starting
from a given node. Navigation is de�ned over the edges between the graph nodes, and can be limited
to paths of one or multiple connected edges. During evaluation, the #j for each rj reached by the
navigation is summed up, except if navigation occurs in the criterion of a custom starting point, where
#j is not incorporated in the total sum.

For a given rule ri, forward navigation (ri I) returns the set of nodes to which ri has outgoing
edges, while backward navigation (J ri) returns the set of nodes from which ri has incoming edges.
Furthermore, a given navigation operator can be used iteratively on a set of rules either for a given
amount of time (limited iteration), e.g. navigating forward twice (ri I I) can be de�ned as ri I2.
Finally, a given operator can be used iteratively for as long as it is applicable (transitive iteration,
ri I

+).

Numerical functions are used when the partial evaluation results of subcriteria are combined.
Among the numerical operators, the addition operator (Cr1 +Cr2, whereCri are subcriteria) is used
most often for summing partial results, but subtraction (Cr1 − Cr2), multiplication (Cr1 ∗ Cr2) and
division (Cr1/Cr2) are also usable.

Logical functions are also de�ned between two subcriteria and result in boolean values, where
the result depends on the actual operator type and the subcriteria operands. For subcriteria, which
have numerical results, the available operators are equals (Cr1 = Cr2), di�ers (Cr1 6= Cr2), more

than (Cr1 > Cr2) and less than (Cr1 < Cr2).
Similarly, for subcriteria, which have boolean results (e.g. ones that use one of the operators

above), the available operators are conjunction (Cr1∧Cr2), inclusive disjunction (Cr1∨Cr2), exclusive
disjunction (Cr1 ⊕ Cr2) and negation (¬Cr).

Ordering and quanti�ers are top-level binary operators for selection and cut-o� criteria, respect-
ively. Ordering operators de�ne how the numerical results from the subcriteria are returned, with
either the highest result being the �rst (maximal operator, maxCr) or the lowest (minimal operator,
minCr). For cut-o� criteria, we de�ne quanti�ers to describe when the subcriteria must be true for
at least one rule (existential quanti�er, ∃r Cr) or for every rule (universal quanti�er, ∀r Cr) among
the rules de�ned by the starting point.
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3.6.3 Criteria for guided design space exploration

We used the following cut-o� and selection criteria, which are meaningful when dealing with guided
DSE. In the rest of the section, we will illustrate the evaluation of criteria using these examples and
the dependency graph from our case study.
Non-compliant path (Ncp) (Look-ahead) cut-o� criterion When the application of any GT rule

would make the current execution path non-compliant with the occurrence vector of its corres-
ponding PN, it can be cut. This criterion does not depend on the dependency graph, and can be
seen as the only one applied when the guidance is based on the occurrence vector. Equation 3.1
de�nes the criterion using the notation introduced in this section.

CrcutNcp : ∀r E(r) = C(0) (3.1)

Permanently disabled rule (Pdr) cut-o� criterion The current path can be cut if there is a dis-
abled rule, which still has to be applied based on the transition occurrence vector, but the ap-
plication of any rule, which it depends on would lead to a non-compliant path. Equation 3.2
gives the criterion with custom starting points and equally with regular navigation operators.

CrcutPdr : ∃r J [D(r) > C(0)] = C(0) or equally ∃r (D(r) > C(0))∧ (J D(r) = C(0)) (3.2)

Independent rule application (Ira) selection criterion Applicable rules with no forward de-
pendency should be applied as early as possible to reduce the number of di�erent applicable
operations later in the trajectory (Equation 3.3).

CrselIra : max [E(r) I = ∅] (3.3)

Maximal forward-dependant application path (Mfd) selection criterion Among the applic-
able GT rules at any given state of the exploration, the one with the most (transitively) de-
pendant rule applications should be executed �rst (Equation 3.4). The selection is based on
calculating the e�ect of each applicable rule using the dependency graph and on the idea that
a rule, which a�ects more applications should be applied earlier in the trajectory.

CrselMfd : max E(r) I+ (3.4)

3.6.4 Calculation algorithm for criteria

In Section 3.6.1, we de�ned selection and cut-o� criteria as means to help the decision whether to
explore reachable states on a given branch and which GT rules to execute if we do. These criteria
are constructed from the building blocks introduced in Section 3.6.2. In this section we specify the
algorithm for calculating arbitrary criteria.

Algorithm overview First, we describe the steps of the calculation for arbitrary criteria (Cr)
de�ned using the building blocks. Let us assume that at the beginning of the algorithm we have
a dependency graph (Gd) where the status of the nodes (ni) is updated based on the applicability of
the corresponding rule (ri) and the remaining execution number (#i) is set based on σ(i) and va(i).

The overview of the algorithm (described as a function over a criterion and a dependency graph)
is given in pseudocode here, while a more detailed version of the criteria evaluation algorithm can be
found in Section A.2:
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1 Function evaluate(Cr ,Gd)

2 initialize variables Ln, Sst, S
3 check inconsistency of starting points in Sst

4 if starting points consistent then

5 initialize Sn with nodes satisfying S
6 O ← enclosing(S) // list of nodes or cut-off

7 forall the n ∈ Sn do // Iterate through eligible nodes

8 initialize Nc, Nv, Rp, Rb // Current and visited nodes, partial results

9 while O 6= Cr do // Evaluation terminates when the applied operator is

the criteria

10 applyOperator(O,Gd,Nc,Nv ,Rp,Rb,Ln) // Apply operator

11 O ← enclosing(O) // Get enclosing operator

12 update list or cut-o� result
13 return result

Step 1 Check the set of starting points (Sst) in Cr to ensure that there is no apparent inconsistency
(e.g. both E(r) and D(r) are used).

Step 2 Select starting point S from Sst, this selection may use the �rst simple or custom starting point
from the criteria or choose randomly. The selection method does not a�ect the calculation
algorithm, however the selected starting point can greatly a�ect the required calculation steps
for speci�c criteria (e.g. if a custom starting point would rule out the large majority of rules,
the rest of the criteria is not evaluated).

Step 3 Acquire the set of nodes (Sn) from Gd which satisfy S (e.g. nodes for enabled rules for E(r)).
If S is a custom starting point, it can be calculated with the same algorithm (starting from
Step 1, where S := Cr) to �nd satisfying nodes.

Step 4 Select the next node (n) from Sn and the enclosing operator (O) of S. Initialize the set of
current nodes (Nc) including only n.

Step 5 Apply O on Nc, where application is based on the type of the operator as follows:
Navigation operators take the current nodes and return nodes, which are reachable in the

graph (in the direction de�ned by the operator) and are not included in the already visited
nodes (Nv). These nodes (Nr) are added to the Nv and will serve as Nc in the next step
(Nc := Nr). The #i of each ni is summed and added to the partial result (Rp).

Numerical and logical operators are applied as implied by their de�nition and result inRp
and boolean values (Rb), respectively.

Ordering operators place ns in the appropriate position in the list of calculated nodes (Ln).
In case of maximal operator, ns is placed before the �rst node, which has a lower Rp,
and before �rst node, which has higher in case of minimal.

Quanti�er operators decide whether Crcut is satis�ed based on Rb. If Rb is true and the
quanti�er is existential, the current branch is cut and other nodes are not calculated.
Similarly, if Rb is false and the quanti�er is universal, the branch is not cut. In both
cases, skip to Step 8.

Step 6 If there is an enclosing operator Oe for O (if O is transitive and Nc 6= ∅, Oe := O), apply Oe
(continue from Step 5) on Nc, Rp and Rb (whichever exists).
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Step 7 If there is a next node (nn) in Sn, continue from Step 4 (i.e. calculate criteria on next node).
Step 8 Return Ln for selection criteria and Rb for cut-o� criteria (the branch is cut if true).

Calculation of multiple criteria For more e�cient trajectory calculation, several cut-o� and se-
lection criteria are de�ned as the search strategy. The combination of cut-o� criteria can be seen as
inclusive disjunction (if any of them are true, the branch is cut), while the combination of selection
criteria is non-trivial and requires a method for merging di�erent lists.

3.6.5 Step-by-step criteria calculation example

We illustrate the execution of the algorithm using the Permanently disabled rule cut-o� and Max-

imal forward-dependant application path selection criteria using the system con�guration case study.
Throughout the description of the example we refer back to the steps of the algorithm in parentheses
(e.g. S4 means Step 4).

Permanently disabled rule The calculation of CrcutPdr is illustrated in Figure 3.13 using the de-
pendency graph of the example with selected #i for the rules and the current con�guration. Disabled
rules are depicted with light gray background (here addSt and addApp), while enabled rules are drawn
with green background. The formal de�nition of the criteria is also included below the graph with
partial result Rp in the bottom right corner. The de�nition has two starting points, which are con-
sistent (both D, S1), thus the algorithm chooses the �rst one as S (depicted with bold circle, S2) then
acquires Sn := {addSt; addApp} (S3) and selects addSt as n and > as O (S4, 1. in Figure 3.13).

Figure 3.13. Example evaluation of cut-o�

The application of O returns true (S5) therefore the enclosing operator ∧ is applied next (S6),
which means that the second operand has to be evaluated as well. The evaluation of the backward
navigation operator (J ) is illustrated in 2. of Figure 3.13, where the current nodes reached by nav-
igation are depicted with dashed circles (addCl and addSt, S5). Since both #addCl and #addS is zero,
the = operator evaluates to true (S6 and S5), the original ∧ operator returns true as well (S5). Finally,
the evaluation of the existential quanti�er operator (S5) means that the rest of the nodes are skipped
and the branch is cut (S8).

Maximal forward-dependant application path The calculation of CrselMfd is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.14 similarly to the �rst example. The current con�guration and the dependency graph are
depicted in a di�erent state, and the formal de�nition of the criteria is below the graph. As before, the
�rst steps of the calculation algorithm select a starting point (E) from the criteria, the �rst evaluated
node (addCl) and the enclosing operator I (S1-4, 1. in Figure 3.14).
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Figure 3.14. Example evaluation of selection

The nodes reached by the application of the I operator are Nc := {addSt; addS} (2. in Fig-
ure 3.14), and the partial result Rp is updated to 4 (S5). Since the enclosing operator is the transitive
navigation (S6), the I operator is used in consecutive steps on nodes in Nc. First, addDB is reached
and Rp is updated to 5 (S5, 3. in Figure 3.14), since addSt is already in Nv and no new nodes are
reachable from it. Next, addApp is reached from addDB and Rp is updated to 6 (S5, 4. in Figure 3.14).
In the following iteration, Nc is empty (no new reachable nodes), therefore the enclosing operation
max is selected (S6). The application of this ordering operator puts addCl in Ln (S5), then addS is
selected as the next node (S7). Once all the nodes are evaluated the ordered list (Ln = {addCl, addS})
is returned as the �nal result of the algorithm (S8).

It is important to note that this result circumvents a problem when the exploration would apply
addS as long as possible without applying addCl �rst, which trajectory would not lead to a goal state
if at least a St is required in the con�guration (or in any con�guration where servers have to be
deployed on clusters).

Additional notes on criteria calculation The applicability of these criteria highly depends on
the structural properties of the dependency graph. First, if most dependencies between rules are bi-
directional or if the graph is almost strongly connected, the selection criteria will be less e�ective.
Furthermore, we suggest using transitive closure for path computation as a �rst approximation, but
we believe that more sophisticated algorithms may be de�ned by handling cycles in the graph di�er-
ently from simple paths.

3.7 Exploration strategy

Guided exploration strategies can be categorized by the used hints and guidance. We speci�ed two
guided strategies (see Figure 3.15), the �rst uses occurrence vectors only as hints (occurrence), while
the other uses rule dependency as well (full guidance). Note that the full guidance strategy uses rule
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priorities only if two labeling rules were evaluated as equal by the guidance. These strategies are
compared to the fixed priority depth-�rst search strategy.

Figure 3.15. Comparison of exploration strategies by used hints

Figure 3.16 illustrates the design space exploration for these techniques on a simple example. The
circles denote the traversed states which are numbered according to the traversal order, while the
applicable rules are listed beside them. Downward arrows illustrate rule applications, while upward
(and dotted) arrows represent backtracking from invalid or cut-o� states. The same rule can be applied
multiple times at a given state if more than one applicable match is found in the graph (see state 2 on
the right side). The exploration terminates when an optimal solution is found. A solution is optimal if
the path leading to it contains the least number of rule applications (i.e. it is the shortest trajectory to
a solution model). Note that the framework is extensible also to labeling rules with costs and optimal
solutions identi�ed by the lowest total cost [VV06].

Figure 3.16. Comparison of exploration strategies

In the case of the �xed priority strategy, the next applied operation is the one with the highest
priority among the applicable ones. In the example, �rst r1 is applied then r2. From state 2, �rst
r1 is applied leading to state 3 without applicable rules. After backtracking, r3 is applied instead.
Note that after this point all reachable states from state 2 and state 1 are explored before trying r2 in
state 0 (which �nally leads to an optimal solution). Moreover, as the depth-�rst technique is used in
the �xed priority exploration strategy, the �rst solution found by that strategy is often several times
longer than the optimal, suboptimal solutions are used as depth limits to force the exploration to �nd
shorter solutions.

The occurrence strategy applies operations based on the occurrence vector provided by the system
analysis. The example in Figure 3.16 shows that r2 should be applied twice and r3 once. Therefore, r1
is not applied in state 0 or 2 (highlighted) in order to be compliant to the occurrence vector. In states
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3 and 4, the exploration backtracks (as no more rule applications are allowed by the vector) and then
continues to �nd the solution in state 6.

The full guidance exploration strategy (illustrated in the right side of Figure 3.16) takes the de-
pendency relations between rules into account in addition to the occurrence vector. Therefore, in
state 1 (highlighted) it selects r3 for the next application. Rule r2 is applicable on two matches in
state 2, the �rst leading to a dead-end state, while the second application leads to a solution in state 4.
Note that the selection in state 1 leads to a reduced traversed design space compared to the occurrence
exploration strategy (reduce traversed design space challenge).

3.8 Implementation details

We implemented the �rst version of our model-driven framework for guided design space explora-
tion on top of the Viatra2 model transformation framework (Section 3.8.1). We also present a new
implementation architecture that builds on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) (Section 3.8.2).
Furthermore, we discuss the challenge of identifying recurring states during the exploration using
state encoding techniques (Section 3.8.3).

3.8.1 Viatra2-based implementation

Figure 3.17 gives an overview of the implemented guided design space exploration framework.
The implementation uses the Viatra2 model transformation framework [VIA12], which provides
metamodeling capabilities and supports model transformations based on the concepts of graph trans-
formations and abstract state machines. Its incremental pattern matcher is used as a powerful query
engine [Ber+09].

Figure 3.17. Overview of the Viatra2-based guided DSE framework

The design space exploration is performed by the constraint satisfaction engine, CSP(M), presen-
ted in [HV11], where rules, goals and constraints (speci�ed using graph transformation rules and
patterns) are used in solving constraint satisfaction problems over the input model (both included in
the design problem description).

The abstraction of graph transformation rules into Petri nets (PN) and ILP problems are also auto-
mated. We used the industry leading IBM CPLEX1 optimization tool, which supports the calculation
of alternate solutions (occurrence vectors used for initializing the dependency graph). The edges of

1http://www.ibm.com/software/integration/optimization/cplex-optimizer/

http://www.ibm.com/software/integration/optimization/cplex-optimizer/
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Dep are computed from the transformation rules using the Condor2 dependency analyzer tool, while
the graph itself is built and stored as an EMF instance model. The criteria definitions and the criteria
evaluation algorithm (guidance) are implemented in Java as separate components, and are connected
to the guided design space exploration strategy.

3.8.2 EMF-based implementation

The Eclipse Modeling Framework [EMF12a] has become a de facto standard modeling representation
in the Eclipse ecosystem. EMF provides metamodeling capabilities and handles instance models, how-
ever it does not include model transformation and model query support that are required for design
space exploration. In the following we describe the technologies that were integrated to provide
guided design space exploration over EMF models.

Figure 3.18. Overview of the EMF-based guided DSE framework

Metamodels and instance models. The metamodel of a domain is created using the Ecore meta-
metamodel which de�nes the concept of EClasses (types) and EReferences (relations). Based on the
metamodel, EMF uses a generative approach to provide capabilities to create, manipulate, store and
load instance models for the de�ned metamodel.

Model queries for goals and global constraints. There are several tools available for query-
ing EMF instance models, including EMF-Query2 [EMQ12], EMF Search [EMF12b] and Eclipse-
OCL [MDT12b]. We choose EMF-Inc�ery [12], which is an incremental query evaluation frame-
work that uses the pattern matching technology (RETE network) of Viatra2 over EMF models. In-
cremental evaluation is important for the DSE framework for e�ciency including evaluating goals,
global constraints, and operation preconditions in each state.

2http://roots.iai.uni-bonn.de/research/condor/

http://roots.iai.uni-bonn.de/research/condor/
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Operations. We de�ne operations using EMF-IncQuery model query de�nitions as preconditions
and simple Java code for model manipulation that is parametrized by the match of the precondition
query.

For DSE, we need to e�ciently manage the possible activations in an instance model of an ar-
bitrary set of operations that have model queries as preconditions and to provide a common way
for executing an operation with a selected activation. EMF-IncQuery includes an event-driven rule
engine (where events are the incremental changes in query results) which supports the execution
scenarios including the manual selection and execution of activations required for DSE.

Backtracking and exploration. The EMF transaction framework supports the execution of com-
plex commands that are composed of a series of primitives (such as create, add, remove, set) and are
undoable or redoable as required. The transaction handling is used by creating composite commands
for each operation execution. These commands can be undone when the exploration backtracks.

Dependency graph and criteria evaluation The representation of the dependency graph uses
EMF and was developed to be independent from the representation of instance models. The criteria
definitions and the criteria evaluation algorithm (guidance) are implemented in Java as separate com-
ponents, and are connected to the guided design space exploration strategy. Therefore, it can be used
with the EMF-based DSE implementation. However, we do not have an automated way of inspecting
the simple Java code to perform the abstraction from transformation rules to Petri Nets. Note that
the precondition queries can be evaluated automatically as the query language of EMF-IncQuery is
declarative and query speci�cations can be processed as models. For the dependency graph compu-
tation, we used IBM CPLEX and Condor as before.

3.8.3 State encoding techniques

The exploration may encounter the same model state on di�erent trajectories and has to identify
such states in order to avoid the re-exploration of states reachable from that state (see Step 6.a in
Section 3.3). In the graph transition system illustrated in Figure 3.8 several states are reached through
di�erent trajectories, for example by adding a server or a cluster on the same middleware in di�erent
order.

3.8.3.1 Identifying recurring states

Recurring states can be identi�ed by iterating through each already visited state in the search space
and comparing the current state to them. However, there are multiple reasons that make this approach
infeasible [Ren05]:

• The exploration is performed over a single instance model and (a) it would have to be copied in
each explored state for comparison (infeasible for memory limitations) or (b) each comparison
would require the re-exploration of each explored state (infeasible for runtime limitations).

• Model comparison itself as a single operation is also challenging and often slow.
• The complete search space does not �t into available memory, therefore fully explored parts of

the search space are deleted to free up memory for the part that is explored currently.
Due to these limitations, we need to represent the current state of the exploration in a concise way

that can be stored and e�ciently compared to previously stored states. The concise representation of
the current state is called state encoding, while the result for a given state is called the state code. In
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the following we describe the challenges in state encoding and present possible techniques that can
be used for DSE.

3.8.3.2 Challenges of state encoding

There are a number of challenges related to the speci�cation of state encoding methods:
• Deterministic: applying the encoding to the same state must always result in the same state

code.
• Under-approximating: if two di�erent states have the same state code, then each solution

reachable from one state is reachable from the other as well.
• Fast: the time to calculate the state code for a given state and check whether it was already

explored should not be orders of magnitude slower than one iteration of the search process (see
Section 3.3).

• Minimal: state codes should not contain redundant information or data that is common in all
state codes. This is important as the DSE framework has to store a large number of state codes.

3.8.3.3 Comparison of state encoding techniques

We developed several di�erent state encoding techniques for the DSE framework, which are compared
in Figure 3.19.

Figure 3.19. Comparison of state encoding techniques

The state encoding techniques are classi�ed along the following aspects:
• Metamodel dependent state encoding techniques (Op, OpIncr, Mod and ModFull) are custom-

ized for encoding instance models of a given metamodel, while the remaining techniques (Ind
and IndIncr) can be applied on an arbitrary metamodel. While the former techniques can take
advantage of the speci�c structure of the metamodel and provide faster computation or smaller
state codes, the latter are reusable in the framework for any design problem description.

• The information that identi�es a state can be the operations that were executed to reach the
encoded state (Op and OpIncr) or the instance model in the current state (Mod, ModFull, Ind,
IndIncr). When the executed operations are encoded, the encoding calculates state codes by
evaluating the current trajectory from the initial state and can identify equivalent trajectories.
When the instance model is used for encoding, the state code usually includes information on
each element in the model and the relations between them.

• Since the execution or backtracking of applying an operation involves model manipulations
that change only a small part of the model (or the trajectory), it is possible to create incremental
state encoding techniques that update the state code of the previous state based on the change
(OpIncr and IndIncr). The other techniques perform the encoding without prior knowledge
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of the previous state, state code or the last change and calculate the state code only from the
current state (Op, Mod, ModFull and Ind).

• Finally, some techniques are only partially precise (Op, OpIncr and Mod), which means that
they can associate the same state code to states that are signi�cantly di�erent and depending
on the design problem description, they may violate the under-approximating challenge of state
encoding. On the contrary, there are techniques that are fully precise (ModFull, Ind and IndIncr)
and will ensure that two states will only have equal state codes if the states themselves are also
equal.

Figure 3.20. State encoding example

Figure 3.20 illustrates the state codes calculated by the di�erent state encoding techniques we
listed in Figure 3.19. The two instance models on each side contain two middleware and two cluster
nodes, but on the left the clusters are on di�erent middleware nodes, while on the right they are on
the same one. Techniques that are only partially precise associate the same state code for the two
instance models.

Operation-based encoding. Techniques Op and OpIncr take the execution of operations in the
trajectory and encode them in a sorted list. This means that if two trajectories include the same
operations in di�erent order, then the two states have the same state code. The state code also includes
the activation of each operation as well. However, if the speci�c elements in the activation are used,
then equal states will get di�erent state codes, since a cluster node created by one application of the
addCl operation will be di�erent from the one created by another application of the same operation.
On the contrary, if only the types of nodes are used, then the encoding will only be partially precise,
as illustrated by Figure 3.20.

Partially precise model encoding. The partially precise technique Mod uses the instance model
for encoding. It stores the type of each element and the type of the elements that are targets of
deployedOn relations to the given element. For example, the instance models in Figure 3.20 contain
two cluster nodes deployed on middleware nodes, which is encoded asCl(MW ;MW ). Furthermore,
the middleware nodes are not deployed on any nodes, which is encoded as MW (0; 0). Note that the
state code of both instance models is the same although they are clearly di�erent. That is why we
specify the fully precise state encoding technique ModFull.
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Fully precise model encoding. The ModFull technique extends Mod by identifying that storing
the deployedOn relations only in one direction leads to partially precise encoding. To ensure that
instance models with the same state code are isomorphic (up to the level required by the DSE problem),
state codes calculated by ModFull include the inverse of deployedOn relation as well. This means
that for each element, the state code will include the types of elements that are deployed on the given
element. Therefore, the state code for the instance model on the left side of Figure 3.20 will include
MW (0− Cl; 0− Cl), while the same part for the right side will contain MW (0− ClCl; 0− 0).

Metamodel independent encoding. Finally, all the above techniques were customized for the
metamodel of the system con�guration case study, but we can also de�ne techniques that calculate
state codes for instance models of arbitrary metamodels, as long as the metamodels themselves are
also available at the time of the encoding. The technique Ind calculates the state code of an instance
model by taking each element and �nding their type in the provided metamodel. Then the possible
relations for the given type and their inverses are encoded similarly to ModFull. Instead of iterating
through each element every time the state encoding is performed, the incremental technique IndIncr
stores the partial state codes corresponding to the elements in the instance model and updates these
stored values based on the model changes related to the execution or backtracking of an operation.
This incremental approach can add a bit of overhead for handling model changes but also means that
calculating the state code takes less time.

3.9 Quick �x generation for domain-speci�c modeling languages

In the scope of a collaboration with the University of Waterloo, we successfully applied our model-
driven DSE framework for generating suggestions for correcting inconsistencies in domain-speci�c
models. This section gives a short description of the approach, while details can be found in [13].

3.9.1 Inconsistency management in DSMLs

Inconsistency management is a key issue when using domain-speci�c models that arises in both
standardized and custom-made modeling environments. Inconsistencies are violations of the well-
formedness and correctness rules of the language that may correspond to design errors, or violations
of the company’s policies and best practices. While domain-speci�c editors are usually capable of en-
suring that elementary editing operations preserve syntactic correctness (by e.g. syntax-driven edit-

ing), most DSMLs include additional language-speci�c consistency rules that must also be checked.
In the current state-of-the-art of modeling tools, inconsistency management of complex rules

focuses primarily on the detection of inconsistency rule violations, however, the resolution of these
violations is mostly a manual task. posing a challenging problem due to the complexity of the language
or the concrete model. As a result, manually �xing a violation of one inconsistency rule may introduce
new violations of other rules.

In programming languages, the concept of quick �xes (also called error correction, code comple-
tion) is a very popular feature of integrated development environments such as Eclipse or Microsoft
Visual Studio, which aids programmers in quickly repairing problematic source code segments. This
feature is deeply integrated into the programming environment and it can be invoked any time for a
detected violation, giving the developer a list of �xing actions that can be applied instantly.

We propose to adapt this concept to domain-speci�c modeling languages through the application
of guided design space exploration. Our aim is to provide a domain-independent framework (that is
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applicable for a wide range of DSMLs), which can e�ciently compute complex �xing action sequences
even when multiple, overlapping inconsistency rule violations are present in the model.

3.9.2 Business process well-formedness validation

In this section, we use the Business Process Model And Notation (BPMN [Obj11a]) as an illustrative
case study. BPMN is a well-known and widely used standard, �owchart-like notation system for
specifying business processes. BPMN supports the scoped modeling of both control and data �ow; for
control �ow, activities, events, gateways (conditional decision, fork-join) may be used while data �ow
may be facilitated between activities and artefacts (e.g. data objects)3. All elements of a process may be
organized into pools and swimlanes to create a structural breakdown according to e.g. organizational
or functional rules (scopes).

Figure 3.21. Example BPMN process

Currently, there is a variety of BPMN-capable tools available (e.g. The MEGA Suite, Tibco Busi-
ness Studio, or SAP NetWeaver BPM) that all use the standardized graphical notation (depicted in
Figure 3.21), where activities (tasks) are represented by rectangles, events by circles, gateways by dia-
monds (rhombi) and sequence �ow by arrows – inconsistencies are indicated by red circles). However,
in our examples we use a graph-like abstract syntax representation that indicates the types and names
of each BPMN node more explicitly in order to ease understanding.

Unfortunately, these tools do not address automated inconsistency resolution. For example, while
the popular BPMN editor included in the Eclipse SOA Tools Platform suite [STP] is able to detect a
number of simple inconsistency rule violations, it does not guide the user in any way how to �x them.

Example 15 (Quick �x in a BPMN context) We give an intuitive example to clarify the concept of
quick �xes applied in a domain-speci�c modeling context. Inconsistency rules in BPMN may describe
process patterns that should not appear according to the standard (or custom design policies), e.g.
because they would lead to incorrect behavior (when the process is executed). For instance, as message
sending provides communication between di�erent processes (which are modeled as pools), messages

between elements belonging to the same pool are discouraged.
When an instance of such an inconsistency is detected in a BPMN process model (e.g. a given

message is to be sent between two activities that belong to the same pool, as illustrated by the dashed
arrow in Figure 3.21), the Eclipse editor places an error feedback marker in the model to indicate the

3See Appendix B for the metamodel of BPMN.
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location of the error. The user can only attempt to correct the error by a manual process, starting
from guidance given by the (ad-hoc) textual report. One may attempt to remove the erroneous model
con�guration by performing a sequence of elementary operations (such as deleting an element, or
altering its location), and then re-running the validation on the model to check whether the attempt
was successful.

We aim to automate this lengthy and error-prone process by a quick �x generator. Given the
error marker and a set of elementary �x operations (policies), the generator performs the try-and-test
search (without permanently altering the model) and presents the possible solutions (if any) to the
user. In the small example above, the generator may �nd that the violation can be removed by either
deleting the message or moving the receiver to a separate pool, and present a list of these solutions
to the user, where the (sequence of) correcting operations can be quickly executed in one compound
operation, restoring the correctness of the model. 2

3.9.3 Challenges of quick �x generation

While simple �xing actions (such as deleting the ill-con�gured message) can be provided (in a hard-
wired manner) by the programmer of the violation detection component (as available in e.g. the EMF
Validation Framework [EMF12a]), our approach o�ers a more generic solution. From the end-user
perspective, our approach addresses the following challenges/requirements:

• quick feedback to the user : to keep the interactive nature of the modeling process intact.

• o�er the best �xes to the user : the tool should pick the best options from the solutions of the
inconsistency resolution to present.

• keep model changes at a minimum: by o�ering �xes with conservative manipulation sequences
that keep most of the model intact.

• support for local and global scope for �xes: the user may select the context to which �xes will be
generated (i.e. a number of model elements or a given violation).

• extensibility: the set of inconsistency rules and (elementary) �xing policies should be extensible
by the end users for enabling customized design standards.

3.9.4 Quick �x generation by design space exploration

In order to generate quick �xes using the design space exploration approach described in Section 3.2,
we encoded the negated inconsistency rules as goals, the allowed operations as operations of the DSE
and used the model from the editor directly as the initial model (see Figure 3.22). This way the DSE
searches for a model that satis�es each inconsistency rule using the allowed operations. The main
advantage of using DSE is that it allows to de�ne the quick �x problem directly over the DSML model
and it does not need any mapping or abstraction to other mathematical domain as used in similar
model generation approaches [SBV10; JKW08].

However, it is important to mention that as the DSE framework is extensible with custom solver
algorithms, we modi�ed its solver algorithm by restricting (1) the application of operations and (2) the
solution checking to the violations of the selected model element. This is important in order to support

local �xing scopes. Furthermore, the solver supports both (i) breadth-�rst and (ii) depth-�rst search,
and (iii) parametrizable limits on solution length and number of alternative solutions. We de�ned
priorities for the operations, which are taken into consideration during the iteration, thus higher
priority operations are executed �rst. By giving higher priority to more conservative operations, the
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Figure 3.22. Quick �x generation as DSE problem

conservativity challenge is addressed, since solutions containing these operations are explored before
others.

It is important that the set of inconsistency rules and operations are easily extensible by the end
users (extensibility challenge). In our approach, these de�nitions are not hard-coded into the solver
and can be modi�ed using the graph transformation formalism. The DSE framework also supports dy-
namic handling of inconsistency rules and operations, e.g. to generate solutions for di�erent subsets
of operations.

3.9.5 De�nition of quick �xes for DSMLs

In this section, we de�ne the concepts related to quick �x generation (depicted in Figure 3.23) building
on the de�nitions from Section 2.3.

Figure 3.23. Quick �xing an inconsistent model

De�nition 1 (Inconsistency rule violation) An inconsistency rule ir is a graph pattern that is vi-
olated by an instance model M if there exists at least one match (violation, v) v : ir −→ M . The set
of violations that contain a given model element e is denoted as Ve(M ) = {v|e ∈ v.ctx}, and �nally,
the set of all violations in M as V(M ). 2
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De�nition 2 (Inconsistent instance model) An instance model M of metamodel MM , is incon-
sistent if one or more inconsistency rules are violated by (a part of) M , formally ∃ir ∈ IR, ∃v ∈
V(M ) : v : ir −→ M . The total number of violations in M for all inconsistency rules is denoted
by |V(M )|, while the number of local violations for a given model element e ∈ M is denoted as
|Ve(M )|. 2

Quick �xes were de�ned informally as a sequence of model manipulation operations, which
change an inconsistent model in a way to eliminate constraint violation instances.

De�nition 3 (Quick �x) A quick �x MI
F⇒ MC = (Mi, b1)

o1−→ M1, (M1, b2)
o2−→

M2, . . . , (Mn−1, bn)
on−→MC for a model element e is an ordered sequence of operations executed on

an inconsistent modelMI , resulting in a partially corrected modelMC , with the following conditions:
• ∃vI ∈ V(MI) : e ∈ vI .ctx ; There exists a violation vI in the inconsistent model MI , where the

model element e is in the context of vI .

• @vC ∈ V(MC) : e ∈ vC .ctx ; There is no violation vC in the partially corrected model MC ,
where the model element e is in the context of vC .

• |V(MI)| > |V(MC)|; F decreases the total number of violations in the model 2

Figure 3.24 illustrates how the application of the operations in a quick �x a�ects the instance
model by eliminating the violations step-by-step. Initially, there are several model elements included
in Ve(MI) in the inconsistent model MI . After applying the �rst operation o1 from the quick �x,
the resulting M1 where some of the violations may be �xed already. By executing the rest of the
operations o2, o3 in the quick �x, the �nal model MC contains no violations for the selected element
e. It is important to note that not all violations in the model are eliminated by the quick �x, only
those that contained the selected model element e. However, the total number of violations |V(MI)|
decreases.

Figure 3.24. Application of a Quick �x

3.9.6 Quick �xes for BPMN

The metamodel of the BPMN language is de�ned in EMF and is incorporated in the Eclipse BPMN
Modeler tool [STP]. We used this metamodel for specifying inconsistency rules and model manipula-
tion operations for the language. See Appendix B for the full list of inconsistency rules and operations.

3.9.6.1 Inconsistency rules

Figure 3.25 shows three of such rules as graph pattern using a simple graphical notation. Model
elements are depicted with rectangles and relationships with arrows, while the name of the element
and the its type are separated by colons.
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Conditional Edge Preceded By Gateway This inconsistency rule (condPrecededByGateway)
speci�es the situation where a Gateway G is the source of a conditional sequence edge (depicted
as a continuous arrow with a empty diamond source end) with the target an arbitrary activity A. In
the case study, a violation of this rule exists on the edge between the �rst Proceed? gateway and the
Cancel event (see Figure 3.21).

Figure 3.25. Inconsistency rules for BPMN

EndEvent Source of Edge This inconsistency rule (endEventSourceOfEdge) speci�es the situation
where an End event (E) is the source of a sequence edge (with the target an arbitrary activity A). The
sequence edge starting from Cancel in the case study is a violation, as illustrated in Figure 3.21.

Message Between Elements in Same Pool The inconsistency rule messageBetweenSamePool
describes the situation outlined in Example 15. Activities A and B are both elements in P (as de�ned
by the arrow with the diamond shaped end). For example, the message edge leading from Cancel to
Persist Contract in the case study, see Figure 3.21).

3.9.6.2 Operation de�nitions

Operations for manipulating BPMN models can be de�ned speci�cally for each metamodel type (e.g.
create Parallel Gateway) or generically to decrease the total number of operations (e.g. create element
with type). Figure 3.26 shows �ve operations for various modi�cations using graph transformation
rules. Negative application conditions are depicted with red rectangles. When possible (the upper
three in Figure 3.26), the LHS and RHS are merged and model parts removed by the operation are
annotated with delete, while parts that are created are annotated with new.

The rules removeSequenceEdge and removeMessageEdge remove an existing sequence or mes-
sage edge from between two activities, respectively, while changeEventType changes the type of an
event element to the given type, depicted as replacing the instanceOf relation (e.g. the type of an
event is changed from End to Start).

The changeSourceOfSequenceEdge moves the source end of a sequence edge between activity A
and B, so that the new source will be activity C. It also restricts the application by stating that C must
not have an existing sequence edge from the same element (NAC). Finally, the removeConditional-
Status rule removes the conditional status from a sequence edge between activity A and B.

3.9.6.3 Application of a quick �x

The quick �xes should contain enough information to allow deterministic application over the model
(to a degree that violations are eliminated in all cases). A selected quick �x is applied to the model by
taking each operation in order and execute it with the stored input bindings (illustrated in Figure 3.27).
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Figure 3.26. Operation de�nitions for BPMN

Figure 3.27. Application of a �x

Example 16 (Application of quick �x on a BPMN process) The application starts from the in-
consistent model MI (upper left) and �rst removes the conditional attribute from the sequence edge
between Proceed? and Cancel resulting inM1 (upper right). Next, the type of event Cancel is changed
to intermediate (since it has incoming edges), thus leading to M2 (lower left). Finally, the message
edge between Cancel and Persist Contract is removed (since they are in the same pool). In the res-
ulting model MC (lower right) no violations remain on Cancel. 2
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3.9.7 Summary of quick �x generation

In this section, we demonstrated quick �x generation for domain-speci�c models as a complex ap-
plication of guided design space exploration. By de�ning the inconsistency rules as goals and the
syntax-driven editing rules as operations, the quick �xes can be generated by customized exploration
strategies. Our evaluation regarding the performance of the approach will be presented in the next
section (see Section 3.10.2), together with evaluation of other DSE scenarios.

3.10 Evaluation of the approach

We evaluate our model-driven framework for guided design space exploration in four di�erent meas-
urement scenarios. Apart from synthetic benchmarks (1, 3− 4), we also evaluate a real application of
guided DSE (2).

1. First, we demonstrate that the full guidance strategy can be more e�cient than the other
strategies (namely, �xed priority and occurrence, which we used for previous measurements
in [HV11]) as it traverses considerably fewer states and does not introduce signi�cant overhead,
thus provides better runtime in most test sets than the other approaches.

2. Next, we evaluate a di�erent kind of guided exploration that uses local violations of structural
constraints to generate quick �xes for domain-speci�c modeling languages and demonstrate
that the added information makes the approach feasible in a live modeling scenario, unlike
exploration without guidance.

3. We compare the di�erent state encoding techniques on the system con�guration case study and
demonstrate that by identifying equivalent states they allow the exploration to scale to larger
design spaces.

4. Finally, we show our initial results with an EMF-based implementation of our framework and
compare it to the existing Viatra2-based framework.

In each scenario, we introduce the test sets used in the evaluation and the environment and
method used for the measurement, then we evaluate the results. The reader is directed to [HV11]
for comparison of (the previous version of) the DSE framework with other tools (e.g. SICStus Prolog
CLP(FD), KORAT and GROOVE).

3.10.1 Scenario 1: Dependency graph guided exploration

3.10.1.1 Test sets used in the evaluation

For evaluation, we used the system con�guration case study presented in Section 3.4.1 and a service
con�guration case study (presented in [VV06]). These cases are relevant in the context of model-
driven DSE as they represent both design time and runtime exploration problems, respectively, and
it allows comparison with previous results [VV06; HV11].

Both case studies included multiple test sets (see Figure 3.28). PowerOn test sets deal with empty
initial models, while Reconfigure test sets deal with existing models which must be modi�ed to satisfy
goals. In the system con�guration test sets, the goals describe the number of required components
(e.g. 2 applications and 2 storage in PowerOn Small). Furthermore, global constraints are raised
to give some limit to the priority based strategy (e.g. a middleware should have at most 100 nodes
installed). Finally, the Clustered Database test set requires databases to be deployed on clusters (see
Figure 3.6).
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In the service con�guration test sets, the models represent a set of services that are recon�gured
runtime (e.g. removing faulty or starting new instances) to meet some QoS requirements. The con-
straints in these test sets de�ne the maximum number of services, while goals describe the number
of active services and that faulty services are removed.

The size of the models are given after the name of the problem, in the system con�guration test
sets the required applications and storage subsystems, while in the service test sets the maximum
number of services, faulty and active services in the initial model and active services in solutions.

3.10.1.2 Evaluation environment and method

The evaluation was carried out 5 times for each test set and strategy in the following way4: (1) the
initial model is loaded into Viatra2, (2) the goals, constraints and operations are added to the frame-
work, (3) the exploration component is initialized and runtime measurement is started (using wall
time with OS-level nanotime precision). Next, (4) the design space exploration framework looks for
an optimal solution. Finally, (5) the runtime measurement is stopped and the results are saved. The
exploration is limited to 1 million visited states.

3.10.1.3 Evaluation of results

The table in Figure 3.28 shows the results of measurements using the case study models. For each
test set, we measured the average length of the shortest discovered solution trajectory (the number
of applied rules), the average number of visited states during the design space exploration and the
average runtime of the exploration.

We made the following observations based on the results from the di�erent cases:

Find optimal solution. We observed that the usage of occurrence vectors as hints in the explor-
ation ensures that the �rst solution found by such strategies is optimal as well (optimal solutions

challenge). In our observations, the fixed priority strategy, �nds longer solutions �rst and traverses a
large number of states even in case 4 (which is the smallest), before �nding an optimal solution.

Lowoverhead of criteria evaluation. The evaluation of cut-o� and selection criteria is performed
at every new traversed state, and it might (in principle) slow down the exploration considerably.
However, our observation is that criteria evaluation has very low overhead (less than 5% of the overall
runtime). The full guidance strategy requires some initial bookkeeping (building dependency graph
and initializing criteria), but afterwards, it traverses 1000 states in roughly 600ms (similarly to the
other strategies).

Rule dependency increases e�ciency. In all test sets, the full guidance strategy traverses signi-
�cantly fewer states than the occurrence strategy. Note that the only test set when the fixed priority
strategy traverses less states is test set 6, where the occurrence vector is recalculated at least 20 times
before �nding a feasible solution.

It is important to note that in these test sets, the full guidance approach outperforms the occur-
rence strategy by identifying infeasible occurrence vectors with less exploration. Figure 3.29 illus-
trates how the number of traversed states for these two strategies when exploring infeasible occur-
rence vectors in test set 5. The graph clearly shows that the full guidance strategy explores half of

4For measurements we used a computer with Intel Centrino Duo 1.66 GHz, 1.5 GB memory (Java heap size), Windows
7 Professional 32 bit, Eclipse 3.6.1, Viatra2 3.2
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Figure 3.28. Results for exploration until optimal solution († denote test sets where exploration did
not terminate in all tests)

the states in average that the occurrence does. Note that in test set 2, the occurrence strategy did not
�nd a solution inside the limit in some instances.

Figure 3.29. Reduction in visited states by the full guidance strategy

To sum up the results of the evaluation, we observed that:
• The combined use of occurrence vectors and rule dependency for cut-o� and selection criteria

based guidance outperforms our previously published strategies [HV11]. The full guidance
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strategy �nishes in less time than (1) the occurrence strategy in all 6 test sets (with at least
25%) and (2) the �xed priority strategy in 5 out of 6 test sets (with at least 60%).

• The added computation required for criteria evaluation increase runtime only by 5% in average.
• The over-approximation of the occurrence vector based analysis ensures that guided explora-

tion strategies always �nd optimal solutions �rst.

3.10.1.4 Limitations

Our guided DSE relies on the quality of the hints provided for the design problems. This may be
a limitation in the following cases: (1) if the occurrence vector is infeasible and it includes a large
number of rule applications (similarly to test set 6) and (2) if the dependency graph (Dep) is close to
a complete directed graph, the guidance of the cut-o� and selection criteria is less e�ective. Finally, a
large Dep (in case of large set of operations) may increase the overhead of criteria evaluation.

3.10.2 Scenario 2: Quick �x generation for domain-speci�c modeling languages

3.10.2.1 Test sets used for the evaluation

We de�ned the generation of quick �xes that correct inconsistencies in domain speci�c models as
a design space exploration problem in Section 3.9. In this scenario, the initial state of the explor-
ation is an instance model containing a number of inconsistencies. The operations are elementary
model manipulations that preserve syntactic correctness (by e.g. syntax-driven editing). The goal of
the exploration is to eliminate the inconsistencies corresponding to a given model element without
introducing additional inconsistencies into the model.

To demonstrate that this guidance increases the e�ciency of the exploration, we use a breadth-
�rst search exploration strategy that only uses priorities and imitates a �xed quick �x strategy en-
coded into a development environment. We show that the guided strategy �nds possible quick �xes
in less time and thus makes our approach applicable as an assistance for model editing.

3.10.2.2 Evaluation environment and method

The evaluation was carried out by adding inconsistencies to each process and running the quick
�x generation approach independently. We performed measurements5 �ve times for each test set
including di�erent total and local number of inconsistencies in the model.

The measurement of a given test set was done as follows: the inconsistent BPMN model is loaded
into Viatra2, the inconsistency rules and operations are added to the framework, the DSE framework
is initialized and time measurement is started. Next, the exploration looks for three di�erent solutions
and gathers them in a list, once it is done the time measurement is stopped. Finally, the results are
saved and the framework is disposed to return the environment to the initial state. We limited the
measurement to 300000 states for test sets with one local inconsistency and 1000000 states for other
test sets.

3.10.2.3 Evaluation of results

The table in Figure 3.30 shows the results of our measurements using the case study models (with the
size of the models given under their name). For each model we measured the performance for the

5All measurements were carried out on a computer with Intel Core i5 2.3 GHz processor, 2.5 GB DDR3 memory (Java
heap space), Windows 8 Professional 64 bit, Eclipse 3.8, BPMN 1.2, Viatra2 3.3
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given number of total and local inconsistencies. For each test set, we measured the number of visited
states and the time of quick �x generation for both the guided and BFS exploration strategies. Finally,
measurement results are given with the mean values along with deviations.

Figure 3.30. Quick �x generation for DSMLs (N/E/S/P : no. of nodes/edges/subprocesses/ pools,
|V(M)|: total number of violations, |Ve(M)|: no. of violations for selected element, T : time [ms],
DT : standard deviation of time, S: no. of visited states, DS : standard deviation of visited states)

We made the following observations based on the results from the di�erent models:

One local violation (#1−2, 5−10, 13−16) In these test sets the guided strategy generated quick
�xes in less than 2.2 seconds in all test sets except #14, where �nding three di�erent solutions takes
19 seconds. However, the BFS strategy performs at least one order of magnitude slower in most test
sets. In test set #10 the exploration takes more than 100 seconds, while in test set #14 it is unable
to �nd three solutions within the measurement limits.

Locality (#5, 12, 14, 15) The higher number of local violations for the selected element leads to
slower �x generation, while the total number of violations in the model does not a�ect the perform-
ance signi�cantly. For example, �nding three solutions for test set #3 takes more than one minute
and the exploration of more than 50000 states with the guided strategy, while in test set #12 the
exploration takes more than 12 minutes. However, we found that even with complex DSMLs such as
BPMN visiting one state only takes between 2ms and 4ms, independently of the number of states
explored before (at least in the scope of the measurements this held).

Model size (#3, 10− 12, 14) The guided strategy is less sensitive to the size of the instance model
than the BFS strategy. This is a direct consequence of our guided approach, which applies operations
on elements speci�ed by local violations. The operations have a higher number of activations in larger
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models, which means that the BFS strategy has to try each activation, while the guided strategy can
focus on local modi�cations.

To summarize, it is feasible to generate quick �xes for DSMLs with the guided strategy, in most
cases without interrupting the editing process (i.e. with a response within 3 seconds). However,
exploring the same design space with a simple BFS strategy is much slower and often infeasible.

3.10.2.4 Limitations

The guided exploration strategy of the quick �x generation assumes that each well-formedness con-
straint includes all elements in the violations that are related to the constraint violation. Additionally,
if the set of possible operations is not representative of the model editing of the domain, then the
quick �xes found by the exploration may not be helpful to the user (e.g. if the quick �x consists of
deleting the neighborhood of the selected element).

3.10.3 Scenario 3: State encoding techniques

3.10.3.1 Test sets used for the evaluation

We used the system con�guration case study metamodel for comparing the di�erent state encoding
techniques detailed in Section 3.8.3. The design space exploration uses the same set of operations as
before, but we have removed the goals and any guidance from the design problem description to be
able to measure the performance of the encoding techniques by exploring the complete design space
of the case study to a speci�c depth.

3.10.3.2 Evaluation environment and method

The evaluation was carried out using the EMF-based implementation architecture by starting the
exploration from the empty model and traversing all reachable states with a depth-�rst search that
has limited depth6. Each measurement was performed at least 10 times for each encoding technique.

3.10.3.3 Evaluation of results

We present measurement results for the number of di�erent visited states in the design space to a
given depth (Figure 3.31) and the total time the exploration took to traverse the complete design
space to a given depth (Figure 3.32).

Figure 3.31. Visited states by depth �rst search

We made the following observations based on the results in Figure 3.31 for the di�erent encoding
techniques:

6All measurements were carried out on a computer with Intel Core i7 3.4 Ghz processor, 2.5 GB DDR3 memory (Java
heap size), Windows 7 Professional 64 bit, Eclipse 4.2
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Often recurring states. We found that while the exploration traverses almost 2 million states even
for a depth limit of 10, the number of di�erent state codes is orders of magnitude lower, 1131 for the
partially precise techniques and 2567 for the fully precise techniques. This also shows that most of
the operations in this case study can be performed in di�erent order and still reach the same state
(similar to the interleaving of concurrent events in distributed systems).

Scaling to deeper search. We can see that while the number of visited states increases super-
exponentially, the number of di�erent states scales well even to a 18 depth. As discussed, the state
codes are kept in memory while most of the search tree can be disposed during a depth-�rst search.
This means that by identifying equivalent states, the memory needs of the exploration are lowered
while the possible depth of the exploration is increased.

Figure 3.32. Exploration and encoding time with di�erent state encoding techniques

We also evaluate the results on the exploration time for the di�erent techniques, shown in Fig-
ure 3.32:

Low overhead for state encoding. While the application of a state encoding technique means
that the state code is calculated in each state, this calculation does not cause considerable overhead.
Combined with the fact that most of the design space is not explored when a state is identi�ed as a
recurring state means that the total time of the exploration is much lower than without using encod-
ing.

Reusable encoding techniques. We can see that using a metamodel dependent encoding tech-
nique (ModFull) can be twice as fast as a metamodel independent technique (Ind). On one hand, by
de�ning the encoding on the speci�c metamodel, it is possible to take into account the characteristics
of such instance models and optimize the encoding accordingly. On the other hand, a metamodel in-
dependent technique is reusable without modi�cation for any design problem description while still
performing in the same order of magnitude.

Incremental techniques. We found that updating the state codes incrementally results in a faster
state encoding even with the increased overhead on changes. While in the case of operation encoding
(OpIncr) the gain is minimal, incremental encoding of the instance model (IndIncr) can be almost
twice as fast as calculating the complete state code each time (Ind). The di�erence in gain is caused
by the fact that even in greater depth, the length of the trajectory (the number of operations) is quite
low, while the size of the instance model can get larger. The incremental model encoding would
be especially useful when the initial state already contains a large instance model, while the model
modi�cations of a given operation execution is relatively few.
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3.10.3.4 Limitations

Four out of the total six state encoding techniques were speci�cally developed for the case study used
for the evaluation. Therefore state encoding techniques that follow similar approach may not work
well for di�erent metamodels or problems. Additionally, the test sets used in the measurements did
not include industrial size models, therefore the scalability of the techniques is not measured with
regards to model size. It is possible that only an incremental technique would be acceptable in such
cases.

3.10.4 Scenario 4: Viatra2-based versus EMF-based implementation

3.10.4.1 Test sets used for the evaluation

The comparison between the Viatra2-based and EMF-based implementations of the DSE framework
uses the system con�guration case study as well. Similarly to the �rst scenario, the exploration is
performed with di�erent goals. In the Clustered DB Small and Clustered DB Big test sets, the goal is to
have two or three database nodes deployed on clustered servers, with an optimal trajectory consisting
of 9 or 13 operations, respectively. In the Simple Power On test set, the goal is to have one application
and one storage node deployed, with an optimal trajectory consisting of 14 operations.

3.10.4.2 Evaluation environment and method

The main goal of the measurements7 was to get an overview about the performance characteristic of
the simple EMF-based solution opposed to the Viatra2-based one. Both engines used a depth-�rst
search exploration strategy and were executed without guidance and also with priorities. Note that
state encoding is not used in these measurements.

Each test set was measured multiple times and recorded the length of the shortest solution found
and whether it is the optimal one, the number of visited states for the given exploration (with a limit
of 500000 states) and the total runtime of the exploration (in milliseconds).

3.10.4.3 Evaluation of results

Figure 3.33 presents the measurement results for the three scenarios.
Our key observations from the results are the following:

Similar functionality. In all test sets, the shortest trajectory leading to a solution and the number
of visited states is very close in both implementations. This shows that the DSE framework can be
realized using di�erent model representations and technologies. The slight di�erence between the
results is due to the fact that there is random choice in the selection of the next activation.

Slower transaction handling. The exploration time is about 1.5 − 2 times longer for the EMF-
based solution than it is for the Viatra2-based one. Based on further pro�ling, it is clear that the
transaction handling of the Viatra2 framework, that is speci�cally designed for model transform-
ations, is much more e�cient than the EMF Transactions framework (based on the times spent in
the lock/unlock/commit calls during transaction handling). Additionally, change propagation in

7All measurements were carried out on a computer with Intel Core i5 2.5 GHz processor, 2.5 GB DDR3 memory (Java
heap size), Windows 7 Professional 64 bit, Eclipse 4.2
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Figure 3.33. Comparison of Viatra2-based and EMF-based implementation

EMF about model manipulations involves a lot of operations with collections and those increase the
exploration time.

3.10.4.4 Limitations

The EMF-based solution is only a proof of concept at the current state of development which needs
further optimization and incorporation of additional techniques in order to reduce the state space and
cut o� unnecessary branches in the search tree. A more e�cient transaction handling or just simply
an e�cient operation redo functionality (as there are no parallel access present which would require
transactions) in EMF model management would result in better performance characteristics.

3.10.5 Evaluation summary

We selected these scenarios when evaluating our DSE framework to measure the applicability and
performance from di�erent perspectives. To summarize our main observations are:

• The results of the guided exploration using a dependency graph showed that our criteria-driven
approach can reduce the design space further thus increasing the e�ciency of the exploration,
while also ensuring the optimal solutions are found early (Section 3.10.1).

• The quick �x generation for BPMN processes is a real application that demonstrated that a
guided approach can support the editing process by acceptable response times (Section 3.10.2).

• The evaluation of state encoding has shown that the application of encoding techniques can
reduce the number of visited states far more than the overhead that their calculation adds to
the overall exploration runtime (Section 3.10.3).

• Finally, the comparison between the new EMF-based architecture and the previous, Viatra2-
based implementation indicates that the framework can be applied to o�er DSE over EMF mod-
els (Section 3.10.4).
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It is important to note that in each scenario we also identi�ed certain limitations (Sections 3.10.1.4,
3.10.2.4, 3.10.3.4 and 3.10.4.4) that require future work and additional evaluation on other case studies
to further enhance the described exploration strategies and techniques.

3.11 Related work

Model-driven guided design space exploration implemented over graph transformations is a novel
idea in the �eld, however, similar approaches are not unprecedented in a broader research scope as
described below.

3.11.1 Graph transformation based approaches

The approach in [Erm+11] is similar to our approach as it also exploits the dependencies between GT
rules using critical pair analysis. Here, GT systems are enhanced with control �ow as well and the
dependency information helps in discovering possible runtime problems. Model checking approaches
to analyze GT systems are similar to our approach as they also perform state space exploration. One
can categorize them as compiled approaches such as [SV03; EJL06; Bar+08; SDR04; BS06], which trans-
late graphs and GT rules into o�-the-shelf model checkers to carry out veri�cation, and interpreted

approaches like [Ren04; BK02; KK06], which store system states as graphs and directly apply trans-
formation rules to explore the state space, similarly to our approach.

In [Gal+11] the state space explored by the GROOVE framework is stored as a structured graph
model that can be queried using logical expressions. This approach allows the evaluation of trajector-
ies using cost functions de�ned after the exploration and even the combined assessment of multiple
solutions.

Common in these approaches that they place emphasis on exhaustive traversal (e.g. by optimizing
the storage of individual states), while we aim at �nding solutions quickly using guidance and hints.

In [Den+14] the T-Core framework is used for implementing typical meta-heuristic exploration
strategies, such as hill climbing and simulated annealing using the transformation primitives of the
framework while the operations are speci�ed as graph transformation rules. In our approach, hints
are used as guidance, while meta-heuristic algorithms use objectives and �tness functions to identify
promising trajectories.

3.11.2 Model-driven design space exploration techniques

The DESERT tool suite [Nee+03] provides model synthesis and constraint-based DSE for DSMLs with
structural semantics using ordered binary decision diagrams for encoding and pruning the design
space. [SK10] presents a generic DSE framework extending upon DESERT by supporting arbitrary
analysis tools and includes model transformations for mapping design problems to intermediate and
low-level formats.

TheOCTOPUS Toolset [B+10] uses an intermediate representation for design problem speci�cation
and performs DSE using integrated analysis tools. It has been successfully applied to design software-
intensive embedded systems [Bas+13].

The Gaspard Framework [Gam+11] is speci�cally focused on the design of massively parallel
embedded systems and uses multilevel modeling where high-level UML models are automatically
re�ned to allow design space exploration to evaluate performance characteristics through simulations.
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An e�cient design space exploration approach was also presented built on the FORMULA frame-
work in [KJS10]. The design problem is described using domain-speci�c languages and exploration
is done with symbolic execution and automatic theorem proving by an SMT solver.

These are all compiled approaches, where the design problems are speci�ed as models and model
transformations are applied to derive inputs for analysis tools. Furthermore, the analysis tools per-
form the DSE, while in our approach, they only provide hints for the exploration.

Schätz et al. [SHL10] developed an interactive, incremental process using declarative transforma-
tion rules for driving the exploration. The rules are modi�ed interactively to improve the performance
of the exploration, which can be considered as a guidance. However, the hints do not originate from
analysis, contrary to our approach.

[Mee+11] presents a framework for the automatic deployment of software components to hard-
ware architecture that uses design space exploration to �nd deployment alternatives that o�er near-
optimal reliability characteristics. The design problem consists of architecture models annotated with
reliability-relevant properties, while the exploration uses an evolutionary algorithm to �nd possible
alternatives. Similarly to our approach, global constraints prevent the exploration of infeasible solu-
tions.

3.11.3 Guided design space exploration techniques

Existing DSE techniques sometimes use guidance information to reduce the number of alternatives
that are evaluated.

Mohanty et al. [Moh+02] use “human in the loop” guidance in addition to symbolic search tech-
niques for �nding candidates, which are then analyzed using low-level simulation to �nd the �nal
design. In [RLF08], di�erent chip design alternatives are evaluated using implementation speci�c
information from earlier designs (e.g. cycle counts and energy consumption) or estimates by exper-
ienced designers. The hints are a collection of values, while guidance is used for selecting optimal
mappings. These approaches use hints and guidance for reducing the design space, although hints ori-
ginate from earlier experience or human interaction, not formal mathematical analysis of the design
problem.

3.11.4 Structural constraint solving

Structural constraint solving aims to �nd object graphs that satisfy given constraints both on attrib-
utes and (object) structures by exploring a (usually) bounded number of possible object graphs. The
CUTE [SMA05] framework uses a combination of symbolic and concrete execution to derive path con-
straints for each separate execution paths. Java PathFinder [VPK04] is based on Generalized Symbolic
Execution that �rst introduced the use of model checkers for solving structural constraints.

KORAT [BKM02] performs speci�cation based testing by using a predicate representing the prop-
erties (constraints) of the desired output structures and explores the input state space of predicates
using bounded exhaustive testing.

In all of these approaches hints are given in the form of explicit bounds on the size of the state
space. However, they cannot restrict how solutions are achieved from the initial model, meaning that
no constraints can be de�ned to hold on states visited during a solution trajectory. In our case it is
supported by global constraints and explicit rule de�nitions, thus resulting in fundamentally di�erent
search strategies.
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3.11.5 Metaheuristic based search strategies

There are several single-solution based metaheuristic techniques used in search based software en-
gineering for the optimization of various design space exploration problems [Tal09].

Guided local search based techniques [VTA10] uses a prede�ned schema to inject penalties into
their guidance functions. Simulated annealing based techniques [BSA06] are similar to hill climbing
approaches with the ability to avoid local optimum solutions by permitting moves to less �t states,
with a decreasing probability over time.

Common in these techniques that they use an iterative traversal algorithms to improve candidate
solutions with regards to their measure of quality (e.g., guidance function). However, with no hints
available about the global optimum these techniques rely only on neighboring states when select-
ing the next step on the contrary our approach uses hints like the occurrence vector for �nding the
optimum solution.

3.11.6 State encoding techniques in graph-based validation tools

State encoding techniques are often used in graph-based validation tools where the exhaustive ex-
ploration of all possible graphs also introduces the challenge of storing a large number of graphs and
identifying equal or isomorphic states.

The GROOVE model checker [Ren04] stores changes or deltas between states similarly to our
incremental state encoding techniques [Ren05]. The idea was proposed earlier by Mens [Men99],
while theGRAS database [KSW95] has also used this approach. GROOVE also three steps for checking
equality, by introducing graph certi�cates (similar to state codes), isomorphism checking (with an
improved approach presented in [Ren07]) and graph equality.

Godefroid et al. [GHP95] presented a state caching method that identi�es the possible interleaving
of concurrent executions and ensures that most states are visited only once during the exploration.
In [SD96] hash compaction is combined with state caching to further increase e�cient storing of the
explored states.

3.11.7 Model construction and syntax-directed editing

Model construction deals with creating consistent models through a series of operations. In [JKW08]
models are constructed by providing hints to the designer in the form of valid operations, which
are calculated using logic constraints and reasoning algorithms, to maintain global correctness.
Mazanek [MMM08] introduced an auto-completion method for diagram editors based on hyper-edge
grammars, where model construction proposals are generated for incomplete models (although not
inconsistent). In [MM09] they extended the approach for generating correctness-preserving opera-
tions for diagram editing, by identifying irrelevant or incorrect operations. This approach uses local
scopes for operations (i.e. the user selects the elements where auto-completion is desired), similarly to
our approach. In [SBV10] models are transformed to Alloy speci�cations and automatic completion
suggestions are calculated on the derived model.

These approaches present construction methods, where models are built in a monotonously in-
creasing way, while our quick �x generation approach can also remove parts of the model when in-
consistency handling requires it. Furthermore, these approaches translate models into some analysis
formalism for generating operations, while our method works directly on the original models. Finally,
the extensibility (adding and removing constraints and operations) of these approaches is limited by
using derived analysis models, while our approach supports dynamic handling of inconsistency rules
and operations.
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3.11.7.1 Inconsistency handling

Fixing common inconsistencies in design models (such as UML) are regarded as an important chal-
lenge and several techniques were proposed for addressing it. Egyed et al. [ELF08] presents an incon-
sistency resolution method for UML models, where possible consistent models are generated based
on prede�ned inconsistency rules. The approach is restricted to operations, which change only one
element at a time, while our quick �x generation approach allows the de�nition of complex opera-
tions.

[Alm+10] proposes an approach for generating repair plans is presented for EMF-based UML mod-
els. It uses generator functions as operations and extends inconsistency rules with information about
the causes of inconsistencies, to make their search algorithms more e�cient. It supports the restric-
tion of the maximum size of the explored state-space and �tting repairs to most recent inconsistencies
similarly to our approach.

The inconsistency resolution problem is solved using automated planning in [PMV10] without
manually de�ning operations. Instead, it generates valid models by translating design models to logic
literals and executing analysis on this derived model. While planning is similar to heuristic-driven
exploration, our approach does not use derived models.

Nentwich et al. [NEF03] de�ne a distributed approach, where operation de�nitions (resolving one
inconsistency at a time) are generated automatically from inconsistency rules described in a logical
language and incremental consistency checking is performed directly on the design models. However,
the approach handles inputs as XML documents, while our technique works directly over models.

Graph transformation is also frequently used for handling inconsistencies. In [GL04] inconsist-
ency checking and operations are performed on the model in response to user interface events with
actions de�ned with triple-graph grammar. In [Ame+08] models are checked and corrected based
on modeling guidelines de�ned using graph transformation rules to help users in resolving a large
number of violations automatically. Mens [MVD06] proposes critical pair analysis of inconsistency
rules and operations de�ned as graph transformation rules for improving inconsistency management
by detecting incompatible resolutions and ordering solutions.

All of these approaches are similar to our quick �x generation method in using graph transform-
ation as a formalism for capturing inconsistency rules and operations. However, our approach uses
heuristic-driven state-space exploration and is able to generate quick �xes with local scopes inde-
pendently of the total number of violations in other parts of the model.

3.12 Summary

Design space exploration can be used in Model-driven engineering for problems that involve search-
ing through a large number of possible alternatives and selecting solutions that satisfy design goals
and global constraints.

Guided DSE exploration uses hints to reduce the number of states traversed when searching for
solutions (see Challenge 2). Hints are used (i) to identify dead-end states (cut-o� criteria) and (ii) to
order applicable rules in a given state (selection criteria).

In the current chapter, we de�ned a model-driven framework for guided DSE, which uses rule
dependency and occurrence vectors as hints for the exploration strategy. Evaluation of the exploration
strategies using a system con�guration problem showed that our criteria-driven approach can reduce
the design space further thus increasing the e�ciency of the exploration.

The results of this chapter are formulated as thesis contributions as follows:
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1. Selection and cut-o� criteria for design space exploration. I identi�ed cut-o� and selec-
tion criteria that are used for guiding design space exploration [7, 22], where a selection criteria
provides the next operation to be executed and cut-o� criteria decides whether a state can never
lead to a solution (see Section 3.6).

2. Criteria evaluation over dependency graph. I de�ned a dependency graph that combines
dependency relations between allowed operations (captured as graph transformation rules)
with occurrence vectors that specify how many times a rule should be applied and speci�ed
an algorithm that evaluates selection and cut-o� criteria by using this dependency graph as a
hint [7,14,22] (see Sections 3.5, 3.6.4 and 3.6.5).

3. Guided design space exploration. I elaborated an approach to use cut-o� and selection cri-
teria evaluation on hints to guide the design space exploration process [14,13,21] and evaluated
the e�ciency of di�erent exploration strategies (see Sections 3.7 and 3.10).

4. Quick �x generation for domain-speci�c models. I speci�ed a method for generating �x
operations for correcting violations of well-formedness constraints in domain-speci�c models
using design space exploration [13], where the hints are provided by evaluating the violations
and applicability of the allowed operations (see Section 3.9).

5. State encoding techniques for design space exploration. I de�ned the challenges of state
encoding to identify states that were already traversed by the exploration and described altern-
ative encoding techniques which can signi�cantly reduce the design space (see Sections 3.8.3
and 3.10.3).



Chapter 4

Soft interconnections for robust

traceability

Contributions of the current chapter The current chapter presents novel techniques for inter-
connecting fragmented models by integrating incrementally evaluated model queries and computed
edges between nodes in graph models. The approach is illustrated on two case studies, both involve
domains from research projects carried out with industrial partners. These soft interconnections are
particularly useful for providing robust traceability between complex domain-speci�c models. These
sections are partially based on [11,10,3].

4.1 Interconnected model fragments

Modeling frameworks serve as underlying model management infrastructure for various industrial
development tools, especially in the avionics and automotive domain. These domains necessitate
the handling of large models with potentially millions of model elements. For maintainability and
scalability reasons, such models are not persisted in a single document, but stored as an interconnected
network of model fragments where each fragment stores a certain part of the entire system model. In
other application scenarios, models are complemented with external traceability models to explicitly
persist traceability links between requirements models, design models, analysis models or source
code, for instance. In both scenarios, these models are frequently manipulated by several development
or veri�cation tools in complex toolchains operated by di�erent design teams.

Unfortunately, the interconnection of complex system models imposes several technical problems
due to the identi�cation strategies of model elements in these modeling frameworks. When serializing
a model, a model element is either identi�ed by a unique identi�er generated by the framework, or by a
relative path of containment hierarchy in the given model fragment. These techniques are used when
interconnecting models using associations e.g. for internal traceability purposes [VB05]: the target
end of the association points to an object resided in a di�erent fragment. Such interconnections
are also used in external traceability scenarios [KPP06; LG05; Jou05] where inter-model links are
introduced from traceability metamodel elements to existing metamodels which cannot be altered.

These scenarios demonstrate various shortcomings of modeling frameworks. First, (1) the seri-
alization (persistent storage) of interconnected model fragments with circular dependencies along
associations is often not supported. Furthermore, without highly intelligent multi-fragment trans-
action management, (2) local changes in a model fragment may introduce broken links unless all
dependent model fragments are manipulated together in working memory. Such broken links require
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tool-speci�c resolutions — with a worst case scenario of �xing the links manually by the designer us-
ing text editors (and not the modeling tool). Finally, (3) all traceability links captured by associations
are explicitly persisted every time even if traceability links could be derived from existing unique
identi�ers.

In this chapter, we provide an approach for the soft interconnection of models based on derived ref-

erences and incremental model queries. Derived references are attributes and relations of the model cal-
culated at runtime, and their values are not stored explicitly. When using derived relations, the corres-
ponding links only exist after the models are loaded. Therefore, model fragments can be (de)serialized
in arbitrary order and warnings can be issued about broken links when certain resources are unavail-
able or not loaded. In order to provide an e�cient and �exible handling of such soft links, we use
fully incremental model query evaluation as a technical foundation. As a result, it is su�cient to
identify a model element by a query evaluation instead of local or global identi�ers, and less amount
of information needs to be persisted for traceability purposes.

Soft interconnections can be used in query evaluation similarly to regular links, therefore our ap-
proach also supports chaining of soft links. This allows the integration of additional model fragments
to an existing application, which is important in modular model-driven software development.

We selected the Eclipse Modeling Framework [EMF12a] (EMF) as a modeling foundation and used
the EMF-Inc�ery query evaluation framework [4] for providing soft link functionality1. EMF is a
de facto modeling standard with wide-spread use in industrial applications, while EMF-Inc�ery is
an open source Eclipse project.

Similar challenges, such as fragmentation of data, heterogeneous storage and distributed access
are relevant in the �eld of databases as well. In particular, materialized views [GM95] de�ned by
queries are conceptually similar to soft interconnections. Furthermore, federated (virtual) database
systems can logically interconnect distinct shards by executing queries transparently over the distrib-
uted table space [HM85]. Consequently, our approach is based on the adaptation of virtual databases
and materialized views to (graph-based) models and model query languages.

We initially developed our approach in the context of a industrial research project concerning
business process modeling. The �rst case study of the chapter (Section 4.1.1) uses the domains of the
project. We have also successfully applied the approach in another industrial project in developing
a complex, model-driven application in the avionics domain. Our second case study (Section 4.1.2)
demonstrates how soft links were applied in this application. While the inter-model connections in
the case studies are listed in this section, a high-level introduction to the concepts of soft links is
provided in Section 4.2 using derived features de�ned by model queries.

The de�nition and use of inter-model soft links is discussed in Section 4.3, while soft links are
applied in the context of external traceability scenarios in Section 4.4. The details for providing incre-
mental computation and e�cient maintenance of soft links is intentionally deferred until Section 4.5,
which proposes an architecture and algorithms in the context of EMF models. Finally, related ap-
proaches and tools are described in Section 4.6 and Section 4.7 concludes the chapter.

4.1.1 Modeling and managing business processes

Our �rst case study was conducted on a business process modeling (BPM) scenario (see Section 2.1)
based on a project carried out together with an industrial partner. While the actual metamodels
(shown in Figure 4.1)are signi�cantly simpli�ed here to provide better focus, they still demonstrate
many practical industrial problems of interconnecting models. In the case study, semi-automatic

1Fully implemented and documented at http://incquery.net/incquery/new/examples/

query-driven-soft-links

http://incquery.net/incquery/new/examples/query-driven-soft-links
http://incquery.net/incquery/new/examples/query-driven-soft-links
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work�ows (captured as a process model) contain both automated and manual tasks. Architecture-
level deployment decisions are captured by a separate system architecture model comprising of jobs
and data resources referring to tasks in the business process model. Finally, the instances of the
processes managed by operators are captured in an operation model containing a checklist for each
process with task entries assigned for each operator.

Figure 4.1. The metamodels of the BPM case study

Overview of BPM metamodels

Business process metamodel. Business processes (process package) are de�ned by a fragment of the
standard XPDL [WMC08] metamodel. The ProcessElement top-level type de�nes id (unique identi�-
ers) and name attributes for each element. A Process includes Activities that are either Tasks (atomic
work�ow steps) or Gateways (e.g. fork-join, decision, loops), while the control �ow of the process
is represented by the next and previous relations between activities. Based on the value of the kind
attribute, tasks can be service (for automated execution through API calls), manual (where the oper-
ator initiates some job) and user (when the task itself is performed by an operator or other assigned
personnel).
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System architecture metamodel. The system architecture metamodel de�nes a top-level Re-
sourceElement that de�nes a name for each element. This simpli�ed architecture includes Systems
(representing larger components), Data elements that represent application data (e.g. con�guration,
input or output �les) that can be read or written during the execution of tasks in the processes and
Jobs (e.g. scripts or one-shot programs) that run on Systems. We assume that each system must have
a unique name and each job contained in the same system must have di�erent names. Otherwise,
names are not globally unique in this domain.

Operation metamodel. The operation metamodel is used for representing Checklists followed by
operators when performing the manual tasks in processes. The top-level OperationElement adds a
name and a unique identi�er for each model element. Each Checklist is related to a Process, and in-
cludes a number of entries and a menu. The menu contains MenuItems that have textual descriptions
and a location, where the operator can access it. The entries are ChecklistEntry elements, each cor-
responding to one task, an arbitrary number of jobs, and optionally to a MenuItem. Finally, each entry
can contain further information (e.g. historical statistics or requirements) stored by a RuntimeInform-
ation element using a content map.

Inter-model connections. These metamodels and thus the corresponding model instances heavily
depend upon each other (see Figure 4.1). The following logical interconnections are present in our
example:

• Job can be linked to a Task to represent that the task includes the execution of the job.
• Process is a referenced from Checklist to indicate that the process includes the tasks that will

be performed by going through the checklist
• ChecklistEntry links to both to a process Task and a system Job to indicate that the entry is

active when the given task is performed and it involves the execution of the listed jobs.
• RuntimeInformation can be attached to a Job if the job is executed as part of the entry containing

the information.
Many industrial tools (including the TIBCO Business Studio [TIB12] used in our industrial pro-

ject for capturing XPDL models and the AUTOSAR standard [AUT12]) store identi�ers of external
(inter-model) elements using (a list of) simple string (or integer) attributes. In contrast, modeling
frameworks often use references (corresponding to lazily initialized inter-object pointers) to inter-
connect di�erent models (or model fragments), which are created by lazy loading upon �rst use.

4.1.2 Hardware-software allocation in Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA)

Our case study in IMA is based on an ongoing, cooperation project with a major airframer. It aims at
de�ning a model-driven approach for the synthesis of complex, integrated Matlab Simulink [Mat13]
models (implementation model) capable of simulating the software and hardware architecture of an
airplane.

The high-level overview of the IMA application work�ow is depicted in Figure 4.2.
• The input artifacts for the process are the Functional Architecture Model (FAM) and the Com-

ponent Library (CL) de�ned in Matlab Simulink as a library and a system, respectively. The goal
of the FAM is to capture the description of the di�erent software functions that are allocated to
the IMA system under design, while the CL de�nes the available hardware elements that can
be used for the de�nition of the HW architecture of the aircraft. These Simulink models are
imported into IMA design tool.

• Using these inputs during the development �rst the system architect speci�es the Platform
Description Model (PDM) based on the building blocks (e.g., computational unit, router, chassis,
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Figure 4.2. High-level overview of the IMA application work�ow

power unit, etc) de�ned in the Component library (e.g., a speci�c vendor’s processor or power
unit, etc).

• In the next step the system architect allocates the functions from the FAM to the underlying
PDM. The allocation itself includes two major parts: (i) the mapping of functions de�ned in
the FAM to underlying execution elements within the PDM and (ii) the automated discovery
of available communication paths for the various information links de�ned between the FAM
elements. The mappings and the communication paths are stored in a Allocation Specification
Model

• Finally, when the allocation is complete and ful�ls the structural requirements, the Integrated
Architecture Model is automatically synthesised and ready to be simulated in Simulink.

In order to support the envisaged model-driven IMA development framework we de�ned the mod-
eling architecture with the following goals in mind: (i) de�ne a simulation tool (vendor) independent

modeling layer for both the functional and hardware architecture, (ii) ensure instance model reuseab-

ility in the allocation process to support the allocation of a single FAM to multiple PDMs and (iii)
provide a complete traceability support through all the models used in the development process.

Overview of the IMA metamodels

The complete modeling architecture contains more than 140 types and 200 references in 7 metamodels.
For demonstrating how we applied soft links in this case study, we selected an extract of the metamod-
els that shows how changes in either a source or target domain model can be handled without spe-
ci�c manipulations on references between the domain models. This fragment in Figure 4.3 highlights
traceability speci�c challenges from the Comp2Simulink, Simulink and FAM metamodels.

Functional Architecture metamodel. A Function represents a functionality provided by the aircraft
that is implemented either in software or hardware, while functions communicate with other func-
tions through InformationLinks. Both are subtypes of the ModelElement type that is the superclass
of all domain metamodel elements.

Simulink metamodel. All Simulink speci�c elements are subtypes of the SimulinkElement type,
while a Block represents a Simulink block, whose sourceBlock reference points to its de�ning Sim-
ulink library element. Finally, the SimulinkReference type is a unique identi�er for a SimulinkElement
de�ned by a fully quali�ed name (FQN) constructed from a name and qualifier.
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Figure 4.3. The metamodels of the IMA case study

Integration metamodel. The Comp2Simulink package de�nes a platform-speci�c mapping layer
between domain-speci�c (FAM in the current case) and Simulink models. Its SimulinkElementRefer-
ence element captures which Simulink element (slElement) is represented by a certain domain speci�c
element (mElement).

Inter-model connections. Using this structure we are able to handle two problems that are charac-
teristic to this domain:

• Handling (Simulink) libraries. Libraries in Simulink contain re-usable blocks which can be
inserted into models similarly to regular blocks. Blocks inserted from a library refer back to the
library element, which allows changes in library elements to be propagated to all models that
use the library. The sourceBlock soft link can �exibly handle changes if an other version of the
library is loaded into the IMA tooling. For example, it is possible to have alternative libraries
for scheduler simulation or failover/redundancy evaluation, where only the internal structure
of the library elements are di�erent.

• Traceability between domain and implementation models. During the allocation, the
traceability between the FAM and its corresponding Simulink models has to be consistent. In
certain situations the underlying Simulink models must be changed without a�ecting its cor-
responding FAM (e.g. by rede�ning the internal structure of a function). However, when the
changes are made in Matlab and the modi�ed Simulink model is imported into the IMA tooling,
the traceability links that connect the Simulink elements (slElement) to their corresponding
FAM elements (mElement) should be automatically repaired without changing any FAM ele-
ments.

These problems are solved using soft links de�ned by queries as described in Section 4.3.3 and
Section 4.4.2.
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4.2 Towards soft traceability links

In this chapter, we propose soft links for interconnecting models by combining derived features and
incremental model queries. The term "query-driven soft links" refers to the fact that (1) certain model
interconnections only exist at runtime and are not persisted explicitly when serializing instance mod-
els, while (2) the interconnected model elements can be accessed and navigated in a type-safe way
along derived features. Furthermore, (3) our query-driven technique allows to de�ne complex, n-ary
interconnections of several model elements, and (4) to identify model elements dynamically based on
query results (instead of static unique element identi�ers).

4.2.1 De�nition of soft links

In this section we de�ne a formal foundations of soft links as computed interconnections between
model fragments contained in a model repository through basic formalization using graphs extending
the de�nitions in Section 2.3.

A model repository MR is a graph that satis�es the following:
• R ⊆ N is a set of resource nodes, representing model fragments. Resource nodes are identi�ed

by res typed edges.

• For each node n ∈ N \R there is exactly one edge e ∈ E, where e.src = n and e.trg ∈ R. We
refer to e.trg as the owner of n and denote it by n.own.

• T ⊆ E is a set of edges called trace links that contains all edges l with di�erent owners of its
source and target nodes (i.e., l.src.own 6= l.trg.own).

Figure 4.4. Example model repository with trace links

Example 17 Figure 4.4 illustrates a model repository consisting of three resource nodes Proc, Sys
and Op (representing a process, a system architecture and an operation model from the BPM case
study in Section 4.1.1) with trace links represented with dashed arrows. For example, the nodes owned
by Proc are p, t1, t2, the source of edge c is p and its target is t1, while the trace link lp connects a
node owned by Op to a node owned by Proc.

A query is a tuple q = (
−→
P , b) where −→P is a set of named parameters and b is the body that

describes what structural constraints have to be satis�ed. A match m : q 7→ MR of a query over
a model repository MR is a set of parameter assignments that satisfy the query constraints, where
each assignment maps a parameter to its value, e.g. parameter pi to node ni in MR denoted by
m.pi ··= ni. We denote a given match by listing the assigned values in the order of the parameters,
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e.g. {n1, n2, . . . nk} for a query with k parameters. Finally, the set of matches of query q over a model
repository is denoted by Mq = {m|m : q 7→MR}.

Example 18 A sample query may select “each node p1 with two outgoing edges where all incoming

edges are trace links” and the single parameter is p1, then the matches of the query in Figure 4.4 are
{p}, {cl} and {s}. 2

Note that we intentionally do not specify how the body of a query is described and how matches
of a query are found in the model repository. Possible approaches include graph patterns [Ehr+99]
(as introduced in Section 2.3 and used later in this chapter) or OCL expressions [Obj].

Let qsl = (
−→
P , b) be a model query with two parameters −→P = {Src,Trg}. We can regard the

matches of qsl as edges between two nodes in the model repository and these edges are calculated

based on the existing nodes and edges.
A soft link is an edge l which exists in a model repository if and only if a model query qsl has a

match with parameter assignments {l.src, l.trg}. If edge l is computed by the query qsl, the type of
the edge is also sl.

Example 19 In the model repository in Figure 4.4 we can de�ne the query qinfo as “node p1 of type
Job with incoming edge from a node of type ChecklistEntry that also has outgoing edge to node p2 of type
RuntimeInformation”. The query has a match {j, i} and the trace link li can be created as a soft link
typed info. 2

In order to apply the concept of soft links on existing metamodeling and model query evaluation
approaches, we selected the Eclipse Modeling Framework for representing the model repository and
EMF-Inc�ery for specifying and evaluating model queries. However, other modeling ecosystems
and query evaluation techniques can also be used for the de�nition and application of such intercon-
nections.

4.2.2 Model repository in Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)

The Eclipse Modeling Framework is a Java framework and code generation facility for building tools
and other applications based on a structured model. EMF provides a metamodel (Ecore) for describing
structured models. Using these structured models EMF provides tools and runtime support to produce
a set of Java classes representing the model in Java Virtual Machine.

The model repository concept in the Eclipse Modeling Framework is represented by a resource set,
which contains a set of resources that are model fragments persisted in separate locations. Each EMF
resource is a resource node in the model repository.

The nodes owned by resources are EObjects (typed model elements) or datatype values (numbers,
character strings, boolean values etc.), while edges are associations between nodes called settings.
Metamodels are speci�ed by Ecore models, which contain EClass elements applicable on EObjects,
EDataType elements for datatypes and EStructuralFeature (feature) elements for settings. In addition,
EStructuralFeatures are distinguished as EReference for settings between EObjects and EAttribute for
settings with EObject source nodes and datatype value target nodes.

Derived features in EMF models represent computed information which can be calculated from
other model elements. Essentially, we distinguish between derived attributes, which represent set-
tings to datatype values and derived references, which represent “virtual” interconnections between
EObjects (represented graphically by the derived stereotype in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.3).
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In this chapter, we show how incremental model queries can be combined with derived features
to achieve true soft traceability links for EMF models. Derived features for soft links will be de�ned
by using a declarative, high-level graph-based query language (Section 4.3) and evaluated with fully
incremental pattern matching [Ber13] (Section 4.5.1) as o�ered by the advanced model query frame-
work EMF-Inc�ery [4] or available for OCL expressions [CT09].

Incremental evaluation of model queries over EMF models depends on the change noti�cation

mechanism that is provided by EMF for regular (non-derived) features. Applications (e.g. the query
evaluation engine) can observe EObjects and receive noti�cations any time the value of a feature is
modi�ed. Since such noti�cations are required to provide e�cient incremental evaluation, soft links
represented by derived features also send change noti�cations when their value is modi�ed.

4.2.3 Life-cycle of soft links

Figure 4.5 shows the overview of the life-cycle of soft links illustrating how a modification on the
model repository (1) leads to changes in trace links. When the model repository is modi�ed, it notifies
the model query evaluation about the change (2) and if the change a�ects the matches of the query,
then the added or removed match is sent to the so� link computation (3).

Figure 4.5. Soft link life-cycle

Finally, the edge representing the soft link is added to or removed from the model repository (4).
In Section 4.5 we describe in detail how incremental query evaluation is used to provide this life-cycle
for interconnected models.

4.2.4 Advantages of soft traceability links

Our soft interconnection technique driven by incremental query evaluation o�ers the following ad-
vantages, which are also aligned with the research roadmap for achieving scalability in model driven
engineering [Kol+13]:

• Handling circular trace links. Circular trace links between model fragments can be handled
easily with soft links. For instance, in the BPM case study the models system and operation
(see Figure 4.4) are mutually connected to each other along the trace links jobs and info. This
circularity prevents serialization using regular methods where repeated traversal of the same
resource is not allowed. As soft links are not serialized, this problem no longer occurs.

• Graceful management of broken links. When models are manipulated by multiple, inde-
pendent tools, inter-model links can be easily broken, which result in runtime problems when
the corresponding node is attempted to be accessed along a broken link. Soft links provide
graceful behavior in case of broken links by issuing warnings in case of unresolved elements.
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Such warnings are issued based on the incremental computation as well, and broken links are
corrected automatically if the model containing the target node is loaded later.

• Improved persistence. Whenever a model interconnection can be calculated by a query, it
does not have to be explicitly persisted into traceability models. As a result, the execution time
of persistence operations for complex interconnected models can be reduced.

• Support for soft link chaining. Soft links can be de�ned using existing soft links when
integrating additional model fragments. Such chaining can be useful for modular model-driven
software development.

• High performance. Due to the incremental query evaluation [Ber+10], trace links can be ree-
valuated very e�ciently even in case of complex de�nitions (e.g. transitive closures [Ber+12b]).
As a result, the maintenance of soft links can be e�cient with low memory overhead even for
large models with complex traceability structures (Section 4.5.8).

4.3 Speci�cation of interconnections with model queries

In order to support the de�nition of soft interconnections between models, a graph pattern based
model query language [Ber+11b] is used as the speci�cation language. Graph patterns and pattern
matching over graph-based models were introduced in Section 2.3. Next, we give a detailed descrip-
tion on how this general purpose query language is adapted to specify soft interconnections for the
case studies (Section 4.3.1 and Section 4.3.2). Finally, we illustrate their use on handling libraries of
Simulink blocks in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.1 Soft links by derived features and model queries

Sample soft link. First, we demonstrate on an example how the graph pattern EntryJobCorres-
pondence(cle,j) (Figure 4.6) can be used to express the soft links captured by the inter-model con-
nection jobs (connecting ChecklistEntry and Job in Figure 4.1), that is, to identify those jobs that
correspond to a task execution as part of the checklist entry.

1 // ChecklistEntry.jobs link

2 pattern EntryJobCorrespondence(cle , j) {

3 Job.name(j,nJ);

4 System.name(s,nS);

5 Job.runsOn(j,s);

6 ChecklistEntry.jobPaths(cle ,path);

7 check(path == nS+'/'+nJ);}

Figure 4.6. Model query to de�ne EntryJobCorrespondence in graphical and textual syntax

This model query formulated as a graph pattern has two parameters: cle and j, denoting the
source and the target end of the soft link. The query de�nes the designated set of jobs by checking
the names of the given job element j and the system s it runs on (nJ and nS, respectively) and the
path stored in the entry. Model queries for the other soft links de�ned in the BPM cse study are
de�ned similarly in Listing 4.1 and Listing 4.2.
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1 // Job.tasks link

2 pattern JobTaskCorrespondence(j,t){

3 Task.id(t,tId);

4 Job.taskIds(j,tId);}

5 // Data.readingTasks link

6 pattern DataTaskReadCorrespondence(d,t){

7 Task.id(t,tId);

8 Data.readingTaskIds(d,tId);}

9 // Data.writingTasks link

10 pattern DataTaskWriteCorrespondence(d,t){

11 Task.id(t,tId);

12 Data.writingTaskIds(d,tId);

13 }

Listing 4.1. Resource-Process mapping

1 // Job.info link

2 pattern JobInfoCorrespondence(j,i){

3 ChecklistEntry.info(cle ,i);

4 RuntimeInformation.id(i,iId);

5 find EntryJobCorrespondence(cle , j);}

6 // ChecklistEntry.task link

7 pattern EntryTaskCorrespondence(cle , t){

8 Task.id(t, tId);

9 ChecklistEntry.taskId(cle ,tId );}

10 // Checklist.process link

11 pattern ListProcessCorrespondence(cl,pr){

12 Process.id(pr,prId);

13 Checklist.processId(cl,prId );}

Listing 4.2. Checklist entry mapping

The query language also supports the following language constructs:

• check(path == nS + ’/’ + nJ) checks that the model element bound to variable path is equal to
the concatenated value of nS and nJ .

• Using the find keyword, graph patterns can be composed by reusing other graph patterns.
Therefore, if a soft link is de�ned as a model query by a graph pattern, this de�nition can be
reused in other queries, and thus, in other soft links.

Soft links can be de�ned as model queries using this graph pattern based language. The queries
are used as speci�cations for the soft links in the following way:

1. Each query should have exactly two parameters Each match of the query represents a soft link
in the model. The type of the soft link is speci�ed by the query of the match, therefore only the
source and target nodes are needed as parameters.

2. Value of �rst parameter: source node The value assigned for the �rst parameter (e.g. cle in
Figure 4.6) is the source node of the link.

3. Value of second parameter: target node The value assigned for the second parameter (e.g. j in
Figure 4.6) is the target node of the link.

4.3.2 Complex soft links in the IMA case study

Two of the soft links in the IMA case study use the SimulinkReference objects for identifying the
target of the interconnection. In order to compare two reference objects, we introduce a helper pattern
referenceEqual (see Listing 4.3) that will match the references srcRef and trgRef if both their name
and quali�er are the same.

The pattern referenceEqual that compares Simulink references includes two additional language
constructs for specifying alternative pattern bodies and the negative application conditions. The pat-
tern has two alternative bodies (using the or keyword) to match (1) references with the same name
and quali�er and (2) references that only have names and no quali�er. The neg find construct speci�es
that a quali�er cannot be found for the reference.
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1 pattern referenceQualifier(sr , qual) {

2 SimulinkReference.qualifier(sr,qual);

3 }

4 // name and qualifier of a SimulinkReference

5 pattern simulinkReference(sr,name ,qual) {

6 SimulinkReference.name(sr,name);

7 find referenceQualifier(sr ,qual);

8 }

9 // name , qualifier same for two references

10 pattern referenceEqual(srcRef , trgRef) {

11 find simulinkReference(srcRef ,name ,qual);

12 find simulinkReference(trgRef ,name ,qual);

13 } or {

14 // no qualifier

15 SimulinkReference.name(srcRef ,name);

16 SimulinkReference.name(trgRef ,name);

17 neg find referenceQualifier(srcRef ,_squal );

18 neg find referenceQualifier(trgRef ,_tqual );

19 }

Listing 4.3. Comparing Simulink references

1 // Block.sourceBlock link

2 pattern sourceBlock(block , sourceBl) {

3 Block.sourceBlockRef(block ,blRef);

4 Block.simulinkRef(sourceBl ,srcRef );

5 find referenceEqual(blRef ,srcRef );

6 }

7 // SimulinkElementReference.slElement link

8 pattern slElement(seRef , elem) {

9 SimulinkElementReference.elementRef

10 (seRef , ser);

11 SimulinkElement.simulinkRef(elem , er);

12 find referenceEqual(ser , er);

13 }

14 // SimulinkElementReference.mElement

15 pattern mElement(seRef , comp) {

16 SimulinkElementReference.mElementId

17 (seRef , meId);

18 ModelElement.id(comp , meId);

19 }

Listing 4.4. Soft links in the IMA case study

Listing 4.4 contains the de�nitions of the soft links for the IMA case study. The sourceBlock pat-
tern describes that the reference stored in the sourceBlockRef feature of block (the source of the soft
link) is equal to the reference of sourceBl (the target of the soft link) according to the referenceEqual
pattern. Similarly, the slElement pattern speci�es that the reference stored in elementRef is equal
to the reference of elem. Finally, the mElement pattern is similar to the de�nitions in the BPM case
study, and uses simple attribute value equality to identify the target element.

4.3.3 Handling libraries in the IMA case study

Using soft links to de�ne and maintain the references to the de�ning Simulink library elements allows
�exibility to handle changes if an other version of the library is loaded into the IMA tooling without
the need to do any manual readjustment on the elements of the Simulink instance model.

Figure 4.7 shows when a Simulink model is loaded to the IMA tooling, however we would like
to use two di�erent libraries based on the simulation goals the Simulink model will be used (e.g.,
simulation of scheduling algorithm or evaluation of failover or redundancy).

This approach also allows model editing without loading all referenced libraries, while soft links
are not broken in the sense that whenever a library will be loaded the references will be automatically
repaired.

Additionally, it is possible to add validation for the soft links and thus issue a warning for the user
indicating that a given soft link should be set but its target was not found. This is very useful as the
user can concentrate on those references that are broken due to the changes made either to the model
or the library.

1 @Constraint(severity = "warning", location = Block ,

2 message = "Source block with reference $blRef$

3 not found for block $block$"

4 )

5 pattern sourceBlockNotFound(block , blRef) {

6 Block.sourceBlockRef(block , blRef );

7 neg find hasSourceBlock(block , _srcBl );

8 }

9 pattern hasSourceBlock(block , srcBl) {

10 Block.sourceBlock(block , srcBl );

11 }

Listing 4.5. Validation of sourceBlock soft link
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Figure 4.7. Alternative libraries for a Simulink model

Listing 4.5 de�nes a validation rule with a warning level severity and a speci�c message that is
parametrized with the block and blRef parameters of its de�ning query. The sourceBlockNotFound
query matches on those blocks that has no referred library element through the sourceBlock soft link.
This is de�ned using a negative application condition on the hasSourceBlock pattern.

4.4 Applications in external traceability

The approach outlined in Section 4.2.3 is capable of maintaining trace links and thus provide the basic
functionality needed for the features de�ned in the two case studies introduced in Section 4.1. In this
section, we elaborate on the use of external n-ary traceability interconnections in the BPM case study
and discuss the advantages of using soft interconnections in the integration model of the IMA case
study.

In general, soft links may o�er several advantages when applied in an external traceability con-

text. Figure 4.8 illustrates a typical architecture applied to the BPM case study (see Section 4.1.1),
where interconnections between three distinct models (belonging to the process, system and operation

domains, respectively) are augmented with explicit (external) traceability models (T ).
In such a scenario, traceability models T typically conform to a custom metamodel that may de-

scribe simple binary (source-target) relationships with the help of association classes that use explicit
unidirectional references to point to elements of the host models. In more complex cases, T may also
include ternary (or hyper-) edges that interrelate multiple elements (e.g. three element types from all
three domains, as in Figure 4.8).

4.4.1 External traceability-speci�c challenges

While this commonly used approach has an obvious advantage over internal traceability/correspond-
ence links, namely that the external models do not require the modi�cation of the host metamodels,
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Figure 4.8. External traceability modeling scenario

it also involves a number of frequently encountered problems as mentioned in Section 4.2:
• Fragility. Inter-model hard links are fragile, they may break when a host model is manipu-

lated without also loading the traceability model. Additionally when using �le-based model
fragments, traceability links may even break during external operations (e.g. when the �les are
moved within the workspace [Ros+10]).

• Identi�cation of target elements. To work around the fragility issue, traceability models
may use IDs or fully quali�ed naming schemes (as presented in our previous examples) to store
cross-references, even for external traceability models. However, such key attributes need to be
present in the host models, while they also necessitate an auxiliary mechanism to enforce con-
sistency rules (such as uniqueness) within the host domains. If these prerequisites are not met,
then additional, auxiliary techniques have to be used to add identi�er maintenance capabilities
to host domains, as used e.g. by EMFStore [ESt12] and CDO [CDO12].

• Persistence scalability issues. In complex system modeling scenarios, the amount of edges
can grow to be the dominant factor in storing the entire model repository, in terms of both
in-memory and serialized persistence overhead [Ber+10]. Hence, the performance of all model
management-related operations (e.g. serialization) may be severely negatively a�ected as the
size of the model resources grow, especially when taking fragility into consideration (i.e. that
traceability models with hard links need to be loaded and manipulated together with host model
fragments).

4.4.2 Traceability management with binary soft links

The traceability architecture (components with black outline in Figure 4.8) can be augmented or even
replaced with model-integrated soft links (symbolized by red outlined empty ovals) and traceability

queries that can be accessed through the query evaluation framework (oval with dashed �ll). Both
techniques share incremental, on-the-�y evaluation as their background (which will be detailed in
Section 4.5.1).

From the traceability perspective, the most important advantages of soft links are that they are
(logically) bidirectional references that are maintained on-the-�y. The bidirectionality is supported
as the both parameters of soft link queries can be used for input or output. Thus, assuming that
host metamodels are allowed to be extended, such traceability links can be added without regard for
circular serialization dependencies, that is, it is entirely up to the language designer to specify where
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such traceability links are going to reside, making trace link navigation from host model elements
feasible as well.

Additionally, as soft links provide graceful behavior for broken traceability references, erroneous
trace records may be marked with warning markers, instead of throwing exceptions or runtime errors.
These markers can then be corrected by e.g. a user-aided, on-demand resolution process, which may
be further supported by helper queries that locate the most likely target host model element (especially
when non-ID keys are used to identify model elements, such as EntryJobCorrespondence in Figure 4.6
– in this case, a helper query may enumerate those elements whose local names are similar).

It is possible to �ne-tune traceability links in a straightforward way. The designer can choose
which references are stored explicitly and which ones are going to be calculated on-demand, when the
models are loaded into memory, since the results of query evaluation can be both processed manually
or represented by derived features. This gives the tool developer precise control over performance
vs. compliance considerations (i.e. when certain traceability information is required to be stored
persistently).

Finally, soft links behave exactly like normal links (send noti�cations), easing the integration with
user interface components or on-the-�y validators.

External traceability between Domain and Implementation models in the IMA case study.

Handling traceability references between domain and implementation model elements using soft links
yields the same advantages as in the case of libraries. In addition, tools can be easily programmed to
read and access individual model fragments completely separately. This is especially important where
critical IP can be found in the di�erent domain and implementation models, and only the required
fragments are allowed to be disclosed to the di�erent third party tool providers.

Soft links can be checked with a validation query (see Figure 4.9), similarly to the approach for
Simulink library references (see in Section 4.3.3). However, due to the fact that a separate model
element represents the traceability reference (SimulinkElementReference), two separate validation
rules have to be de�ned in order to be able to di�erentiate when the domain model is not loaded
(mElement) or the implementation model element is missing (slElement).

Figure 4.9. Alternative implementations for domain model
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Finally, the separation of domain models from platform-speci�c implementation models also
makes it possible to have a single component model correspond to di�erent platform representations.
For example, it may be possible to have a single component library model that represents blocks in a
Simulink model or components de�ned in a di�erent platform (e.g. SysML [Obj10] or AADL [SAE09]).
Depending on which platform representation is loaded at a given moment, di�erent target models can
be generated from the same PDM that uses the library.

4.4.3 Using traceability queries for n-ary links

If host metamodels cannot be modi�ed, or hyperedges (multilinks, connecting three or more element
types) are desired for traceability modeling, the architecture of Figure 4.8 can be augmented with
generic queries. In this case, a ChecklistEntry is connected to Tasks and, consecutively, to Data
elements to represent the traceability information between data elements that are read by a given
check list element. Such a ternary relationship may be implemented by the Ternary pattern (shown
in Listing 4.6).

1 // data read by checklist entry

2 pattern Ternary(cle ,t,d){

3 find ChecklistEntryTaskCorrespondence(cle ,t);

4 find DataTaskReadCorrespondence(d,t);

5 }

Listing 4.6. Ternary link traceability query

The matches of the Ternary pattern in a model can be accessed using query evaluation. The para-
meter assignments can be read from the match and the object or attribute values can be manipulated
naturally to modify or process the model (see Section C.2.4 for an example). It is also possible to
observe the match set of the pattern and react to new or removed matches.

Note that the traceability relation between a SimulinkElementReference and its corresponding
Simulink and Functional Architecture model elements is also representable as a ternary hyper-edge.

Summary. Soft links and traceability queries can be used to overcome the challenges presented
by traceability-speci�c applications by complementing external traceability models and supporting
incrementally maintained bidirectional links between interconnected elements.

4.5 Details of soft link computation

In this section, we outline how soft links can be managed using the incremental query evaluation
features of the EMF-Inc�ery framework. We propose an algorithm for mapping changes of query
results to noti�cations and describe extensions to detect causal circularity between link de�nitions
and to update interconnections after a modi�cation on the target node would cause the removal of
the link. Our approach can be integrated to noti�cation based applications (like EMF) in a transparent
way by mapping model changes to the values of derived features using incremental evaluation.

4.5.1 Incremental evaluation of queries: an overview

The key to e�cient evaluation and change noti�cation for soft links is the incremental graph pattern
matching infrastructure (�rst introduced in [Rát+08]), see the internal architecture in Figure 4.10.

The input for the incremental graph pattern matching process is the EMF instance model and its
Noti�cation API where callback functions can be registered to instance model elements that receive
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Figure 4.10. The EMF-Inc�ery architecture

noti�cation objects (e.g. ADD, REMOVE, SET etc.) when an elementary manipulation operation is
carried out.

Based on a query speci�cation, the framework constructs a Rete rule network [Rát+08] that pro-
cesses the contents of the instance model to produce the query result at its output node. Query results
are then post-processed by auto-generated query components to provide a type-safe access layer for
easy integration into applications. This Rete network remains in operation as long as the query is
needed: it continues to receive elementary change noti�cations and propagates them to produce query
result deltas through its delta monitor facility, which are used to incrementally update the query result.
These deltas can also be processed externally, which is a key feature for the integration of derived
features (Section 4.5.2).

By this approach, the query results (i.e. the match sets of graph patterns) are continuously main-
tained as an in-memory cache, and can be instantaneously retrieved. Even though this imposes a
slight performance overhead on model manipulation, and a memory cost proportional to the cache
size (approx. the size of match sets), the query evaluation framework can evaluate very complex que-
ries over large instance models very e�ciently. These special performance characteristics, reported
in [4], allow query-based derived features to be evaluated instantly after model modi�cations in most
cases, regardless of the size of the instance model.

4.5.2 Derived features driven by queries

To support soft links captured as derived features, the outputs of the engine need to be integrated
into the EMF model access layer at two points: (1) query results are provided in the getter functions
of derived features, and (2) query result deltas are processed to generate EMF Noti�cation objects that
are passed through the standard EMF API so that application code can process them transparently.
The overall architecture of our approach is shown in Figure 5.3.

The application accesses both the model and the query results through the standard EMF model
access layer – hence, no modi�cation of application source code is necessary. In the background, as
a novel feature, soft link handlers are attached to the EMF model objects that integrate the generated
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Figure 4.11. Overview of the integration architecture

query components (pattern matchers). This approach follows the o�cial EMF guidelines of imple-
menting derived features and requires less programming e�ort to integrate than ad-hoc Java code, or
OCL expression evaluators.

When an EMF application intends to read a soft link (B1 on Figure 5.3), the current value is
provided by the corresponding handler (B2) by retrieving the value from the cache of the related
query. When the application modi�es the EMF model (A1), this change is propagated to the gener-
ated query components along noti�cations (A2), which may update the delta monitors of the handlers
(A3). These updates are processed by the handler and turned into derived feature changes, which can
trigger further changes in the result sets of other derived features (A4).

Illustrative example. Figure 4.12 illustrates a detailed elaboration of EMF-Inc�ery handlers,
which process elementary model manipulation noti�cations to update, and generate noti�cations for
derived features. The �gure corresponds to a case where the user assigns a new Job to a Checklist-
Entry through the Editor which is essentially a cle.getJobPaths().add(jobPath) method call on the
Model. During the add method, the ChecklistEntry EObject sends an ADD noti�cation to the Noti-
fication Manager, which will notify the EMF-Inc�ery �ery Engine about the model modi�cation.
The �ery Engine updates the match sets of each query and registers the match events in the Delta-
monitor. Once the update of the Rete network is �nished, it invokes the callback method of each
IncqueryFeatureHandler. Each handler has a Deltamonitor from which it retrieves the new and lost
match events since the last callback to process them. During the processing, the handler may send
new noti�cations (e.g. the value set of the info soft link of job is updated) that is propagated to listen-
ers. Any time the soft link value is retrieved from the model (e.g. job.getInfo()), it accesses the handler
for the current value of the derived feature, which is returned instantly.

4.5.3 From changes of match sets to noti�cations

We now explain the noti�cation processing and propagation procedure in algorithmic detail. For the
sake of simplicity, we introduce an auxiliary discriminator variableKindwhose value represents two
distinct cases:

• single and many correspond to derived references of target multiplicity 1 and *, respectively
(e.g. the soft links task and jobs of ChecklistEntry);
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Figure 4.12. Elaboration of the execution

• More complex kinds of derived feature with an arbitrary, deterministic iteration algorithm can
also be handled by the approach. For example, summing up the values of a numeric attribute
in the list of matched objects.

The main part of our soft link handler algorithm is an event loop that is called by the query
engine each time the underlying Rete network is updated as a result of some model manipulation (see
Algorithm 6.1).

Algorithm 4.1: Main event loop
1 S ← Source, F ← Feature,DM ← DeltaMonitor, k ← Kind // Input variables

2 (k = single)?iV ← null : iV ← ∅ // Internal value init

3 pU ← null,N ← ∅ // Global variables

4 Function eventloop

5 pU ← null
6 MFE ← DM.matchFoundEvents // First processing found events

7 found← processFoundMatches(MFE)

8 RFE ← DM.matchFoundEvents \ found
9 DM.matchFoundEvents← RFE // Removing events

10 MLE ← DM.matchLostEvents // Then processing lost events

11 lost← processLostMatches(MLE)

12 RLE ← DM.matchLostevents \ lost
13 DM.matchLostevents← RLE // Removing events

14 if partialUpdate 6= null then // If stored value unused, handle partial event

15 N ← N ∪ notification(SET, null, pU)
16 iV ← pU // Updating value

17 while N 6= ∅ do // Notification sending loop

18 n← N [0]
19 N ← N \ n
20 S.eNotify(n) // Sending notification through source
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The algorithm is initialized with the following input variables (line 1): (1) the EObject Source
whose soft link is handled; (2) the derived Feature; (3) the DeltaMonitor for the query matcher;
and (4) the previously mentioned discriminator value Kind. Each handler stores an internal value
for the feature, initialized in line 2 depending onKind. Finally, the handler uses two global variables:
pU for storing partial events and the set N of unsent noti�cations.

The event loop starts from line 4, it �rst resets the partial event store, then processes matches
found since the last execution of the loop (line 7). These events are supplied by the delta monitor of
the query and removed after processing is �nished. Similarly, the matches lost since the last execution
are also processed (line 11) and removed after.

When a soft link with single kind is used and only a match-found event occurs without a match-

lost event, an additional processing step is required to handle the partial event (line 15). This occurs
when the query did not lose any matches since the last event loop, but a new match is found. This
translates to a noti�cation representing the setting of the feature value from null to pU (line 16).
Finally, if there are any unsent noti�cations (line 17), the �rst noti�cation n in the list N is sent
through the Source EObject. In order to stabilize the noti�cation loop, the noti�cation sending is
separated from the calculation of the soft link value. Thus new noti�cations caused by n are simply
added to the list N , which will be depleted after all, if causal circularity between the de�nitions of
soft links is avoided. Such circularity occurs if soft links are chained and a circle in the chain does not
allow a steady state after a change.

Algorithm 4.2: Processing match-found events
1 Function processFoundMatches(events)

2 P ← ∅
3 for e ∈ events do
4 if e.source = S then

5 target← e.target // Extracting feature target from event

6 if k = single then

7 pU ← target // Storing value for later processing

8 else if k = many then

9 N ← N ∪ notification(ADD,null, target)
10 iV ← iV ∪ target // Updating value

11 P ← P ∪ e
12 return P

New matches. The handling of match-found events is detailed in Algorithm 4.2. The process-
FoundMatches function iterates through the match-found events (line 3), and extracts the target
object from the event (line 5), if the source EObject of the event equals Source. Depending on the
Kind of the soft link, a noti�cation is created and the internal value is updated (line 9 for many). For
single features, the target object is stored for later usage (line 7). Finally, the list of processed events
is returned.

Lost matches. The handling of match-lost events is similar to the processing of match-found
events, see Algorithm 4.3. The processLostMatches function iterates through the match-lost events
(line 3), and extracts the target object from the event (line 5), if the source EObject of the event equals
Source. Depending on the Kind of the soft link, a noti�cation is created and the internal value is
updated (line 12 for many). For single kind features, the stored value of pU is used for creating the
noti�cation (line 7). Finally, the list of processed events is returned at the end of the function.
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Algorithm 4.3: Processing match-lost events
1 Function processLostMatches(events)

2 P ← ∅
3 for e ∈ events do
4 if e.source = S then

5 target← e.target // Extracting feature target from event

6 if k = single then

7 n← notification(SET, target, pU) // Using stored value

8 N ← N ∪ n
9 iV ← target // Updating value

10 pU ← null // Resetting stored value

11 else if k = many then

12 n← notification(REMOV E, target, null)
13 N ← N ∪ n
14 iV ← iV \ target // Updating value

15 P ← P ∪ e
16 return P

4.5.4 Detecting causal circularity in soft links

In the description of the main event loop in Section 4.5.3, we mentioned that the noti�cations will
be processed eventually, unless there is a causal circularity between the de�nitions of the soft links.
In such a case, the execution will enter a non-terminating noti�cation loop that should be identi�ed
during runtime.

Algorithm 4.4: Detecting causal circularity
1 Stack ← ∅ // Global empty stack

2 . . .
3 while N 6= ∅ do // Notification sending loop

4 n← N [0]
5 N ← N \ n
6 if Stack ∩ n 6= ∅ then // Check stack state

7 throw CausalCircularityException

8 Stack.push(n) // Add notification to stack

9 S.eNotify(n) // Sending notification through source

10 Stack.pop() // Remove notification from stack

In order to o�er runtime detection of such in�nite loops, we can modify the noti�cation sending
loop (as shown in Algorithm 4.4) by introducing a noti�cation stack (line 1) and push each noti�cation
to the stack before sending (line 8) and pop it after the eNotify call returned (line 10). This means
that if a given noti�cation triggers other noti�cations, then the stack will grow. If we try to send
a noti�cation which is already on the stack, then this will cause an in�nite loop, as sending it will
trigger further noti�cations in a non-terminating way. Therefore, in addition to pushing and popping,
we need to check the contents of the stack before pushing and raise an exception if an in�nite loop
is found (line 6). Since the noti�cation stack is available, the loop itself can be identi�ed.
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4.5.5 Soft binding of traceability links

The soft links are computed based on the information stored in the model, for example using the
identi�er of a Task or the name and quali�er of a Simulink reference. However, this means that if
these values change in the target object then the soft link will be removed as the query no longer
matches. It would be advantageous to bind the soft link to the target once the initial computation has
created the link.

This soft binding can be achieved by specifying the identifying features of the target object and
the storage features in the source object and observe changes in the former to update the value of
the latter. This information can be partially identi�ed from the de�nition of the soft link query, but
except for simple cases (such as identi�er equality) it is not enough and have to be supplied manually.

For example, if the name of the Simulink reference of the target Block changes for the slElement
soft link, then the soft link handler must change the name value in the reference stored in the ele-
mentRef feature as well. This way, the soft link can be updated without causing transients (where the
soft link is unset then set again), since the handler can process the noti�cation on the name change
before updating its own value due to the query result change.

4.5.6 Comparison of trace link variants

We distinguished between three variants of trace links that are possible between model fragments.
Hard links are regular edges that are created manually and stored persistently, on-demand (OD) soft
links are computed when required, while soft links driven by incrementally evaluated model queries

(IQ) are updated automatically. Figure 4.13 summarizes the di�erences between the three variants of
trace links.

Figure 4.13. Comparison of trace link variants (OD: on-demand computation, IQ: incremental queries,
1: Can be supported by additional, manual programming)

Each link variant allows regular read access to the target of the link, however, only a hard link
allows direct manipulation as well. In the case of soft links, direct manipulation can be added by addi-
tional, manual programming. Furthermore, supporting proper change noti�cations with on-demand
computation also needs manual programming for each type (as te computation uses di�erent query),
although it is very important for many applications. A major di�erence between the three variants is
dealing with an inconsistent state, where a hard link may cause errors during loading from persistent
storage if the target of the link does not exist. An on-demand soft link will not be able to compute
its value or even cause errors on read, when the application requests the target of the link. While in-
crementally updated soft link can o�er graceful degradation with warnings instead of runtime errors
and exceptions in cases when the target of the link is not available (for example the resource is not in
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the resource set). Finally as only hard links are persisted, using soft links can lead to smaller model
sizes and reduced load time.

4.5.7 Soft links in practice for EMF applications

In traditional EMF-based tools, references between separate model fragments (called resources in EMF
terminology) are materialized in the in-memory object model as proxies. Such proxies contain URIs
that are resolved either when a resource is loaded or when the proxied reference is traversed (by call-
ing its getter function). If the proxy resolution fails (e.g. because of a broken link due to changed �le
paths), an exception is thrown and the proxied reference remains in a (read only) error state until it can
be successfully resolved. As the resolution is not supported by any built-in automatism, it is up to the
tool developer to programmatically trigger proxy resolution (e.g. by calling EcoreUtils.resolve())
whenever applicable (e.g. when a new resource that may contain unresolved proxy endpoints is loaded
by the user).

In addition to the functionality issues, multi�le model management with EMF proxies also has a
performance impact, as proxy resolution is a costly operation. Thus, depending on the nature and
cardinality of cross-resource references, the order in which such resources are loaded can have a
signi�cant in�uence on the total time needed for loading models into memory (since resolution is
performed in an eager fashion by default).

Figure 4.14. Validation message of missing source block

In contrast, soft links are resolved automatically at the earliest possibility, regardless of the trig-
gering event (e.g. whether a resource has been loaded or the model manipulated). Additionally, the
resolution of all soft links in a resource is performed in a single traversal, as all soft link endpoints
are already indexed by EMF-Inc�ery. Finally, soft links that cannot be resolved are marked with
validation error messages (see Figure 4.14) and are editable so that they can be �xed easily. The
�xing of broken soft links may also be aided by advanced features such as quick �xes (backed by a
heuristics-based search [13]). The message on Figure 4.14 is created by the validator described in List-
ing 4.5 and warns that the source block LibBl was not found, although it is referenced by InstanceBL.
While technologically feasible, we opted not to integrate soft links to EMF as custom proxies since
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many modeling tools are not prepared to handle proxy resolution noti�cations as well as standard
ADD/REMOVE/SET noti�cations for EReferences.

4.5.8 Performance evaluation

Navigating on edges in a graph is one of the most used primitives in building model-driven applic-
ations. Therefore, the performance of soft links (both on-demand or incrementally evaluated) is im-
portant as they must behave transparently as regular edges for applications.

We present runtime measurements2 on two scenarios described for the IMA case study with two
di�erent model sets:

• The �rst scenario is loading a library for a Simulink model as discussed in Section 4.3.3. Before
loading the model fragment of the library, the source block references of blocks in the initial
Simulink model are not created. After loading the library, the source blocks are found and the
soft links are created.

• The second scenario is loading a Simulink model as an implementation model for a domain
model as described in Section 4.4.2. Before loading the model fragment of the Simulink model,
the traceability soft links from the initial domain are not created. After loading the Simulink
implementation model, the links are created automatically.

Figure 4.15. Model sizes used in the performance evaluation

The number of nodes and edges in the used models are listed in Figure 4.15. In the Sparse case,
the number of nodes and edges are approximately equal in the models, while in the Dense set the
number of edges is 1.5-2 times higher than the number of nodes.

Figure 4.16 lists the number of matches relevant to soft links after loading both models used in
the scenario, this also includes the matches of the helper queries.

The model sizes and number of matches are computed using the metrics countNodes,
countEdges and countMatches as de�ned in [Izs+13b]. Based on our previous experience these
metrics are relevant for scenarios including query initialization and incremental evaluation.

Figure 4.16. Total number of matches in the scenarios

2For detailed performance evaluation of EMF-Inc�ery as a query evaluation framework see [4].
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Evaluation environment andmethod. We measured the following steps for both cases and both
model sets:

1. Load primary model: The primary model (Simulink or Domain) is loaded into EMF without
query evaluation.

2. First so� link access: The value of the soft link is requested from the model, causing the initial-
ization of the queries and building the Rete network.

3. Load secondary model: The secondary model (Library or Simulink) is loaded into EMF. The
values of soft links are updated incrementally by the query engine during the loading process
as the model is constructed in the memory.

4. 10k so� link accesses: The value of the same soft link is requested again. The request is executed
10000 times since one request only takes nanoseconds that cannot be reliably measured.

Additionally, we also measured baseline performance, where the Load primary model and Load
secondary model phases are executed sequentially. This corresponds to loading the models into EMF
without any soft link access and thus no query initialization or evaluation is performed. Therefore,
these results are used to measure the overhead of our approach.

The results of these measurements are shown in Figure 4.17 for each scenario, case and model
set.3

Figure 4.17. Performance evaluation results

The memory overhead of incremental evaluation is around 1 MB for the sparse cases and 4 MB
for the dense cases. This includes the memory overhead of the Rete network of EMF-Inc�ery and
the soft link handlers.

3All measurements were carried out on a PC with Intel Core i5-2410M 2.3 GHz processor, Windows 8, Java 1.6 64bit
with 512 MB heap space (DDR3 memory), wall-time measurement with nanotime precision. The measurements are taken
after a warm-up phase in order to eliminate other factors such as class loading, JIT compiler, disk access. The �nal values
are taken as the average of at least 10 measurements.
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Evaluation of results. We made the following observations based on the measurement results4:
• No overhead on value requests. The incremental query evaluation ensures that once the

value of the soft link is computed, it can be requested without additional overhead. In our
results the 10000 requests took 0.1-0.2 milliseconds while even basic on-demand computations
could take as long for each request. Therefore, applications developed over models containing
soft links will have an acceptable performance.

• Fast initialization and incremental update. The computation of soft links upon �rst re-
quest, including the initialization of match sets (First so� link access), and later incremental
computation after model changes (Load secondary model) is fast. The query initialization and
model traversal took between 35-90% more than simply loading the primary model. The over-
head of the query evaluation depends on the size of the change, not the complete model, while
the overhead of soft link computation depends only on the size of appearing and disappearing
matches (called match set deltas).
Speci�cally, the di�erences in the Load secondary model values in the two cases (up to 36%
in our measurements) are the overhead of incremental query evaluation for processing the
contents of the secondary model. Furthermore, in regular model-driven applications, where
typically the number of value requests outweigh the number of (small) model modi�cations,
both the initialization and the incremental update overheads are compensated by the instant
value requests (i.e., case soft link accesses).

Summary. The combined use of incremental pattern matching and noti�cation processing allows
query-driven soft links (and derived features) to behave exactly as regular features of EMF instance
models. This behavior ensures that user interfaces, model validators etc. can safely depend on soft
interconnections built on soft links, without on-demand querying.5

4.6 Related work

In this section we �rst give an overview of existing approaches and tools that deal with intercon-
nection between models, then we brie�y describe other model query techniques for EMF. Finally, we
list approaches that rely on derived features and therefore may take advantage of our incremental
evaluation techniques.

4.6.1 Traceability modeling.

Traceability in software modeling scenarios has been the topic of many papers (e.g. [CR03; Wal+06;
Dri+09; Pai+10; Dri+10]). Recently, [Mar08] emphasized the use of weaving models as a special kind
of correspondence models to semi-automatically derive model transformation rules for model syn-
chronization. The authors present a metamodel-based method that exploits metamodel data to auto-
matically produce weaving models in the AMW System. The weaving models are then derived into
model integration transformations. In the current chapter, we use traceability concepts in the clas-
sical sense, i.e. they are used to link logically corresponding representations of identical concepts
expressed in di�erent languages and/or abstraction levels. However, a crucial di�erence of the cur-
rent chapter to these previous works is that we do not use explicit (internal or external) traceability
models, but rely on traceability (correspondence) information derived by model queries and repres-
ented as soft links. In addition, our soft links are dynamic in the sense that incremental, on-the-�y

4The numerical results of the measurements are included in Figure C.1 in the Appendix.
5Details on integration with existing EMF-based technologies are discussed in Section C.2 of the Appendix.
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query evaluation automatically ensures that traceability links are always consistent with the current
state of models.

4.6.2 Interconnecting EMF models.

In [Kol09] correspondences between models are handled by matching rules de�ned in the Epsilon
Comparison Language, where the application conditions (called guards) use queries similarly to our
approach. Additionally, Epsilon also manages model integrity between EMF models using the novel
Concordance framework [Ros+10]. It is able to handle intermodel links when models are moved/re-
named and helps in correcting invalid models caused by metamodel changes. Anwar [Anw+10] intro-
duces a rule-driven approach for creating merged views of multiple separate UML models and relies
on a correspondence metamodel and OCL expressions to support model merging and composition.
VirtualEMF [CJC11] allows the composition of multiple EMF models into a virtual model based on a
composition metamodel, and provides both a model virtualization API and a linking API to manage
these models. The approach is also able to add virtual links based on composition rules. In [Xio+07]
an ATL-based method is presented for automatically synchronizing source and target models of a
given transformation, based on the de�nition of the transformation.

Compared to them, the main distinctive features of our approach is (1) the fully incremental eval-
uation of queries for model interconnections, and (2) �exible support for query-based, computed soft
links. In the future, we plan to investigate how to combine the bene�ts of our approach with the
bene�ts of existing solutions.

4.6.3 Model query approaches.

OCL [Obj] is a standardized navigation-based query language, applicable over a range of modeling
formalisms. Taking advantage of the expressive features and wide-spread adoption of OCL, the pro-
ject Eclipse OCL [EMD11] through its Essential OCL language provides a powerful query interface
that evaluates OCL expressions over EMF models. Additionally, it also supports the de�nition of in-
variants, operations and derived features to enrich the Ecore metamodel using either the Complete

OCL [Wil11] or the OCLinEcore [MDT12a] languages. Balsters [Bal03] presents an approach for de-
�ning database views in UML models as derived classes using OCL. The derived classes in this case
are the result set of queries, which is similar to the match sets provided by EMF-Inc�ery.

There are several technologies for providing declarative model queries over EMF, e.g. EMF Model
Query 2 [EMQ12] and EMF Search [EMF12b]. EMF Model Query 2 provides query primitives for
selecting model elements, but the expressive power of its language is limited compared to EMF-
Inc�ery. However, it can evaluate queries over indexes without loading the model used for creating
the index. EMF Search is a framework for executing simple textual searches over EMF resources using
a controllable scope. More advanced search capabilities have to be provided by metamodel-speci�c
means, while the query engine of EMF-Inc�ery is metamodel independent. Other graph pattern
based techniques like [BET08; GHS09] have been successfully applied in an EMF context, but these
focus on graph transformations related challenges, while EMF-Inc�ery provides a unique query de-
velopment, integration and e�cient evaluation framework. To sum up, none of the above mentioned
query technologies support incremental evaluation of queries and thus cannot be e�ectively used for
inter-model soft links.

Cabot et al. [CT09] present an algorithm for incremental runtime validation of OCL constraints
and uses promising optimizations, however, it works only on boolean constraints. An interesting
model validator over UML models [GRE10] incrementally re-evaluates constraint instances whenever
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they are a�ected, but relies on environments that support the recording of read-only access to the
model, unlike EMF. Additionally, general-purpose model querying is not viable.

Outside the Eclipse ecosystem, the Resource Description Framework (RDF [RDF04]) is developed
to support the description of instances of the semantic web, assuming sparse, ever-growing and in-
complete data. Semantic models are built up from triple statements, which can be queried using the
SPARQL [W3C13b] graph pattern language with tools like Sesame [Ses13] or Virtuoso [Ope13]. In
addition, SPIN [W3C13a], the standard SPARQL Inferencing Notation combines concepts from object
oriented languages, query languages, and rule-based systems to describe object behavior on the web
of data. One of the basic ideas of SPIN is to link class de�nitions with SPARQL queries to capture con-
straints and rules that formalize the expected behavior of those classes. Unfortunately, while some
advanced semantic tools such as TopBraid [Top13] have some preliminary support for the incremental
execution of simple SPIN rules (e.g. for the calculation of derived attribute values), comprehensive
incremental execution of arbitrarily complex queries (as in our approach) is not supported.

To sum up, several approaches provide possible alternatives to implement model queries, thus,
they can potentially be used for providing soft links. However, many of them lack incremental eval-
uation support or require signi�cantly more integration e�ort to enable their use for soft links.

4.6.4 Application of derived features.

The PROGRES language [Sch90] allows the rule-based programming of graph rewriting systems and
uses derived attributes for encoding dynamic semantics. ConceptBase.cc [JJM09] is a database (DB)
system for metamodeling and method engineering and de�nes active rules that react to events and
can update the DB or call external routines, the latter could be applied in models as derived features
representing data stored in the ConceptBase.cc DB. Neither tool has adopted EMF up to our best
knowledge.

In [Dis11] Diskin describes a formal framework for model synchronization that uses derived
references for propagating changes between corresponding models. A recent work by Diskin et
al. [DMC12] proposes a theoretical background for model composition based on queries using Kleisli
Categories, in their approach derived features are used for representing features merged from di�erent
metamodels. The conceptual basis is similar to our approach in using query-based derived features,
however, it o�ers algebraic speci�cation, while our approach might serve as an implementation for
this generic theoretical framework.

The MOF 2.0 tool in [Sch05] allows the de�nition of derived features using OCL. It handles derived
attributes and operations as custom code provided by the user and redirects calls using re�ection. The
FUJABA [NNZ00] tool suite also supports derived edges by path expressions. Both tools work in a
non-incremental way.

JastEMF [Bür+11] is a semantics-integrated metamodeling approach for EMF. It uses derived fea-
tures as side-e�ect free operations (i.e. queries) and refers to them as the static semantics of the model.
Therefore, our query-based approach could be integrated with JastEMF without any problems.

4.7 Summary

Interconnections between model fragments of complex EMF models are usually represented as regular
associations and persisted using storage-speci�c URIs. This approach proves to be rigid and error-
prone in some application scenarios.

We proposed the concept of soft interconnections driven by model queries for providing robust
traceability in fragmented models (see Challenge 3). Our approach supports circular dependency
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between instance models, graceful handling for unresolved links and provides e�cient evaluation
capabilities by incremental model queries. The results of this chapter are formulated as thesis contri-
butions as follows:

1. Query-driven soft interconnection of model elements. I de�ned soft interconnections
represented as derived features (i.e. computed model attributes and references) driven by in-
crementally evaluated model queries, which behave transparently as regular model references
[11, 10] (see Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.5).

2. Robust traceability in fragmented models. I proposed an approach for providing trace-
ability links between fragmented models using soft interconnections [10, 3], where the links
can provide graceful degradation in case of major modi�cations (see Section 4.4). I also elab-
orated on how advanced model queries, soft interconnections and live validation of structural
constraints can be used to provide an integrated traceability framework for systems including
complex domain-speci�c models (see Sections 4.3.3 and 4.4.2).

3. Experimental evaluation of soft interconnections. I applied the soft interconnection ap-
proach for EMF models using EMF-Inc�ery and evaluated its applicability and performance
on multiple case studies [3] (see Section 4.5.8).
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Chapter 5

Model-based representation and

replaying of execution sequences

Contributions of the current chapter The current chapter presents an approach for representing
execution sequences as graph-based models. In order to support the de�nition of a generic replay-
ing framework for execution sequences of behavioral models. This framework can also replay the
dynamic behavior of high abstraction-level domain models without precise operational semantics.
Additionally, the model-based representation of execution sequences makes back-annotation of dy-
namic behavior possible. These sections are partially based on [6].

5.1 Introduction

Model-driven analysis aims at revealing conceptual �aws early in the design process. In the typical
approach, high-level design models (UML [Obj11d], BPEL [OAS07], SysML [Obj10], etc.) are auto-
matically transformed into mathematical models (e.g. Petri nets [Rei85], transition systems [WN95],
process algebras [Hoa78]) to carry out system analysis by formal methods. The results of the analysis
are then back-annotated to the original source model to highlight �aws directly in the design models.

In case of dynamic modeling languages (e.g. statecharts, work�ows, live sequence charts [MH11]),
the back-end formal analysis tools frequently carry out simulation or model checking to ensure the
functional correctness of the design using analysis models like Petri nets, process algebras or labeled
transition systems. As a result, back-end analysis tools produce an execution sequence of the system
as a designated or counter example.

However, in order to support the back-annotation of a complex counter example generated by an
analysis tool, the corresponding execution sequence needs to be replayed within a modeling environ-
ment (like Eclipse). Unfortunately, each back-end analysis tool uses a di�erent, tool-speci�c textual
sequence representation, which requires a signi�cant development e�ort for sequence integration.

In this chapter, we provide a generic replay mechanism for execution sequences in dynamic mod-
eling languages with a speci�c focus on those sequences created by model checkers and simulation
tools. We assume that a dynamic modeling language is de�ned by a combination of static, dynamic
and (execution) sequence metamodels while the availability of precise operational semantics is not
required. This metamodeling approach was �rst introduced in the book presenting the results of the
Sensoria project [9]. In the current chapter, we extend upon the concept of a generic execution se-
quence metamodel [16] and de�ne high-level and elementary operations to support the replay of such
sequences within a general purpose modeling environment (i.e. outside the original analysis tool).

103
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Our techniques will be �rst exempli�ed on the language and execution sequences of the SAL
model checker [Ben+00] then we show how the same technique can be applied to replaying execution
of BPEL business processes (�rst demonstrated as a tool in [25]).

The chapter is structured as follows. First, we give a conceptual overview of our approach in
Section 5.2. Section 5.3 provides a brief introduction to the language of the SAL model checker and to
static, dynamic and execution sequence metamodels. Section 5.4 discusses how an execution sequence
model can be replayed to update the dynamic model. Section 5.5 illustrates the approach on BPEL
processes, while Section 5.6 lists limitations. Finally, related work is discussed in Section 5.7 and
Section 5.8 concludes the chapter.

5.2 Execution sequences in DMLs

Our overall goal is to provide a generic framework for replaying an execution sequence, generated by a
back-end analysis tool, within a general modeling framework (e.g. EMF [EMF12a] or Viatra2 [VP03]).
The replay mechanism is generic enough to be reusable and easily adaptable for various discrete event-
based dynamic modeling languages (DML) used in analysis tools. The sequence replaying framework
would also signi�cantly reduce the cost of back-annotation for di�erent pairs of source and target
languages as demonstrated in Chapter 6.

Metamodels for dynamic languages In our framework, we assume the existence of various
metamodels in the context of a DML, which are exempli�ed in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Metamodels for dynamic languages

First, a static metamodelMM stat de�nes the static structure of a language including possible
types of model elements, their main attributes and relations with other model elements. An instance
of this metamodel is called the static model (M stat).

Next, a dynamicmetamodelMMdyn uses and extends the static metamodelMM stat for storing
information related to the dynamic behavior (e.g. current state, value, con�guration) of a structural
element. The dynamic model (Mdyn) is an instance of MMdyn.

This way, a sequence metamodel (MM seq) is de�ned for the language to represent simula-
tion executions of Mdyn. MM seq uses MMdyn for recording how the dynamic model changed and
MM stat for describing which static element is concerned. A sequence model (M seq) is an instance
of MM seq , e.g. the sequence of execution steps.
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Operational semantics for dynamic models The simulation of a DML is performed in accord-
ance to the operational semantics of the language, de�ned by simulation rules. In our framework
we assume that simulation rules are de�ned as intra-model transformations (see also [EE08; LV08;
RVV08]).

Figure 5.2. Simulation and replaying

The execution of a rule r in the transformationMTsym : (M stat,Mdyn)
r→Mdyn

′modi�esMdyn

by also taking into account M stat and results in a new Mdyn
′ as illustrated in Figure 5.2. During a

simulation execution, the changes of the dynamic model are recorded as a sequence of execution steps
as part of the derived sequence model M seq . Furthermore, the complex manipulation steps in M seq

are in direct correspondence to the transformation rules �red during the simulation execution.

Replaying execution sequences of dynamic languages In our proposed framework, the execu-
tion sequences of analysis models are persisted in a modeling environment using the output generated
by back-end simulator or model checker tools (see Figure 5.3). The model M seq can be used to replay
the execution of a speci�c simulation execution.

The execution of step sr in the sequence replaying transformationMTrep : (Mdyn,M seq)
sr→

Mdyn
′ modi�es theMdyn, after which the model state (Mdyn’) will be the same as after the execution

of a simulation rule r.The persisted sequences can be replayed in the modeling environment using
generic replaying operations through a sequence manipulation interface. However, the main advantage
of providing sequence replay functionality appears when analysis sequences are back-annotated into
a source (design or engineering) model where a simulator may not be available. The back-annotated
sequence can also be replayed by the same generic replay framework.

Figure 5.3. Replaying framework for dynamic modeling languages

In the current chapter we exclusively focus on replaying simulation sequences persisted as se-
quence models, while the back-annotation of execution sequences is discussed in Chapter 6.
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Figure 5.4. SAL metamodel and example transition system

5.3 De�nition of dynamic modeling languages

We provide a brief introduction to the language of the SAL model checker, which serves as the running
example of the chapter (Section 5.3.1). Then we discuss how dynamic SAL models can be integrated
in a modeling framework using dynamic metamodeling [Eng+00] techniques (Section 5.3.2). Finally,
we specify an execution sequence metamodel (Section 5.3.3).

5.3.1 The SAL language

Symbolic Analysis Laboratory (SAL) [Ben+00] is a framework for combining di�erent tools to cal-
culate properties of concurrent systems and it includes a simulator and advanced tools for symbolic
and bounded model checking. These tools are used on input models captured as a transition system
using a language also called SAL. Models written in the SAL language consist of three parts: the vari-
able type de�nitions, the module speci�cations and the requirements. Figure 5.4 shows a simpli�ed
MM stat and MMdyn for SAL on the left and an example SAL system (in the textual syntax) on the
right.

The SAL structure (Static Metamodel) The variable types can be �nite types (e.g. boolean, tuple),
in�nite types (e.g. numbers) or subtypes. For the current chapter, we will restrict our examples to
tuples where the type declaration de�nes a �nite number of possible values (see lines 2-3). The spe-

ci�cation of a SAL module consists of state variable declarations (see lines 5-6), variable initializations
and the transitions part. The state of the system model is de�ned by the current value of the variables,
while the evolution of the system is speci�ed by transitions.

For variable initialization, SAL uses de�nitions, which are of the form x = expression or x ∈ set
(nondeterministic choice). The x′ form refers to the new value of variable x in a transition. The
initialization of variables (see line 8) is given as a combination of de�nitions [Ben+00]. Transitions
are guarded commands de�ned in the form g → S where g is a boolean guard (see line 10) and S is a
list of de�nitions (assignments, see line 11).

The SAL Dynamic Metamodel A guarded command is enabled if the boolean guard evaluates to
true based on the actual state of the system. The executed command is chosen from the set of enabled
commands nondeterministically. The execution consists of applying the de�nitions inS by setting the
new value of the referenced variables. In the metamodel we de�ne Command State elements which
store the dynamic state of the command. A Command State can be disabled (when the guard condition
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is false), enabled (when the guard condition is true), or executed (to denote that the command has just
�red). The Variable State element records the current values of the corresponding variable.

5.3.2 Dynamic metamodeling for behavioral models

Dynamic metamodeling (DMM) [Eng+00] aims at specifying the dynamic behavior of executable mod-
eling languages by combining metamodeling with rule based formalisms to capture operational se-
mantics. In DMM, the dynamic (behavioral) semantics of the language is de�ned by transformation
rules that modify the instances of the dynamic metamodel. These operational rules are frequently
formalized by graph transformation (GT) techniques [Ehr+99] as discussed in Section 2.3.

Simulation rules can be �red as long as activations are found. This form of simulation is
widely used in graph transformation tools (such as Agg [Tae00], AToM3 [DV02], Vmts [LLC04] or
Viatra2 [VIA12]).

Example 20 (SAL simulation rule) The dynamic metamodeling is illustrated by describing the se-
mantics for transition systems of SAL using graph transformation rules. The execution of a command
can be de�ned in a transformation rule (left part of Figure 5.5) based on the semantics of the SAL sys-
tem when �ring a guarded command. The right part shows a graph transformation rule for applying
an assignment de�nition.

1 rule executeCommand () =

2 seq{

3 choose Cmd with

4 find EnabledCommand(Cmd)

5 do forall Asnt with

6 find CmdsAsnt(Cmd ,Asnt)

7 do call applyAsnt(Asnt);

8 }

Figure 5.5. SAL system model and command execution transformation rule

First, one command Cmd is chosen non-deterministically from the enabled commands (where pat-
tern matching returns a match). Then, all the assignments Asnt of Cmd are enumerated (as de�ned
by all matches of CmdsAsnt pattern) by modifying the current value relation of variables to the state
de�ned by Asnt. The applyAsnt transformation rule (right part of Figure 5.5) is applied on a match
of the LHS pattern and changes the target of the current relation of the corresponding Variable, as
de�ned by the RHS pattern. 2

5.3.3 Execution sequence models

An execution sequence model captures the changes between two subsequent states of Mdyn. This
way, the execution sequence metamodel (see left part of Figure 5.6) complements the existingMM stat

and MMdyn as well.
Sequence is the root element of the execution sequence model which contains the (top-level) steps

of the recorded execution. The last relation speci�es the last step that was executed in the simulation
(i.e. the last change that occurred). The �rst relation de�nes the beginning of the sequence (with
regards to a speci�c execution).

Step is an abstract representation of one or more dynamic model changes which occur within the
same atomic transaction. The sequence of changes happening after each other de�nes an ordering
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Figure 5.6. Execution sequence metamodel and instance model

between the steps represented by the next relation (where the source step precedes the target in the
sequence).

Sequences created by various back-end analysis tools are frequently organized into a step hier-
archy. As a consequence, we distinguish between CompoundSteps, which represent complex model
manipulations and contain further steps (as represented by substep aggregation) and SimpleSteps rep-
resenting elementary changes (i.e. the dynamic state before and after the modi�cation denoted by the
old value and new value relations, respectively) speci�c to a certain model element in Mdyn (called
the scope of the step) as recorded by the model checker or simulator in an execution sequence. This
representation is similar to change operations used in change-driven model transformations [RVV09;
Ber+12c].

Dynamicmodel elements The relations existing between the execution sequence metamodel and
the dynamic execution model have two kind of targets. Either they are elements of the dynamic model,
or values which may be either model elements or attributes (e.g. string, integer, boolean, double, �oat).

Example 21 (Sequence model) A concrete sequence model instance is shown in the right part of
Figure 5.6. The selA_fired compound step contains the atomic step thread_work which has vari-
able TVS as a scope, and process and work as old and new values. 2

The sequence metamodel in Figure 5.6 was derived based on our investigation of the follow-
ing analysis tools: GROOVE [Ren04], SPIN [Hol97], UPPAAL [Beh+01], INA [Sta03], SAL [Ben+00],
Möbius [Dea+02], and LTSA [MK99]. Each tool has either simulation or veri�cation capabilities that
provide execution sequences. We also examined the BPEL Designer [EBD11] as a design tool and
explored other languages (e.g. UML statecharts).

5.3.3.1 Representing detailed information in sequence models

In the generic sequence replaying framework, sequence models store each atomic model manipulation
in order to include all required information to replay the execution sequence without the original
analysis tool or simulator. Thus, it is possible to replay sequences of dynamic modeling languages
where precise operational semantics are not available. For example, the execution sequence models
of such languages can be generated by model transformations using sequences created by formal
analysis or simulation of an other language [16].
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Note that an execution sequence could be replayed without storing atomic modi�cations if the
executed simulation rule is identi�able and its internal behavior is completely determined by the the
input parameters. However, there are languages that do not meet this criteria. For example, the sim-
ulation rule may include random choices and variable value assignments depending on the exact en-
vironment of the tool (e.g. current time). In such cases it is insu�cient to store only the executed rule
and the parameters to generate a replayable sequence and each atomic model manipulation should
be recorded instead. However, as in the case of SAL, the stored sequence model can contain the in-
formation about the executed rules in addition to the atomic model manipulations (e.g. the transition
�ring steps).

5.3.3.2 Extensible sequence metamodel

The presented generic sequence metamodel is able to store execution sequences of discrete event
dynamic modeling languages, where the simulation primarily alters parts of the dynamic model.
However, some languages include (a) additional model manipulations during simulation, for example
model elements may be created or deleted during the execution or (b) timing characteristics which
should be taken into consideration during replay (e.g. for animation).

In order to support such languages additional extensions can be easily incorporated into the gen-
eric replay framework by (1) specializing the types of the metamodel (e.g. Step, SimpleStep or Com-

poundStep), (2) de�ning the necessary attributes and relations for such specialized types and �nally,
(3) providing speci�c handlers for these step types to be used by the framework during replaying.

Actually, for supporting element creation and deletion, change operations [RVV09] can be used
as special SimpleSteps and change commands [Ber+12c] as special CompoundSteps. For supporting
timing, it is possible to add timing related attributes to the Step type both for representing the exact
time of the model manipulation (i.e. a timestamp) and the duration of the simulation rule.

5.4 Replaying execution sequence models

Execution sequence models record scenarios generated by an execution of an external simulator or
model checker (e.g. SAL) in a form which is independent of the back-end analysis tool and compatible
with an underlying modeling framework.

Now we de�ne an approach for replaying persisted execution sequences directly over the dy-
namic model, without relying on simulation rules (e.g. Figure 5.5). Existing simulators of dynamic
languages use dedicated, tool-speci�c support for replaying sequences and they are implemented as
closed technology. Furthermore, many dynamic design languages completely lack simulator support.

Therefore, we decided to make two general assumptions on supported dynamic modeling lan-
guages when specifying our replaying approach. Sequence replaying has to be feasible for languages
that (1) have no operational semantics (simulation rules) speci�ed or (2) the existing simulation tools

cannot be modi�ed to support replaying.
In this general case, replaying the sequence requires the processing of the subsequent step in

the execution sequence model, and a direct update of the underlying dynamic model accordingly. We
propose a simple interface providing an informal description on basic operations to drive the replay of
execution sequence models within the modeling framework (Section 5.4.1). Next, we precisely specify
these operations using graph patterns and transformation rules (Section 5.4.2). Then, we illustrate the
application of our approach on SAL sequences (Section 5.4.3). Finally, we give a short description of
the implemented replaying tool (Section 5.4.4).
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5.4.1 Overview of sequence replaying interface

We informally describe the main tasks carried out by (1) complex interface operations for sequences,
which are assembled from (2) elementary sequence manipulation operations. Operations of the se-
quence manipulation interface are then speci�ed by graph patterns and GT rules over the generic
execution sequence model.

Interface for sequence replaying

The sequence replay interface contains four high-level sequence manipulation operations, which are
directly available from the graphical user interface to navigate in an execution sequence model, and
keep the dynamic model synchronized with the actual position in the sequence.
Step forward This operation �nds the last executed step in the sequence and if there exists a next

step then it is processed and every modi�cation represented by substeps is carried out on the
dynamic execution model.

Step backward One of the advantages of the execution sequence model is the ability to navigate in
either direction along the execution. This operation can be used to revert the modi�cations on
the dynamic model by retrieving the last executed step and the processing its substeps (using
the old values).

Jump to start This operation can be used to roll back the execution to the beginning of the sequence.
It can be implemented by (1) collecting the initial values from dynamic model or (2) storing the
initial state in the �rst step.

Jump to end This operation can be used to reach the last step of the sequence without stepping
through them all. It is advantageous when a recorded simulation execution is continued from
a state persisted earlier in a sequence.

These functions provide the most useful functionality required for a user to replay and simulate the ex-
ecution stored in the execution sequence model. Furthermore, they also enable automated animation
by calling the interface repeatedly using short time intervals between calls. In fact, these operations
resemble the debugging interface of the Eclipse framework (e.g. Step Over, Step Into, Step Return) in
that it is possible to navigate in the replaying without additional instrumentation.

Elementary sequence manipulation operations

In order to provide these high-level user interface operations, elementary operations (listed in
Table 5.1) are also de�ned to manipulate and traverse execution sequence models. To increase gener-
ality, these operations are de�ned directly over the generic sequence metamodel.

5.4.2 Speci�cation of sequence handling

Sequences persisted with the generic sequence metamodel can be replayed without de�ning a com-
pletely new transformation for every speci�c language. In this section we show how the low-level
operations and high-level functions of the sequence manipulation interface can be speci�ed by graph
patterns and GT rules in Viatra2.

Horizontal traversal of a sequence We de�ne graph patterns for traversing the sequence on a
given hierarchy level. Figure 5.7a shows the pattern nextStep for �nding the next step S2 following
the last executed step S1 in the sequence ES.
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�rstStep(Step, Sequence) Find the �rst step of the sequence to start replaying the execu-
tion.

lastStep(Step, Sequence) Find the last executed step of the sequence to resume replaying.
nextStep(Step, Sequence) Traverse the sequence horizontally to �nd the next step from the

last position.
previousStep (Step, Sequence) Traverse the sequence horizontally to �nd the previous step from

the last position.
unfoldStep(Step, LSS, Substep) Traverse the sequence vertically to �nd the substep following

LSS in a given step.
getDynamicInfo(Step,Element,Value,Relation) Return the corresponding dynamic model element, value and re-

lation for a given simple step.
executeStep(Step) Modify the dynamic model using the content of the Step in the

sequence model.

Table 5.1. Elementary sequence manipulation operations

(a) Next step pattern (b) Unfold step pattern

Figure 5.7. Horizontal and vertical traversal

Vertical traversal of a sequence The substeps of a step are processed in order when traversing
the sequence vertically. Figure 5.7b shows the graph pattern that searches for substeps in a higher-
level Step. When looking for the �rst substep, a negative application condition pattern is used to
ensure that the selected substep SS has no preceding step BSS. Otherwise, the second pattern is used
to �nd the next substep from a given step LastSS.

Step forward Listing 5.1 shows the generic implementation of the forward stepping function
de�ned as abstract state machines [BS03] in the Viatra2 transformation language. First, the Step

following the last executed step of the sequence is found. Then the last relation is updated to record
forward stepping in the sequence. Next the substeps of Step are processed in order and executed.

1 rule stepForward(Sequence) = seq{

2 // horizontal traversing

3 choose Step with

4 find nextStep(Step ,Sequence) do seq{

5 call setLastRelation(Step ,Sequence );

6 // vertical traversing

7 iterate choose Substep with

8 find unfoldStep(Step ,LastSubstep ,Substep)

9 do seq{

10 // execute step

11 call executeStep(Substep );

12 update LastSubstep = Substep ;}

13 }}

Listing 5.1. Forward stepping
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Executing steps The simple steps refer to a model element and a value corresponding to the
element. Figure 5.8 shows the graph pattern de�ned for retrieving this information from the persisted
Step. When executing a step (Figure 5.8), the action depends on the type of the Step. Compound steps
are unfolded and their substeps are executed in order. Simple steps are executed by �rst retrieving
the scope Sc and value V elements from the Step and the relation between them from the model
(CRel). Then the target of the relation is replaced with the value persisted in the step. Note that
if the executed step should be handled by a domain-speci�c extension (see Section 5.3.3.2) then the
appropriate handler StepTypeHandler is called �rst.

1 rule executeStep(in Step) = seq{

2 // for domain -specific steps

3 choose Type with StepType(Step ,Type) do

4 call StepTypeHandler(Type ,Step);

5 if(find CompoundStep(Step) seq{

6 // execute substeps

7 iterate choose Substep with

8 find unfoldStep(Step ,LastSubstep ,Substep)

9 do seq{

10 call executeStep(SubStep );

11 update LastSubstep = Substep ;}}

12 else if(find SimpleStep(Step))

13 // find Scope , Value and relation

14 choose Scope ,Value ,VR with

15 find getDynamicInfo(Step ,Scope ,Value ,VR) do

16 if(find Element(Value))

17 setRelationTo(VR ,Value );

18 }

Figure 5.8. Dynamic information pattern

5.4.3 Execution sequence replaying example

We use our example SAL transition system (see Figure 5.4) to illustrate the replaying of a persisted
execution sequence (see Figure 5.6) with the de�ned generic operations.

The top part of Figure 5.9 demonstrates how the execution sequence model is used for stepping
forward (imitating the execution of a guarded command) and how a simple step is executed by modi-
fying the dynamic model (bottom part).

When stepping forward in the sequence, the framework selects the next compound
step finish_executes to execute, since the last processed compound step in the sequence
was selectA_executes (represented by the last relation) that has a next relation targeting
finish_executes. During the application of rule StepForward, the substeps of the step are
executed and the last relation is set to step finish_executes.

The execution of the SimpleStep thread_work is performed by �nding the current value of the
corresponding variable state TVS, and updating it in the dynamic model. The new value for TVS is
selected by navigating through the new relation of step thread_work.

5.4.4 Implementation

The metamodels for the SAL language, as well as the sequence generator and replay transforma-
tions are implemented in the Viatra2 model transformation framework, which also supports the
development and execution of simulation rules. Viatra2 uses textual languages for de�ning both
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Figure 5.9. Step forward and Execute step graph transformation rules

metamodels and transformations, thus their complexity can be illustrated with the number of lines
for each de�nition. The static metamodel of SAL is over 1000 lines of code (LOC) and includes over
100 elements each with several relations, while both the SAL dynamic metamodel and the generic se-
quence metamodel are under 100 LOC de�ning around 20 elements and relations. The SAL sequence
generator transformation the processes a text-based sequence is around 1000 LOC with 38 patterns
and 11 complex rules, while the replay transformation is a few hundred LOC with around 20 patterns
and 10 rules.

We also developed a tool for importing counter-examples of the SAL model checker to sequence
models in the Viatra2 framework. Furthermore, we used the proposed approach for replaying exe-
cution sequences of Petri Nets as well.

The sequence metamodel is designed to allow the implementation of a sequence replaying trans-
formation that requires only neighboring steps at a given time (due to persisting both old and new
values of a model element). Therefore, replaying is independent of the size of sequences (which can
be well over 100 steps).

5.5 Replaying BPEL business process execution

The sequence replay framework is mainly a generic tool for replaying execution sequences that were
originally recorded from analysis tools or simulation (see Section 5.4). However, it is also possible
to replay sequences for high-level design languages that lack formal semantics or simulation tools.
In this section we describe how generic replaying was used for business processes de�ned in the
Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [OAS07].

5.5.1 Execution sequences for BPEL

In order to support the replaying of BPEL process executions with the proposed generic frame-
work, we �rst have to de�ne the dynamic metamodel for BPEL and show that the generic sequence
metamodel de�ned in Section 5.3.3 is capable of representing the execution sequences of BPEL.

The complete static metamodel of BPEL contains a high number of types for di�erent activit-
ies, events and information representation. For the purposes of the chapter only a small fragment
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is relevant (illustrated in Figure 5.10). Elements of the static metamodel are all specialized from Ex-

tensibleElements with Process representing the business process itself containing an Activity. Activity
types, among others, include Sequence and Receive. The process also contains Variables which are
accessed and manipulated by activities.

In order to model process instances in execution we de�ne additional dynamic information for
BPEL elements. Activity State is associated with an activity and has a current dynamic state. This
state can be either startable, runs and executed for all activities, but further re�nement is possible
with additional states for complex structures (such as scopes). Similarly, Variable State is associated
with a variable with a current state that can be uninitialized, correct and faulty.

Figure 5.10. BPEL metamodel and example execution sequence

A small BPEL execution sequence model is shown in the right side of Figure 5.10, where the the
�rst compound step is the start of the process (prcess_starts) and the second step is the execution
of a receive activity (receive_runs). This step also includes a substep for setting the state of the input
variable, from uninitialized to correct, representing the storing of the received message. Since the BPEL
sequence can be modeled using the generic execution sequence metamodel (discussed in Section 5.3.3),
the sequences can be replayed in the proposed framework without any additional development e�ort.

Mapping non-sequential BPEL activities The structural activities de�ned in the BPEL language
often represent non-sequential execution where the control �ow of di�erent process instances can dif-
fer based on the particular execution. For example, a conditional decision may have multiple branches
where the actually executed branch is selected based on the current value of the process variables.
Similarly, a looping activity (e.g. the updateDesired? cycle in Figure 5.12) can be executed more than
once. However, during the execution of the BPEL process, the steps corresponding the execution of
these structures will be sequential in the stored sequence. Consider the updateDesired? cycle in
the example, every time the cycleCore activity becomes executed, the condition is checked whether
to make it startable again or change updateDesired? to executed. Finally, in case of parallel exe-
cution in a �ow activity, the execution of the contained activities (e.g. the Balances and Security

sequences) may overlap, but they can be represented as a sequence of simple steps as well. Details on
how to handle overlapping and other mismatches between the granularity of BPEL and SAL sequences
can be found in Chapter 6. Thus, non-sequential execution is also mapped into sequential steps in
the execution sequence, where each step will have at most one corresponding next step. When such
activities are present in the process during sequence replaying, their activity state is set in the same
way as done with sequential activities.
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5.5.2 Graphical interface for replaying

We have created a graphical user interface in Eclipse to support the replaying of BPEL execution
sequences [25]. Figure 5.11 shows the BPEL Animation Controller view, where execution sequences
can be opened (Load Trace), the textual �le is processed, and the Viatra2 framework initializes the
sequence models. When the framework is ready, the navigation buttons can be used to animate the
process execution. Apart from step-by-step navigation (Step back/forward), the tool also includes
continuous animation mode (Animate!/Stop), quick return to the initial state (Reset) and animation
speed-up (Fast stepping) for easier handling of long sequences. Finally, the underlying model space
can be saved for further use (Save Modelspace).

Figure 5.11. Animation controller

5.5.3 Visualization of dynamic state of BPEL processes

The generic replay framework works inside the model space of the Viatra2 framework. Since this
representation makes it di�cult to interpret BPEL sequences, we also developed (see [25]) an in-
tuitive graphical representation of execution sequence replaying with a modi�ed Eclipse BPEL De-
signer [EBD11].

Figure 5.12 shows the customized BPEL Designer at a given state during the sequence replaying
of an example BPEL process. The activities and variables of the process are colored depending on
their current dynamic state. Thus the dynamic behavior of the BPEL process can be observed visually
in the original design perspective used for developing BPEL processes. For the activities, light blue
means startable state (e.g. addSecurityToRating), light green active (e.g. addBalanceToRating),
dark green �nished (e.g. Creation). For variables, yellow is uninitialized state (e.g. updateDesired),
green is correct (e.g. loginData) and red is faulty.

5.5.4 Implementation

The execution sequence of BPEL processes is created by mapping the counter-examples (sequences)
of the SAL model checking framework back to the context of BPEL [9]. This back-annotation trans-
formation is part of a veri�cation tool developed for BPEL processes using the SAL back-end tool1.

The BPEL process executions can be replayed interactively using the Eclipse BPEL Designer,
where the dynamic state of activities and variables are set using a service that is called by the re-
playing framework to export state changes for a given step and the exported state is processed by the
Animation Controller.

1See https://viatra.inf.mit.bme.hu/publications/exectraces

https://viatra.inf.mit.bme.hu/publications/exectraces
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Figure 5.12. Animation of an execution sequence

5.6 Limitations of the sequence replaying approach

Limitations of the approach The generic sequence metamodel and replaying framework has
many application possibilities, however certain limitations should be noted regarding its applicab-
ility to new DSMLs or tools.

• First, the dynamic metamodel of the DSML should represent state changes through relation or
attribute manipulations in the model.

• Furthermore, integrating a new DSML (and its simulator) still requires some development e�ort
even if the replaying is generic and the dynamic metamodel is suitable. This integration task
mainly consists of creating an importer for the sequence format for the given tool.

• Finally, since the sequence replaying does not use the original tool that produced the original
sequence, the replayed execution will only represent the original at the level of detail stored in
the sequence.

Limitations of replaying BPEL executions The replaying of BPEL processes uses the generic se-
quence replay framework, therefore it is limited by the factors described above. Additional limitations
include:

• The sequences are derived from SAL counter-examples generated through veri�cation which
only represents BPEL execution on a coarse level (i.e. simple activity states and non-interpreted
variable values).
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• Similarly, the sequence generation options are limited as the SAL tool is not a simulator but a
veri�cation tool that produces counter-examples based on requirements.

5.7 Related work

5.7.1 Problem-speci�c execution sequences

Execution sequences are used in many cases, for understanding distributed systems [MC01], recov-
ering behavior [Ham+05] and improving performance [Put04]. Dynamic sequences were de�ned for
individual languages such as UML sequence diagrams [Tan+05], UML Activity Diagrams [Sel+07],
Concurrent Object-Oriented Petri Nets [PLB07]. These approaches are usually developed for a single
language or system and o�er detailed representation and generation capabilities. Since they are highly
specialized for a given domain, it would be di�cult to apply them to a di�erent domain. In the cur-
rent chapter, we de�ne a generic, domain-independent representation for execution sequences and a
replaying framework for sequences stored in this representation.

5.7.2 Recording and visualizing execution sequences

M3Actions [SE09] is a framework to develop execution semantics for MOF metamodels. It consists
of a graphical editor for de�ning the structure and behavior of models, a generic interpreter and
debugger for executing them and a sequence recorder for storing executions. The framework focuses
on support for modeling operational semantics and the recorded sequences are low-level.

Traviando [KT09] is a tool package for analyzing and visualizing sequences exported from a num-
ber of supported tools (e.g Möbius). It supports model checking (using LTL properties) on imported
sequences and is able to display sequences as Message Sequence charts or a tree-type visualization
for investigating state information. Contrary to our method, this tool represent sequences in a �at
structure (as opposed to our hierarchical approach) and does not contain any replay capabilities.

Harel [MH11] represent sequences for state-based models and reactive systems as scenarios which
include atomic model changes similarly to delta steps in the generic sequence metamodel described
in the current chapter. It also supports generation, analysis, visualization and interaction through
the live sequence chart formalism. The approach focuses on reactive systems and their execution
sequences, while in the current chapter we focus on dynamic modeling languages and an alternative
approach to generic replaying of sequences.

A recent approach [AOO12] builds on the Metaviz sequence visualization framework to provide
model-based de�nition on creating high-level views from complex execution sequences created dur-
ing validation. The main motivation for the approach is to improve the practical usage of model
validation tools.

It is common in these approaches that they focus on recording and visualizing runtime informa-
tion of programs or dynamic models into execution sequences, while in the current chapter we use
existing sequence models to replay the dynamic behavior of models. Furthermore, sequences recor-
ded by these methods could be mapped into our generic sequence metamodel thus adding sequence
replaying to their capabilities.

5.7.3 Metamodels for execution sequences

Alawneh [AH09] introduces metamodels for execution sequences (as a standalone domain) to record
runtime information of program executions. They propose to build the metamodel on KDM [Obj11b]
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and identify several sequence types on the programming language level. Similarly to this approach,
we argue for a metamodel for execution sequences to represent the dynamic behavior of modeling
languages.

The objective of [Sel+07] is to de�ne a Tool-Independent Performance Model for mapping design
and architectural models to performance models (used for design-time analysis of system perform-
ance). The introduced workbench is designed to include simulation and analysis capabilities and to
derive execution sequences (scenarios) from UML activity diagrams for driving the simulation. This
approach also shows that it is important to introduce a generic method that is usable for a particu-
lar task (e.g. performance analysis) with di�erent domains. We describe a similar technique using a
generic sequence replaying framework for dynamic modeling languages.

The main contribution of our approach in comparison to existing work is that the proposed execu-
tion sequence models are independent from the underlying simulation tool. Therefore, the execution
of the analysis or simulation that creates sequences can be completely separated from processing
and evaluating these sequences. Furthermore, persisted execution sequences can be replayed in a
modeling environment without using (external) simulators and model checkers.

5.8 Summary

In this chapter, we investigated how execution sequences retrieved by model checkers or simulation
tools can be integrated and replayed in modeling frameworks (related to Challenge 1). We proposed a
generic execution sequence metamodel which complements traditional static and dynamic metamod-
els. Furthermore, we also discussed automated means to replay sequences by updating the underlying
dynamic model. As a result, the generation and evaluation of sequences can be completely separated
and sequences can be navigated without the use of external analysis tools.

Our generic execution sequence model was actually de�ned based on our investigation of se-
quences retrieved by various formal analysis tools (using di�erent modeling formalisms such as Petri
nets, transition systems or process algebras). Finally, we have illustrated by making use of a BPEL
process that the replay framework can support high-level design languages as well.

The results of this chapter are formulated as thesis contribution as follows:
1. Model-based representation and generic replaying of execution traces. I de�ned a

model-based representation for execution traces and a generic replay technique for this trace
representation [9, 6], which uses domain-independent model transformation rules to execute
the captured dynamic behavior of the target model (see Sections 5.3.3 and 5.4).



Chapter 6

Back-annotation of execution

sequences

Contributions of the current chapter The current chapter presents the challenges of back-
annotation for execution sequences. The execution sequences of domain and formal models are also
represented as graph-based models (as described in Chapter 5), while the domain and formal model
fragments are interconnected by traceability links (building on results from Chapter 4). We present
two back-annotation approaches, where the �rst uses change-driven model transformations and tar-
gets domain languages without precise operational semantics. The second approach uses multiple
techniques in three separate phases, including a search-based phase de�ned as a design space ex-
ploration problem using the simulation rules of the domain language as operations (applying the
techniques presented in Chapter 3). These sections are partially based on [16,9,1].

6.1 Back-annotation in model-based analysis

The focus of the current chapter is to support the back-annotation of execution sequences from formal
models to domain models capturing behavior by deriving an execution sequence of the original do-
main model based on an execution sequence of the formal model.

Figure 6.1 shows how back-annotation �ts into the model-based analysis work�ow. The for-
ward transformation (also called semantic abstraction as it introduces the semantic gap) uses veri�ca-
tion goals (requirements) and the domain model to create the formal model and correspondence links

between the elements of the two models (i.e. which formal model element represents a given part of
the domain model). Then the veri�cation results in a formal execution sequence that is the main input
of the back-annotation, while the outputs are domain execution sequences.

Despite the availability of the forward model transformation and the correspondence links, the
back-annotation problem still poses a number of challenges [16] due to the semantic gap between the
domain and formal models. Furthermore, it often turns out that the “wider” the semantic gap is, the
harder it is to overcome the challenges in a particular back-annotation case.

The main challenges in the back-annotation of execution sequences are the following: (1) a step in
the formal sequence may represent several steps in the domain sequence or vice versa, (2) steps that
occur in a given order in the formal sequence may be represented in a di�erent order in the domain
sequence, and �nally (3) some formal sequences cannot be back-annotated at all, as they represent a
behavior that is infeasible in the domain model but was introduced by some abstraction.

119
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Figure 6.1. Overview of forward transformation, veri�cation and back-annotation

In the current chapter, we present the back-annotation problem of execution sequences and its
challenges when behavioral domain models are translated to formal models by semantic abstraction.

1. We specify the requirements that should be satis�ed by forward transformations to allow the
back-annotation of execution sequences using the presented approaches.

2. We propose a de�nition of correct and minimal back-annotation with regards to a correct for-
ward transformation.

3. We describe a single-phase back-annotation approach based on change-driven model transform-

ations.
4. We de�ne a novel three-phase back-annotation approach based on dependency analysis, Galois

connection and guided design space exploration to evaluate possible execution sequences of be-
havioral modeling languages with semantics captured as executable simulation rules.

5. We evaluate the approach on a business process veri�cation case study, show that it is correct
and minimal. We also elaborate on the comparison between the two alternative approaches
regarding their applicability to di�erent back-annotation problems and the limitations of each
approach.

The single-phase approach (previously proposed in [16]) performs back-annotation by transform-
ing formal model changes into changes in the design model using the powerful capabilities of change-
driven model transformations [Ber+12c].

Our novel back-annotation approach separates the mapping of an execution sequence to three
phases. First, (i) the steps of the formal sequence that are independent are identi�ed and a formal
model execution trace is constructed, then (ii) the existence of a Galois connection is used for mapping
the formal trace to domain trace by specifying an abstraction function. The Galois connection ensures
that the back-annotation function can be constructed based on the abstraction function. Finally, (iii)
domain execution sequences are collected with design space exploration that is guided by cut-o� and
selection criteria using the domain trace as hint.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: In Section 6.2 we provide additional discussion
on concepts related to back-annotation using the motivating example on verifying BPEL business
processes using Petri nets (introduced in Section 2.2). Section 6.3 describes the challenges of back-
annotation, introduces the concepts of execution sequences and traces based on labeled transition
systems, and the Galois connection between abstraction and concretization of traces. Next, Section 6.4
provides an overview of the single-phase approach, while Section 6.5 contains the detailed elaboration
of the three-phase approach using examples from the case study. The approaches are evaluated with
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regards to generality and limitations in Section 6.6, while Section 6.7 describes the integration of back-
annotation into an end-to-end veri�cation approach to facilitate the usage of hidden formal methods.
Finally, Section 6.8 assesses related work and Section 6.9 concludes the chapter.

6.2 Simulation and forward transformation of domain languages

The back-annotation is carried out on execution sequences of formal models and results in execu-
tion sequences of domain models. Before the discussion of back-annotation approaches, we describe
some additional preliminary concepts that are used in these approaches. These concepts are (1) for-
ward transformations that initially create formal model from the domain model (Section 6.2.1), (2)
correspondence links established between elements of the domain and formal models (Section 6.2.2)
and (3) simulation support for domain languages (Section 6.2.3). We build on the modeling concepts in-
troduced in Section 2.3 and use the motivating example on BPEL veri�cation (Section 2.2) to illustrate
each concept.

6.2.1 Forward model transformation

The formal model is created from the domain model by a forward transformation. In addition the
transformation also maps the set of simulation rules of the domain language to the simulation rules
of the formal language. This is important as the results of a formal analysis are only relevant for the
domain model if the behavior of the formal model corresponds to the behavior of the domain model.

De�nition 19 (Forward transformation) The forward transformation fwd(.) ∼= 〈FG,FR〉 is a
function formally de�ned as follows:

• FG : Gd → (Gf , CL). Domain graph into formal graph. The forward transformation creates
the formal graph model Gf for a given input domain graph model Gd and the correspondence
links CL between the two models. This graph mapping speci�es how the structure and the
initial state of the domain model is represented in the formal language.

• FR : Rd → Rf . Domain rules into formal rules. Each simulation rule in the set of domain
language rules Rd is mapped to zero, one or more simulation rules in the set of formal lan-
guage rules Rf . This rule mapping speci�es whether the dynamic behavior represented by a
simulation rule is also included in the formal model for the analysis. 2

It is worth pointing out that traditional (forward) model transformations include only the graph
mapping between domain models and formal models, but back-annotation necessitates also a mapping
between the simulation rules of the two languages.

BPEL forward transformation. We use the BPEL2PN case study to illustrate the forward trans-
formation. The mapping between the graph models of BPEL and Petri nets was brie�y discussed in
Section 2.2.3, while the complete speci�cations of the possible transformations are detailed in [HSS05;
Loh07].

The simulation rules of BPEL are mapped to the transition �ring rule in PN. Depending on the
approach used to specify BPEL simulation rules (either based on activity state or type), the mapping
uses the structure of the models di�erently.

• When using activity state speci�c rules, the places in the PN patterns are paired with activity
states. For example, the start activity rule requires an activity in the startable state, which is
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paired with the initial place in Figure 2.5. In this case, the di�erent activity types are represented
with di�erent PN patterns and the pairing is speci�ed for each pattern.

• The activity type speci�c rules are de�ned for a limited number of activities that share some
behavior. For example, the receive message rule is related to receive activity in a startable state
or an invoke activity waiting for the response of a synchronized web service call, but not related
to sequence or assign activities. In this case, the mapping for each rule speci�es the pairing only
for the patterns that represent the activities where the rule is applicable.

Due to the semantic abstraction, it is possible to have BPEL simulation rules that are executed
as part of the execution sequence but are not mapped to PN transitions. For example, BPEL veri�ca-
tion approaches often ignore some event handlers (e.g. termination), web service invocation details,
time or date speci�c activities etc. The forward transformation does not maps such domain rules
into formal rules. Similarly, complex simulation rules (such as starting the execution of a scope) are
mapped to several PN transitions.

6.2.2 Traceability correspondence between domain and formal models

The nodes of the domain and formal models are connected with correspondence links CL in order to
record structural correspondence between the models.

De�nition 20 (Correspondence link) A correspondence link is a tuple link = (cl,Dn, Fn), where
the node cl connects a set of domain model nodes Dn to a set of formal model nodes Fn. 2

The existence of a correspondence link between domain node d and formal nodes f1, f2 is denoted
by cl({d}, {f1, f2}).

Note that the usage of such links appear in many other model transformation approaches. For
example, Triple Graph Grammars [Sch95] de�ne correspondence models that connect source and
target models, while in the context of model weaving [Did+05], model composition or model merging,
so called mapping or weaving models are used in a similar way.

These links may be created during the forward transformation (e.g. in the BPEL2PN case), in
some postprocessing phase or even manually. The back-annotation relies only on the existence of
such links and not the actual method they were derived with. Furthermore, soft interconnections (as
described in Chapter 4) may also provide these links between the domain and formal models based
on model queries identifying corresponding elements.

Example 22 (BPEL to Petri net correspondence) Figure 6.2 shows a generic mapping which de-
picts the typical structure of correspondence links in the running example. For each BPEL element,
the corresponding places and transitions are derived in the Petri net model, which are all connected
through the B2PN link speci�ed as cl({main}, {var, t1, initial}). 2

Figure 6.2. Correspondence link example
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6.2.3 Simulation support for domain languages

The operation semantics for domain-speci�c languages can be speci�ed using graph transformation
rules as described in Section 2.3.3. In addition to the availability of operational semantics for the
domain language, back-annotation approaches may also build on accessible simulation support. We
make the following assumptions with respect to the functionality of the domain model simulator:

1. During the simulation of a given model, the model state and the set of executable simulation
rules can be queried together with their possible activations.

2. The simulator can execute a selected activation of a simulation rule and pause the simulation
of the domain model once again, until the next activation is not selected.

3. Finally, the simulator should be able to revert the e�ects of the last executed activation, thus
stepping backwards in the execution of the domain model.

Note that (3) can be emulated in a simulator which does not allow reverting by restarting the
execution from the beginning and executing each step of the existing sequence until reaching the
previous state.

Example 23 (Simulation of BPEL) The simulation of BPEL processes can be either (i) supported
by a process modeling tool or (ii) developed as a set of model transformation rules (as described for
Petri Nets in [RVV08]). For example, the ActiveVOS Designer [Act12] tool has built-in simulation
functionality, while the Eclipse BPEL Designer could be modi�ed thanks to its open source license.

We have multiple possibilities for de�ning the set of simulation rules for BPEL (see Figure 6.3):

Figure 6.3. De�ning BPEL simulation rules

1. Activity state speci�c rules. It is possible to introduce a small number of rules that only
change the state attribute of the activities based on their actual state and the state of the en-
closing activity. The activations of the rules would include all activities that are in the speci�ed
state. In this case, example simulation rules would be start activity and finish activity.

2. Activity type speci�c rules. Alternatively, BPEL activity types can have their own set of
simulation rules, while the activations for a given rule only includes the activities of the given
type. Example rules would be receive message (de�ned for receive activities), start scope (for
scope activities) and throw fault (for all activities). 2

6.3 Back-annotation of execution sequences

In order to de�ne a back-annotation approach, we �rst use the concepts of transition systems and
execution traces to specify the relation between traces of domain and formal models as a Galois
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connection (Section 6.3.1). Next, we detail the main challenges in the back-annotation of execution
sequences (Section 6.3.2). Finally, we describe the abstraction function that is required for the back-
annotation (Section 6.3.3).

6.3.1 Execution traces of transition systems

The following concepts are used to give a well-de�ned foundation for our discussion on the back-
annotation of execution sequences. The notions are based on the theory of state transition systems
and traces [Maz95].

De�nition 21 A labeled transition system is a structure LTS = (S,L,→), where S is a set of states,
L is a set of labels and→⊆ S × L × S is a ternary relation. There is a labeled transition between
p, q ∈ S with label λ ∈ L, if (p, λ, q) ∈→, also denoted by p λ−→ q. 2

De�nition 22 An execution sequence between an initial and �nal state p0, pk ∈ S, w is a sequence of
labels l1l2 . . . lk ∈ L such that ∀0<i≤ki : (pi−1, li, pi) ∈→ and p0

l1−→ p1
l2−→ p2 . . .

lk−→ pk. We denote
execution sequences by (p0, w) or p0

w−→ pk. 2

De�nition 23 Transitions p a−→ q1 and p b−→ q2 are independent transitions, if qi = qj for execution
sequences p ab−→ qi and p ba−→ qj , denoted by (p, ab) ≡ (p, ba). 2

De�nition 24 An execution trace is an equivalence class [p, w] = {(p, x) ∈ ES|(p, w) ≡ (p, x)} of
execution sequences, where ES is the possible sequences, denoted by p [w]−−→ q. 2

Therefore, a trace represents all execution sequences (p, w), which di�er only in the ordering of
adjacent independent transitions.

The set of �nal states for an execution trace is equal to the set of �nal states of any of its execution
sequences.

De�nition 25 An execution trace [p, u] is a pre�x of trace [p, w], if there is an execution trace [q, x],
such that [p, ux] = [p, w] and q is in the set of �nal states of [p, u]. 2

Let T be a set of execution traces, the elements of set T are partially ordered by pre�x relation ⊆,
denoted by 〈T,⊆〉, where [p, u] ⊆ [p, w] if [p, u] is a pre�x of [p, w].

De�nition 26 The abstraction α is a function that maps between sets of traces α : 〈T,⊆〉 → 〈T̄ ,v〉,
where T is a set of traces in the domain model and T̄ is a set of traces in the formal model. 2

De�nition 27 The concretization γ is a reverse function γ : 〈T̄ ,v〉 → 〈T,⊆〉 where T is a set of
traces in the domain model and T̄ is a set of traces in the formal model. 2

De�nition 28 The pair 〈γ, α〉 is a Galois connection 〈T̄ ,v〉 −−→←−−γ
α 〈T,⊆〉, where T and T̄ are partially

ordered sets, such that the following is true:

∀x̄ ∈ T̄ , y ∈ T : γ(x̄) ⊆ y ⇐⇒ x̄ v α(y) (6.1)
2
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Example 24 A Galois connection of domain and formal models is illustrated on Figure 6.4, with the
domain trace [p, abcd] and its pre�xes on the left side and the formal trace [p′, a′c′1c

′
2] on the right

side. The mapping of the abstraction α is shown with regular arrows from left to right, while the
concretization γ with dashed arrows from right to left.

Figure 6.4. Galois connection of traces

The labels b and d are not represented in the formal trace, so the concretization of the abstraction
of a domain trace containing them is a pre�x of that trace (e.g. γ(α([p, ab])) = [p, a]) to satisfy the
properties of the Galois connection.

Similarly, as the label c is represented by labels c′1, c′2, the concretization of trace [p′, a′c′1] is
[p, abc], since otherwise mapping it to [p, ab] would violate the properties of the Galois connection.2

Example 25 In our case study, these concepts can be applied to BPEL as the domain language and
Petri Net as the formal language.

• In Petri Nets, the states are the possible markings (with the initial marking representing the
initial state), while the transition that is �red is used as the label in execution sequences.

• The state of a BPEL process is de�ned by the state of each element in the process, while trans-
itions changes the states of the elements based on the structure of the process.

Independent transitions are possible in both Petri nets and BPEL processes (e.g. concurrent pro-
cess instances or parallel �ows). 2

6.3.2 De�nition and challenges of back-annotation

Back-annotation can be precisely formalized using trace theory as follows.

De�nition 29 Back-annotation back(seqf ) : Seqd is a mapping from a formal execution sequence
seqf = (Gf , wf ) to a set of domain execution sequences Seqd = {(Gd, wd)}. 2

The back-annotation of execution sequences raises a number of challenges, which must be
handled by any particular approach in order to allow its application to real life case studies. We have
identi�ed the following challenges based on existing literature on traces [AAD12; BRR90; Maz95] and
by evaluating and generalizing BPEL process veri�cation and other case studies [LMM99].

• Mismatch between step granularity. Due to the abstraction used in the forward transform-
ation, the correspondence between the transitions in the domain execution sequence and the
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Figure 6.5. Challenges in the back-annotation of execution sequences

formal execution sequence are not always one-to-one. Possible mismatches (cases 1-4 in Fig-
ure 6.5) are the following: (1) one transition can correspond to multiple formal transitions, (2)
a transition may have no corresponding formal transition, (3) multiple domain transitions can
correspond to one formal transition or (4) one formal transition can correspond to several al-
ternative domain transitions.

• Independent subsequences. The formal execution sequence can contain transitions that are
independent from each other but their speci�c order in the sequence would make a single step
back-annotation approach di�cult. The case 5 of Figure 6.5 illustrates an example where the
order of independent transitions st2 and st3 makes the mapping to sd1 challenging.

• Spurious formal sequences. A formal sequence is spurious, if it represents an execution
sequence of the formal language, but it is not possible to �nd a corresponding domain execution
sequence (see case 6 in Figure 6.5 for an example spurious formal sequence).

Galois connection in back-annotation. While back-annotation aims to provide a mapping
between execution sequences, the abstraction function is de�ned between sets of traces α : 〈T,⊆
〉 → 〈T̄ ,⊆〉 (De�nition 26), where the pre�x relation is the same as it is de�ned over traces in gen-
eral. During back-annotation, a concretization function is required that maps in the reverse direction,
from traces of the formal model to traces of the domain model (De�nition 27). Although the abstrac-
tion function is known while the concretization function itself is unde�ned, the existence of a Galois
connection between the two functions also implies that the concretization function can be uniquely
identi�ed by the abstraction function [Ern+92].

6.3.3 Speci�cation of the abstraction function

On the theoretical level, the abstraction function α is speci�ed on sets of traces which contain the
labels of transitions that are executed. In practice, α is implied by the forward model transformation
fwd, which (1) maps from domain to formal graph models, (2) creates correspondence links between
the models and (3) establishes a mapping between the simulation rules by encoding the domain lan-
guage behavior in the formal language rules (see De�nition 19). The forward transformation can be
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seen as a “compiler” that maps a high-level program to executable machine code and the abstraction
function is the “runtime mapping” from program execution to machine code execution.

Labels representing simulation rule execution. The states of the domain and formal models are
represented by the graph models themselves while transitions are represented by the execution of a
simulation rule. As described in Section 2.3.3, a given simulation rule may have multiple activations
at the same time, which lead to di�erent states. Therefore, a label λi in a trace of a graph model is
a structure λi = act(ri, Ai) that speci�es the simulation rule ri and the graph elements Ai required
by the activation. The traces are in the form [G,w], where G is the initial graph model and w is the
sequence of simulation rule executions with the activations as labels λi.

Abstraction function by forward transformation. The abstraction function abs〈fwd〉(td) :
tf ∼= 〈FS ,FA〉with domain trace td = [Gd, wd] and formal trace tf = [Gf , wf ] implied by a forward
transformation fwd is formally de�ned as follows:

• Initial state mapping. FS(Gd) : (Gf , CL) ∼= fwd(Gd). The initial state of the formal trace is
created by applying the graph mappingFG of the forward transformation on initial domain state
as de�ned in Section 6.3.3. As by-product, the correspondence links CL between the models
are also retrieved.

• Activation mapping. FA(wd) : wf . The activation mapping FA is responsible for mapping the
domain activations to formal activations. Each label in the the domain trace is mapped to zero
or more labels in the formal trace. The rule mapping function FR of fwd maps the simulation
rule in each label and the correspondence links CL are used for mapping the activations in the
labels. The following holds for domain and formal labels:

∀λd∀rf : λd = act(rd, Ad) ∈ wd ∧ rf ∈ FR(rd)→
∃Af : act(rf , Af ) ∧ cl(Ad, Af ) ∈ CL

(6.2)

Equation 6.2 states that for each activation act(rd, Ad) (label) in the domain trace and each
formal rule rf derived by the rule mapping for the domain rule rd, there is an activation
act(rf , Af ) of rule rf where Ad and Af are connected by correspondence links.

The goal of semantic abstraction, as discussed in Section 6.1, is to create a formal model that can
be analyzed by mathematically sound veri�cation methods and, more importantly, to ensure that the
results of the veri�cation are also representative of the domain model. First, each possible domain
trace must be mapped to one formal trace by the abstraction. In accordance with Equation 6.2, if a
domain rule is represented in a trace, then its activation is also mapped to activations of formal rules.
If a domain rule is not covered by the mapping, then its execution is considered as an invisible (stutter)
step [BCG88], which is not represented in the formal trace.

De�nition 30 The correctness of a forward transformation is de�ned as a simulation property
between domain and formal traces implied by the abstraction function abs〈fwd〉. For each (stut-
tering equivalent) domain trace td = [Gd, wd], there is a uniquely de�ned formal trace tf = [Gf , wf ]
with tf = abs〈fwd〉(td). 2

De�nition 31 A back-annotation back(seqf ) : Seqd is correct wrt. a correct abstraction function
abs〈fwd〉 if for each seqf = (Gf , wf ) and seqd = (Gd, wd) with seqd ∈ back(seqf ), then [Gf , wf ] ⊆
abs〈fwd〉([Gd, wd]). 2
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Informally, the formal trace (derived from the formal sequence) is contained by consecutive back-
annotation and abstraction of the same formal trace.

De�nition 32 A back-annotation back(seqf ) : Seqd is minimal wrt. a correct abstraction function
abs〈fwd〉 if for each seqf = (Gf , wf ) and seqd = (Gd, wd) with seqd ∈ back(seqf ), there does
not exist another domain sequence seq′d = (Gd, w

′
d) with seq′d ∈ back(seqf ) such that [Gf , wf ] ⊆

abs〈fwd〉([Gd, w′d]) ⊂ abs〈fwd〉([Gd, wd]). 2

Informally, a minimal back-annotation gives the most precise set of domain execution sequences
as result, and includes only necessary transitions.

BPEL execution trace abstraction. In Section 6.2.1 we discussed two possible approaches to spe-
cify the simulation rules of BPEL. Figure 6.6 illustrates the di�erence between the two approaches
when the mismatches types from Section 6.3.2 are also taken into account.

Figure 6.6. BPEL2PN rule mapping example

When using activity state speci�c rules, the mismatch type that corresponds to the rules depends
on the type of the activity that is executed (e.g. start activity for a flow may be multiple formal rules

mismatch, while for an assign it is a single transition �ring). Instead, for activity type speci�c rules,
the applicability of the rule depends on the activity type, while the mismatch type is speci�ed for the
rule itself. Furthermore, some BPEL rules that are not mapped to the PN, for example the terminate
scope is not mapped as the PN representation does not include termination handling.

Next, the activation mapping uses the correspondence links between nodes representing BPEL
activities and nodes representing transitions in the PN model. For example, the correspondence link
illustrated in Figure 6.2 is used to map an activation for the main sequence activity to the transition
t1 that is part of the PN pattern created for the sequence by the transformation.

In addition to the correspondence links, the mapping uses the structure of the models and the rule
of the activation for the mapping. If the calcRating activity in Figure 2.4 is the activation of the start
activity rule, then it is mapped to transition t1 (see Figure 2.5) as the activation.
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6.3.4 Summary

In this section we introduced the concepts of execution sequences and traces in transition systems
and the challenges in back-annotation of execution sequences. In the next sections, we describe two
speci�c back-annotation approaches, both exempli�ed on the BPEL veri�cation case study.

6.4 Back-annotation with change-driven model transformations

The trace mapping transformation derives the domain sequence representing a BPEL process execu-
tion from the Petri net simulation execution persisted as the formal sequence. In this section we detail
the de�nition of this transformation on an example from our motivating scenario. First, a brief in-
troduction is given on change driven model transformations, then the application of a change-driven
rule is illustrated on a step-by-step example. Finally, the back-annotation challenges are addressed
using change-driven transformation rules.

6.4.1 Simulator noti�cations and BPEL dynamic state interface

In order to use change-driven model transformations for back-annotation, both the source and the
target tools have to be able to accept and provide changes, respectively. In the BPEL2PN example, this
means that (a) the simulator of the Petri net model can report changes (e.g. by providing noti�cation

support) and (b) the BPEL process developer tool (e.g. the BPEL Designer) provides a dynamic state

interface for setting the state of a process instance based on the results of the back-annotation. Note
that if the Petri net trace is the result of model checking, a separate component can process the steps
in the trace and generate noti�cations to emulate a simulator execution.

We make the following assumptions with respect to the BPEL dynamic state interface: (1) the
elements of the BPEL process can be identi�ed uniquely by their fully quali�ed name (FQN) (2) the
current dynamic state of an element can be retrieved using its FQN, �nally (3) the dynamic state of
an element can be changed using its FQN and the name of the new state.

6.4.2 Change driven model transformation

Change driven model transformations [RVV09; Ber+12c] are model transformations which consume
changes of the source model MA and produce changes for the target model MB . The changes them-
selves are also represented by models (CHMA and CHMB , respectively). In order to perform CDTs,
some form of traceability information CL should also be available between the two models (see Fig-
ure 6.7).

Figure 6.7. Change-driven transformations [Ber+12c]
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Essentially, a change driven transformation rule (CD rule) is enabled by a change in the source

model. The actual change representation can be of di�erent nature, e.g. a sequence of model manip-
ulation operations or a change delta. When a change is detected, the e�ects of a change driven rule
are executed to create or remove elements of the target model (and possibly to create or remove some
traceability links between the two models).

The changes are detected using special graph patterns also called change patterns [Ber+12c]. Such
patterns can be (1) appear patterns which detect changes in the model related to new matches for a
given pattern while (2) disappear patterns detect that a preexisting match for a pattern is no longer
present in the model. These patterns can be speci�ed in the guard of a CD rule.

6.4.3 From informal step speci�cation to change commands

Change driven transformations build on change commands for storing model changes. To be able
to handle languages with only informal step speci�cations as dynamic semantics, we translate this
speci�cation as change commands (in the sense of [Ber+12c]) to represent the di�erent steps of Petri
nets and BPEL (see Figure 6.8). These commands are specialized from the ChangeCommand type of
the general change metamodel. The speci�c commands are de�ned in accordance with the execution
step types.

Figure 6.8. Change commands for Petri Nets and BPEL

6.4.4 Mapping execution sequences with change-driven rules

The back-annotation of Petri Net steps to BPEL process execution can be accomplished by providing
a mapping between the sequences (back). We use the motivating example to illustrate the sequence
mapping using change-driven rules. Change-driven rules recognize the appearance of Petri Net spe-
ci�c change commands in the change model and create corresponding BPEL change commands based
on the structure of the models and the correspondence links.

6.4.4.1 Change driven rule execution: a step-by-step example

The mapping function of the back-annotation is de�ned using change-driven rules. Listing 6.1 shows
the Viatra2 representation of an example CD rule from the BPEL2PN case study. It starts with the
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guard pattern that speci�es the change command that triggers the application of the CD rule. In
this case, the Petri Net step representing the �ring of a transition Tr appears as a change command
PNF. The precondition of the CD rule deals with �nding the corresponding BPEL activity BA for the
transition that was �red and decides the appropriate step type (detailed in Section 6.4.4.3). Finally,
the BPELActivityRuns change command BAR for the BPEL event is created in the action part of the
CD rule.

1 cdrule bpelActivityStarts () = {

2 // Step 1: Transition firing

3 guard change pattern PNFiringCreated(Tr) = {

4 appear pattern () = {

5 PNFiring(PNF);

6 Transition(Tr);

7 trans(Rt ,PNF ,Tr);}}

8 precondition pattern BPELActivity(BA) = {

9 // Step 2: Find BPEL activity using traceability link

10 find BPELActivityForTransition(Tr,BA,SN);

11 // decide step type

12 [...]}

13 action {

14 // Step 3: create BPEL step

15 new(BPELActivityRuns(BAR ));

16 new(activity(Ra,BAR ,BA));}}

Listing 6.1. Sequence mapping change driven rule

Figure 6.9 illustrates the execution of the CD rule in Listing 6.1 that performs the back-annotation
of a single transition �ring. The rule is triggered when the command representing the �ring of a
transition Tr appears in the change-driven transformation framework (Step 1). Next the traceability
information B2PN is used to �nd the BPEL activity BA corresponding to the subnet which contains
the transition (i.e. through link cl({BA}, {subnet(Tr)}), Step 2). Then the new command BAR is
generated according to the matching step type (Step 3).

Figure 6.9. Example CD rule execution [16]
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6.4.4.2 Identify corresponding BPEL activity

The subnets which encapsulate transitions and places correspond to a single BPEL element. Therefore,
the traceability links which associate subnets to BPEL activities and were created during the forward
transformation fwd are used for identifying the appropriate activity.

Example 26 In the BPEL2PN case study, the corresponding BPEL activity (BA) can be found by using
the link (B2PN, formally cl({BA}, {SN})) that connects it to the subnet (SN) in which the transition
is de�ned (BPELActivityForTransition graph pattern in Listing 6.2). 2

1 pattern BPELActivityForTransition(Tr,BA,SN) = {

2 Transition(Tr);

3 Subnet(SN);

4 Subnet.trans(Rt,SN ,TR);

5 TRLink(B2PN);

6 TRLink.subnet(Rs,B2PN ,SN);

7 BPELActivity(BA);

8 TRLink.activity(Ra ,B2PN ,BA);}

Listing 6.2. Identify corresponding BPEL activity

In general, the corresponding domain elements can be identi�ed using the correspondence links

established between the domain and the formal models (see Section 6.2.2). Note that proper query
capabilities (such as the pattern matching engine of Viatra2) allow a reusable and declarative way
for navigating these links.

6.4.4.3 Identify BPEL step type

The BPEL2PN transformation de�nes interface places in the Petri net subnets which represent execu-
tion states that are common for all BPEL activities. In order to derive the appropriate BPEL step type,
we use these interface places. The existence of such places allows a more generic implementation of
the mapping, instead of requiring the de�nition of multiple mapping rules separately for each activity
type. The mapping for the three common BPEL step types are given using “lookup” graph patterns
de�ned on the input and output places of the transitions.

• Activity startable An activity is startable when the initial place in its subnet has a token. A
transition �ring that puts a token on this place is mapped to a BPELActivityStartable change
command.

• Activity runs An activity starts its execution when the �ring of a transition inside the corres-
ponding subnet removes a token from the initial place and does not place token in the �nal,

stopped or failed places. Such steps are mapped to BPELActivityRuns commands.
• Activity executed An activity �nishes its execution when one of the �nal, stopped or failed

places in its subnet have a token. A transition �ring that puts a token on one of these place is
mapped to a BPELActivityExecuted change command.

Example 27 An example back-annotation rule is de�ned for transition �ring corresponding to the
Activity runs case. Listing 6.3 extends the CD rule described in Listing 6.1 with the speci�c precondi-
tions to check that the transition matches the Activity runs step type. 2

1 cdrule bpelActivityStarts () = {

2 guard change pattern PNFiringCreated(Tr) = {[...]}

3 precondition pattern BPELActivity(BA) = {

4 // find BPEL activity using traceability link
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5 find BPELActivityForTransition(Tr,BA ,SN);

6 // check inbound place initial

7 find HasInputPlaceInitial(Tr,SN ,Pi);

8 // outbound not final , stopped , failed

9 neg find HasOutputPlaceFinished(Tr,SN,Po);}

10 action {[...]}

Listing 6.3. Activity runs change driven rule

Note that both the HasInputPlaceInitial and HasOutputPlaceFinished patterns are domain-speci�c

model lookup queries. Generally, such lookup queries can be de�ned if the domain and formal lan-
guages and the mapping function of the forward transformation are known. Usually, these queries
are de�ned in the precondition of a CD rule and describe the conditions the model must match in
order to decide the correct step type.

6.4.4.4 Mismatch between step granularity

When mapping several Petri net steps to one BPEL step, we use graph patterns to check the input
and output places of the �ring transition Tr for a speci�c type of interface place (Multiple steps in

formal sequence case). Listing 6.4 shows a graph pattern HasInputPlaceInitial that searches for initial
places among the input places of Tr. The Petri net step is only mapped if the patterns de�ned in the
precondition of the mapping rule match. Otherwise the internal transitions of subnets are regarded
as parts of the activityRuns step and their handling is postponed.

1 pattern HasInputPlaceInitial

2 (Tr ,SN,P) = {

3 Transition(Tr); Place(P);

4 OutArc(Ro,P,Tr);

5 Subnet(SN); Subnet(S2);

6 Subnet.trans(Rt,SN ,Tr);

7 Subnet.initial(Ri ,S2,P);}

Listing 6.4. Input initial place graph pattern

When one Petri net step is mapped to several BPEL steps, the number of a�ected BPEL activities
are derived from the number of di�erent subnets in the interface places among the input and output
places of a transition (Multiple steps in domain sequence case). This case appears in the BpelActiv-
ityStartable mapping, we included the essence of the solution in Listing 6.5. The action part of the
CD rule is altered to �nd the activities for every corresponding subnet (HasOutputPlaceInitial and
BPELActivityForPlace).

1 cdrule bpelActivityStarts () = {

2 [...]

3 action {

4 // handle mapping to more BPEL steps

5 forall P with find

6 HasOutputPlaceInitial(Tr ,SN,P) do

7 choose BA ,S2 with find

8 BPELActivityForPlace(P,BA,S2) do

9 [...]}

Listing 6.5. Create several BPEL steps for one Petri net step

Note that the no step in formal sequence case does not occur in the change-driven approach, as
the back-annotation generates the state changes directly and without complying to precise dynamic
semantics.

In general, when there is mismatch between the granularity of domain and formal sequences,
the back-annotation requires domain-speci�c mapping rules for correctly identifying corresponding
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steps. As in the examples in this section, the CD rules will either use a precondition that may combine
multiple matches or de�ne a more complex action part where multiple source steps can be created.

6.4.4.5 Handle interleaving steps

The Petri net steps in the simulation interleave when transitions in di�erent subnets are enabled and
the ones in the same subnet are not �red in succession. On the other hand, the transition �rings
contained within the same subnet will not interleave, as they model the execution of a single BPEL
activity. Therefore, the subnets can be used to partition Petri net steps. In our approach, change pat-
terns abstract the processing of sequential execution by �ltering the Petri net steps based on subnets
(as shown in Listing 6.6).

1 change pattern(PNF1 ,PNF2) = {

2 appear pattern () = {

3 PNFiring(PNF1);

4 PNFiring(PNF2 );}

5 find TrSameSubnet(PNF1 ,PNF2 );}

Listing 6.6. Filter steps by subnet Change pattern

The domain-speci�c �ltering illustrated in Listing 6.6 de�nes additional constraints for the trig-
gering part of the CD rule. In general, such �ltering can be applied to identify corresponding steps,
even if there are other interleaving steps. As long as it is possible to describe the correspondence
between the steps with a graph pattern, the interleaving can be handled.

6.4.4.6 Spurious formal sequences

“Spurious counter-examples” are possible due to the noninterpreted data modeling (e.g. no concrete
variable values) and the control-�ow abstraction of BPEL loops. The approach uses domain-speci�c
rules, which are able to identify spurious sequences when none of the rules can be applied. Although
the developer has to check the validity of the BPEL sequence after the back-annotation, this check-
ing is facilitated by the fact that the sequence is presented in the BPEL domain (and in the BPEL
Designer) [25].

In order to check the generated sequence and �nd spurious formal sequences in a general case, the
mapping function should include some validation for the created domain sequence. Such validation
may be checked during the back-annotation, therefore themapping can terminate when the �rst error is

found. Otherwise, the domain sequence should be manually validated to identify spurious sequences.

6.4.5 Implementation

The metamodels for BPEL and Petri nets, along with the trace generator and mapping transform-
ations are implemented in the Viatra2 model transformation framework [VP03]. Change driven
model transformations can be both developed and executed in the Viatra2 framework over the VPM
model repository [Ber+12c]. Furthermore, the Petri net simulator presented in [RVV08] is used as it
is implemented in Viatra2.

The engineering tool used as a front-end of our back-annotation framework is the Eclipse BPEL
Designer tool [EBD11]. This tool provides graphical editing support for developing BPEL business
process, although it lacks any representation options for a dynamic process state. Therefore we ex-
tended the tool using the Eclipse plug-in architecture with an interface for changing the dynamic
state of the process elements and a component that updates the graphical representation of the BPEL
elements.
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We also implemented a similar back-annotation transformation for a di�erent back-end tool. In
that case counter-examples of the SAL [Ben+00] model checking framework were modeled as traces
and mapped back to BPEL process execution [9]. Similarly, the process execution is presented using
the BPEL Designer tool here as well (see [25]).

6.4.6 Summary

In this section we described a back-annotation approach based on change-driven model transform-
ations. The approach uses change-driven transformation rules to describe how steps in a formal
sequence should be mapped back to the domain sequence. While the approach can be applied to a
separate domain by specifying the same steps (identify domain elements and step type, handle mis-
match between step granularity, interleaving and spurious traces), it requires considerable e�ort to
develop. The main drawback of the approach is that it handles all challenges of back-annotation in a
single phase. In the next section, we describe a back-annotation approach that uses three phases to
overcome these challenges and provide a more generally applicable solution.

6.5 Three-phased approach for back-annotation

As described in Section 6.1 the back-annotation of execution sequences of behavioral languages is the
concretization of a formal sequence. While it is possible to de�ne back-annotation as a single step for
a given domain and formal language pair [CGR11],[9,16] (see Section 6.4), a more general solution to
the back-annotation problem it can be separated into three phases, as illustrated in Figure 6.10.

Figure 6.10. Three phases of back-annotation of execution sequences

1. Trace construction. The input is a formal execution sequence which is processed to construct

a formal execution trace by deriving independent transitions from the initial state and behavior
of the formal model (Section 6.5.1). E.g. the sequence (p′, a′c′1) is mapped to [p′, a′c′1].

2. Trace concretization. Next, the formal trace is mapped to the domain trace in a trace con-

cretization phase using the abstraction function and the existence of a Galois connection (Sec-
tion 6.5.2). For example, the trace [p′, a′c′1] corresponds to [p, ac].

3. Sequence reconstruction. Finally, the domain trace is used to reconstruct a domain execution

sequence which is the output of the back-annotation using a search-based exploration to �nd a
valid sequence based on the behavior of the domain model (Section 6.5.3). E.g. the trace [p, ac]
can be reconstructed into (p, abc) if (p, ac) is not a valid sequence in the domain language.
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Figure 6.11. Back-annotation phases and related challenges

Figure 6.11 summarizes which phases are related to which back-annotation challenges (see Sec-
tion 6.3.2). In the next sections, we elaborate on the three phases of the back-annotation approach
and illustrate each phase using examples from the BPEL2PN case study.

6.5.1 Construction of formal trace from formal execution sequence

The input of the back-annotation is an execution sequence that is provided by the simulator or veri�c-
ation tool used for the analysis. By de�nition (see De�nition 24) the corresponding execution trace can
be constructed from a given sequence using transition dependencies. However, analysis tools them-
selves will rarely provide any information on which transitions are independent in the sequence. This
phase uses techniques that are speci�c to the formal language for identifying transition dependencies.

There are multiple ways to �nd the independent transitions for a given labeled transition system
and formal model:

• Analysis: The independent transitions may be available by examining the formal semantics of
the language and identifying behavior that is independent.

• Interactive simulation: The simulator can be used to interactively replay the execution se-
quence and �nd transitions to execute in a di�erent order.

• Manual: The independent transitions can be de�ned manually by the user or the designer of
the back-annotation for the given language.

• Problem-speci�c: Other solutions are possible depending on the speci�c back-annotation
problem.

Any of the above methods can be used to provide the independent transitions and to construct the
execution trace of the used formal language. The approach speci�es the output representation of the
phase, but requires a technique speci�c to the formal language to process formal execution sequences
and �nd independent transitions.

There are two extreme cases for the results of dependency analysis, which are also possible as-
sumptions if no tools are available for dependency analysis. (i) Complete independence means that
the order of transitions in the execution sequence is completely ignored when constructing the trace.
(ii) Strict ordering means the order of transitions in the execution sequence can not be altered. The
construction of the trace is easy in both cases, but the sequence reconstruction phase becomes much
more di�cult in the former case.
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6.5.1.1 Independent transitions in Petri net sequences

In the BPEL2PN case study, the trace construction is carried out by identifying transition �rings that
can be reordered in the execution sequence provided by the simulation. Such transition �rings can
be found in the following ways (as listed in general above): (1) the Petri net itself can be analyzed by
methods that can �nd dependencies in any Petri net (analysis), for example by generating a partial
ordering of transitions [God91]. Alternatively (2) an interactive simulation can be used by listing the
enabled transitions in each state and identifying con�icting or independent ones, or (3) manually

by providing a list of transition pairs that are independent. Finally, (4) a problem-speci�c approach
takes advantage of the properties of the BPEL2PN transformation. It maps BPEL basic activities to
small Petri net structures called patterns and the transitions corresponding to the same pattern are
not independent. Furthermore, patterns related to structured activities may introduce independent
transitions in some cases, such as parallel �ows.

Example 28 The Petri net in Figure 6.12 shows a BPEL Flow activity (from the example in Figure 2.4)
that executes its contained activities (e.g. the calcRate and calcSec invoke activities) in parallel. The
internals of patterns for the basic activities has been simpli�ed from Figure 2.4. In this Petri net,
the transitions trunA and trunB are independent as they do not share pre or post states, while the
transition tstart is not independent from any of the other three.

Figure 6.12. Simpli�ed �ow activity Petri net

For the formal sequence (M, tstarttrunAtrunBtfinish), where M is the initial marking as shown
in Figure 6.12, the formal trace [M, tstarttrunAtrunBtfinish] will include the sequence where trunB is
executed before trunA. 2

6.5.1.2 Execution sequences of collaborating processes

Business processes in BPEL are often used as a collaboration of multiple processes that communicate
by web service invocations and orchestrated based on the communication protocols represented by
the message passing between them. When such collaborating processes are transformed into a single
Petri net model, the resulting execution sequence may contain transitions representing the behavior
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of di�erent processes. However, their behavior is only dependent if they communicate. Then we
construct an execution trace from the combined sequence, the transition �rings related to the di�erent
processes will be separated. Therefore the approach described for a single process can be used in the
same way for multiple processes as well.

6.5.1.3 Summary

The shift from execution sequence (p, w) to execution trace [p, w] is important as a separate phase
to deal with independent subsequences. Such subsequences can include multiple transitions that inter-
leave in the execution sequence. While single-phase back-annotation approaches, like [CGR11],[9,16],
must deal with interleaving during the mapping of a formal sequence to a domain sequence, our ap-
proach separates this phase and produces a trace representation that can be used by the next phase.
As the independent transitions are by de�nition part of execution traces (they de�ne the equivalence
class of the trace), techniques that work with such traces can be applied without problem-speci�c
handling of interleaving.

6.5.2 Concretization of formal trace to domain trace

The transformation from the semantics of the formal language to the semantics of the domain lan-
guage is represented by the trace concretization function which maps a given execution trace of the
formal language to an execution trace in the domain language. We propose to use the semantic
abstraction (forward transformation) and the concept of Galois connection to de�ne the trace con-
cretization.

Using the speci�cation of the forward transformation and the correspondence links we speci�ed
the abstraction function α (see Section 6.3.3) between traces. This abstraction function and the con-
cretization function γ that we are looking for will establish a Galois connection between the domain
and formal traces, if the properties of the Galois connection (see De�nition 28) are satis�ed by the
functions.

From the de�nition it follows that if there is a Galois connection 〈α, γ〉 then either function
uniquely determines the other function [Ern+92]. This means that if we specifyα, as described earlier,
then the corresponding γ is determined by the Galois connection. However, even though the concret-
ization function is theoretically determined, its construction is still challenging from an engineering
perspective.

6.5.2.1 Trace concretization by construction

The abstraction function speci�ed in Section 6.3.3 maps from domain traces to formal traces and rep-
resents α of the Galois connection 〈T̄ ,v〉 −−→←−−γ

α 〈T,⊆〉. The concretization γ is uniquely determined
by α using the following equation:

γ(y) = inf({x ∈ T |y v α(x)}) (6.3)

Equation 6.3 states that for every formal trace y, the corresponding domain traces are the smallest
elements of the equivalence class (i.e. in�mum) of traces that are mapped by the abstraction to formal
traces to which y is a pre�x (i.e. they are dominant of y).

Theoretically, we can use this property to �nd the domain trace for any formal trace by enumerat-
ing all domain traces, collecting those that are mapped to dominant formal traces and �nally selecting
the least from this collection. However, the number of possible domain traces is often in�nite and a
constructive approach is required to �nd the corresponding domain trace.
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Incremental trace concretization. The labels in the formal trace can be used to limit the enu-
meration of domain traces by excluding rules and activations that are mapped to formal rules and
activations which do not occur in the formal trace. The rule mapping and activation mapping spe-
ci�ed for the abstraction provides the required information for this exclusion.

The Galois connection 〈γ, α〉 is de�ned between sets of pre�xes which means that we can re-use
the mapping between shorter domain and formal trace pre�xes to �nd the mapping of the complete
domain and formal trace. The de�nition of pre�xes (see De�nition 25) states that if trace [p, u] is a
pre�x of trace [p, w] than there is a trace [pi, v] so that [p, uv] = [p, w]. Therefore, the trace concret-
ization can be done by starting from the empty trace [p, ε] (which is a pre�x of every trace [p, w]) and
incrementally mapping longer pre�xes of [p, w] until the whole trace is mapped.

Algorithm 6.1: Trace concretization
1 RM ← RuleMapping,AM ← ActivationMapping
2 Function traceConcretization(FormalTrace)
3 [pf , FL]← FormalTrace // Initial state and labels

4 pd ← findDomainInitialState(pf)
5 DT ← {[pd, ε]} // Domain traces to extend

6 DTResult← ∅ // Result domain traces

7 while !terminate(DT,DTResult, RM) do

8 extendDomainTrace(FL,DT,DTResult, RM,AM)

9 return inf(DTResult)

The main steps of the incremental trace concretization are shown in Algorithm 6.1. The concret-
ization uses the rule and activation mappings from the abstraction function and is called with a given
formal trace (see line 2). First, the initial state pd of the domain trace is found based on the initial
formal state pf (lines 3-4). Then the set of domain traces that are incrementally extended is initialized
with the empty trace [pd, ε] (line 5), while the results are initialized with an empty set (line 6). Until
the termination condition of the algorithm is not satis�ed (line 7), the domain traces are extended
based on the labels FL of the formal trace and the rule and activation mappings (line 8). Finally, the
smallest elements of the result set are returned at the end.

Find domain initial state. First, we assume that the initial domain state is already known as the
forward transformation that created the formal model determines the initial formal state as well. It
is possible that the veri�cation technique does not use a single initial state, instead it enumerates
di�erent initial states that are allowed by the formal model. In such cases, the variation in the initial
state can also be applied on the initial state of the domain model. Additionally, spurious sequences
which have an initial formal state that has no corresponding domain state can be identi�ed in this
phase.

Extending pre�x trace mapping. Depending on the mapping used for the rule in the next label
of the trace, there are several di�erent cases, in accordance with the cases described in the mismatch

between sequence granularity challenge (see Section 6.3.2).

• Single domain rule. The most simple case is when one domain transition is mapped to one
formal transition. In this case the existing pre�x is extended by a domain label with the rule
that corresponds to the next rule in the formal trace.
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• Alternative domain rules. When the next formal label can correspond to several di�erent
domain labels, each alternative is a possible extension and each resulting pre�x is used for
further extension.

• Multiple formal rules. If the next formal label can be part of a subtrace containing multiple
transitions for a given domain rule, then the domain trace is either extended by that rule (if the
formal label is the �rst in the subtrace) or not extended at all (if the formal label is not the start
of the subtrace).

• No formal rule. Domain rules with no corresponding formal rule are not used in the trace
concretization step as there is no information on when they should be added. Such rules will be
inserted by the sequence reconstruction if necessary and will be referred to as epsilon (ε) rules.

• Multiple domain rules. This case is handled as a combination of the single domain rule and
no formal rule cases. The �rst domain rule is handled as a single rule and the rest are not added
to the trace and will be handled during the sequence reconstruction step.

If there is a label in the formal trace that cannot be mapped to a label in a domain trace then the
trace is spurious as it contains formal model behavior that does not represent any behaviour in the
domain model. Such traces may also mean that the forward transformation is incorrect as it creates
a formal model that is not in correspondence with the input domain model.

Termination condition. The equivalence class in Equation 6.3 contains domain traces x that are
mapped to formal traces α(x) dominant to y. Since the length of traces can be in�nite, the size of the
equivalence class can also be in�nite. Therefore, we need a su�cient condition for terminating the
process of extending from the empty trace. Based on Equation 6.3, for a formal trace y this condition
can be speci�ed as follows:

• Non-dominant domain traces. Each remaining domain trace that is less than the smallest
already enumerated trace is not mapped to a formal trace that is dominant to y. Such domain
traces therefore will not be part of the equivalence class.

• Greater domain traces. Each remaining domain trace that is mapped to a formal trace that
is dominant to y is greater than at least one domain trace that is mapped to a dominant formal
trace. Such domain traces will be part of the equivalence class, but will not be in its in�mum.

Trace concretization from Petri net to BPEL. The initial state ppn of the Petri net is determined
by the forward transformation from the BPEL process initial state pbp. Therefore, the trace concretiz-
ation of a Petri net trace [ppn, w] can be started by mapping the empty PN trace [ppn, ε] to the empty
BPEL trace [pbp, ε].

In Section 6.3.3 we described the abstraction function for the BPEL2PN case study and the way
simulation rules and activations of BPEL can be mapped to Petri net transitions. The rule mapping
determines which kind of mismatch is used for a given simulation rule and the activation mapping
uses the correspondence links between the elements of BPEL and Petri net models to identify the
BPEL activity that is the activation of the simulation rule.

Example 29 A step in the trace concretization between the BPEL and Petri Net traces is illustrated in
Figure 6.13. The situation shows a part of the execution of the process described in Section 2.2.1, where
two service invocations calcRating and calcSecurity are executed in a parallel �ow. The steps sf1, sf2
and sf3 are already mapped to steps sd1, sd2 and sd3 in previous iterations of the algorithm. For each
mapping pair (e.g. sd1 and sf1), the activations of both rules (e.g. Start flow and Fire Transition) are
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Figure 6.13. Incremental trace concretization in BPEL2PN

given (flow and tfs, respectively). Furthermore, the traceability links between the model elements
(B2PN) and the mismatch types of simulation rule mappings (SD) are also shown. The next label in
the formal trace is sf4, with the activation tor , that is in the same Petri net pattern as tir with the link
cl(calcRating, tir), thus the trace concretization will either group sf4 with sd2 based on the multiple

formal rules mismatch case or extend the domain trace with label λ(ThrowFault, calcRating) in
sd4 based on the alternative domain rules case. The two extension results in di�erent domain traces,
and both are added to the traces extended in the next iteration. 2

6.5.2.2 Summary

The main goal of the trace concretization phase is to map an execution trace from the formal language
to the domain language. The concretization is performed using mappings between simulation rules
of the domain and formal languages and between model elements of the domain and formal models.
These mappings bridge the semantic gap between the two language by dealing with the identi�ca-
tion of corresponding domain elements, several cases of mismatch between sequence granularity and
spurious formal sequences.

6.5.3 Search-based reconstruction of domain execution sequence from domain

trace

In the last phase of the back-annotation, we use the domain traces provided by the trace concretization
phase to construct execution sequences of the domain language that can be presented to the user. This
phase is required as (1) the trace representation is still di�cult to present and understand by an end-
user, (2) simulation rules that are not mapped to the formal model are not included in the traces and
(3) spurious sequences can be identi�ed by checking that the contained simulation rules are executable.

In this section we propose the application of guided design space exploration (see Chapter 3) for
the sequence reconstruction and elaborate on how it can be represented as a DSE problem.
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6.5.3.1 Sequence reconstruction as a design space exploration problem

In principle design space exploration can enumerate each possible execution sequence of the domain
model from a given initial domain state using the simulation rules of the domain language (see Fig-
ure 6.14). However, generating a large number of sequences would take considerable time and the
solutions might not include the particular sequence representing the execution corresponding to the
formal sequence provided by the analysis or the domain traces created by the trace concretization.

Figure 6.14. Sequence reconstruction as DSE problem

Our back-annotation approach uses the execution traces of the domain model provided by the trace
concretization phase and the rule mapping as hints for reconstructing domain execution sequences.
The domain traces describe which simulation rules have to be �red and a partial order (through de-
pendencies). The rule mapping speci�es the trace granularity mismatch for the rules and can be used
to �nd simulation rules that are not mapped to formal simulation rules and has to be inserted by the
exploration. Finally, the execution sequence is the list of simulation rule executions in the search tree
from the initial state to the solution state.

In order to take advantage of the guided design space exploration, we have to specify the goals of
the sequence reconstruction DSE problem and describe the cut-o� and selection criteria that use the
domain trace and the rule mapping as hints to guide the exploration. Additionally, global constraints
can limit the observable external behavior of the system that is not included in the analysis.

Initial domain state and simulation rules. The initial state used by the design space exploration
is the same as the initial state of the domain trace. The operations used in the exploration are the
simulation rules of the domain language.

During the exploration we need to keep track on which transitions in the domain trace have been
executed in the sequence leading to the current state in the search tree. We refer to a transition as
covered if it has been executed already. In the initial state, none of the transitions are covered. The
design space exploration framework stores the activations that were already executed in a given state
into the search tree to avoid the exploration of the same sequence.

Goal: Cover domain trace. The goal used in the design space exploration speci�es that a state is
a solution if each transition in the domain trace is covered. This means that the sequence leading to
that state contains the execution of each transition that is de�ned by the domain trace.

Example 30 If the domain trace that is used for trace reconstruction is [p, λ(start, proc)λ(start, receive)]
and the current execution sequence is (p, λ(start, proc) λ(init, proc)) then the current state
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is not yet a solution because transition λ(start, receive) is not covered. If the next transition
that is executed by the exploration is λ(start, receive), the execution sequence now becomes
(p, λ(start, proc)λ(init, proc)λ(start, receive)), which is a solution as all transitions in the trace
are covered. 2

Cut-o� criteria for sequence reconstruction. The design space exploration can reach a model
state where it is possible to decide that a solution state cannot be reached by executing any of the
remaining activations in that state. This decision is made by evaluating cut-o� criteria based on the
model state, the domain trace and the rule mapping (hints).

A simple cut-o� criteria used by the sequence reconstruction states that a state can be cut o�, if
for all the remaining executable activations in the current state the following conditions hold:

1. Their simulation rule is not with ε mismatch type in the rule mapping.
2. If they are included in the set of independent transitions in the domain trace, then they are

already covered or have dependent uncovered transitions that must be executed earlier.
The �rst condition identi�es states where each executable rule is represented in the formal model,

otherwise one of them could lead to a state where an unmarked transitions from the domain trace can
be executed again. The second condition identi�es states where all executable simulation rules are
represented in the formal model but neither of them are included by the domain trace at the current
state.

Example 31 The domain trace (for the BPEL process in Figure 2.4) includes only one uncovered
transition, with label λ(invoke, calcRating) and the only executable activation is flow for simula-
tion rule startF low. As the mismatch type of startF low is single formal rule it cannot be executed
and the state can be cut o�. 2

Selection criteria for sequence reconstruction. The exploration strategy uses selection criteria
to order multiple executable activations in the current state. The next activation to be executed is
determined by this ordering. The size of the traversed design space can be limited by executing
activations that are more likely to lead to solution states. Guided DSE uses the available hints in
addition to the model state and executable activations to increase the e�ciency of the traversal [14].

The domain trace provides a partial ordering of the transitions that are required to be included in
the execution sequence created by the sequence reconstruction. At the current state of the exploration,
the uncovered transitions in the domain trace also have a partial ordering and it is possible to �nd
the enabled transition that can be the next to be executed based on dependencies.

The executable activations in a given state can be separated into the following three, disjoint sets:
1. Enabled transitions. These activations are part of the domain trace and can be executed at

the current state.
2. Epsilon rules. These activations have simulation rules that are not represented in the formal

model and therefore may be necessary to execute even if not part of the domain trace.
3. All other rules. These activations have simulation rules that are represented in the formal

model and would be part of the domain trace if their execution should be included of the domain
sequence.

The selection criteria for sequence reconstruction uses the above ordering for executable activa-
tions. Therefore, the exploration executes ε rules only if there are no enabled transitions remaining,
thus keeping the depth of the search tree at a minimum and prevents the exploration from checking
longer paths than necessary.
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The order of allowed transitions can be speci�ed using the domain trace and rule mapping. The
dependencies in the domain trace determine whether a transition alternative has subsequent trans-
itions or is independent of all remaining transitions. In the latter case, its execution can be postponed
for the same reason as ε rules. Furthermore, the di�erent mismatch types in the rule mapping can
also a�ect the ordering. For example activations of rules with alternative domain rules mismatch type
may also be executed later as they increase the variations in the sequences.

Example 32 In the example illustrated in Figure 6.15, there are four di�erent executable simulation
rules at the current state of the BPEL simulator. The rule Invoke WS has multiple formal rules mis-
match type, while rules Throw fault and Signal Event are both mapped as alternative domain rules,
and rule Terminate Scope is an ε rule (see Figure 6.6). Therefore, Invoke WS is tried �rst, then Throw
Fault and Signal Event, �nally Terminate Scope. 2

Figure 6.15. BPEL simulator state

Detecting spurious traces in sequence reconstruction. It is possible that the domain trace does
not represent a possible execution sequence of the domain model. When using DSE for sequence
reconstruction, the exploration will backtrack when the cut-o� criteria is satis�ed. When encoun-
tering a spurious trace, the DSE approach explores every possible execution sequence starting from
the initial state. However, thanks to the guided approach and the additional hints (domain trace and
rule mapping), the cut-o� and selection criteria restrict the exploration to a limited part of the search
space. Therefore, spurious traces can be detected before traversing all sequences to a state with no ex-
ecutable operations. Finally, after the back-annotation remaining spurious traces can be found using
model checking if domain model dynamic semantics are available [Var04].

6.5.3.2 Summary

The last phase of the back-annotation reconstructs execution sequences from the domain traces that
in turn were mapped from the formal traces. Therefore the user can be presented with execution se-
quences that represent the results of the analysis in the domain language. The same editors and views
that were used for specifying the domain model can be used to illustrate the execution sequence [25].

The application of a design space exploration framework provides a search-based technique for
�nding possible execution sequences and supports the de�nition of problem-speci�c hints to guide
the traversal. By building a search tree and using an exploration strategy, it can identify the next
domain state for creating the execution sequence, deal with the addition of ε rules (mismatch between

sequence granularity) and detect additional cases of spurious sequences.
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6.5.4 Correctness and minimality of back-annotation

Our back-annotation technique is correct (De�nition 31) and minimal (De�nition 32) provided that it
is used for a formal model derived by a correct forward transformation (De�nition 30) and a correct
trace construction.

Theorem 1 Let (Gf , wf ) be a formal execution sequence and (Gd, wd) be a domain execution sequence

derived by a mapping back(.) = recons ◦ conc ◦ cons (where cons is a trace construction function,

conc is a trace concretization function and recons is a sequence reconstruction function as de�ned in

Section 6.5). Then back(.) is a correct back-annotation assuming a correct forward transformation fwd
and a correct trace construction function cons. 2

Theorem 2 Let (Gf , wf ) be a formal execution sequence and (Gd, wd) be a domain execution sequence

derived by a mapping back(.) = recons ◦ conc ◦ cons (where cons is a trace construction function,

conc is a trace concretization function and recons is a sequence reconstruction function as de�ned in

Section 6.5). Then back(.) is a minimal back-annotation assuming a correct forward transformation fwd
and a correct trace construction function cons. 2

We prove these theorems by contradiction, we assume that back is not a correct back-annotation
despite the fact that fwd and cons are correct. For Theorem 1, by de�nition, this means that the
abstraction of the domain execution sequence is not a pre�x of the formal execution sequence. For
Theorem 2, by de�nition, this means that the back-annotation returns a domain sequence that is not
minimal (i.e. its abstraction is dominant and not equal to the abstraction of another domain sequence
returned by the back-annotation). Then we show that it would mean that either the fwd or cons are
incorrect, which contradicts our indirect assumption. For details of the proof, see Appendix D.

6.6 Generality and limitations of back-annotation approaches

We evaluated the three-phased back-annotation approach (Section 6.5) by comparing it with the ap-
proach based on change-driven model transformations (Section 6.4). In the comparison, we examine
the two approaches with regards to the inputs, assumptions, applied method, means for solving the
challenges (de�ned in Section 2.2.4) and outputs (Section 6.6.1). In addition, we elaborate on the e�ort
required to apply the approaches for other problems (Section 6.6.2) and their limitations (Section 6.6.3).

6.6.1 Comparison of the back-annotation approaches

Both the three-phased approach and the one using change driven model transformations (CDMT)
support the back-annotation of execution sequences and have been evaluated on the BPEL2PN case
study. However, there are considerable di�erences in the applied techniques, their suitability for
di�erent back-annotation problems and the e�ort required to adapt them to other domain or formal
languages.

We �rst compare the inputs of the two approaches and the additional assumptions they make
about the domain and formal language. Next, the overall methods are compared followed by a short
discussion on how they each solve the challenges. Finally, we elaborate on the outputs of both ap-
proaches. A summary of the comparison is shown in Figure 6.16, where the entries in italic font rep-
resent domain-speci�c parts. By evaluating the domain-speci�c requirements of the two approach,
back-annotation developers can decide which approach is more suitable for problems di�erent from
the BPEL2PN case study.
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Figure 6.16. Comparison of two approaches for back-annotation of execution sequences

6.6.1.1 Inputs and assumptions

Both back-annotation approaches assume that the domain and formal models are available for eval-
uating the current state during the processing of the execution sequences. The domain model is
connected with correspondence links to the formal model, and both approaches rely on these links
for handling the identi�cation of corresponding domain model elements. Additionally, an execution
sequence of the formal model speci�es the dynamic behavior that is back-annotated.

As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, the BPEL language has only an informal speci�cation for dynamic
semantics, while Petri Nets have precisely de�ned formal semantics. Therefore di�erent approaches
are required for the back-annotation of execution traces, to support (i) domain languages with formal
semantics or simulator support and (ii) domain languages where dynamic semantics are available
only as informal speci�cation.

The three-phased approach assumes that the dynamic semantics of the domain language is avail-
able as executable simulation rules. These rules are required both for specifying the rule mapping
in the trace concretization and to allow the application of design space exploration for the sequence
reconstruction.

The approach speci�ed as a change driven model transformation uses change commands as an
additional model derived from the dynamic semantics of the formal language and the informal step
specification that describe the dynamic semantics of the domain language.

6.6.1.2 Method

Each of the three phases of the back-annotation approach described in this chapter build on a generally
applicable technique that is used for handling a part of the back-annotation problem. The dependency
analysis of transitions in the formal language is used in the trace construction phase, the properties of
Galois connections allow the trace concretization by specifying the abstraction in detail. Finally, the
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sequence reconstruction is done by guided design space exploration where the possibly exhaustive
traversal is limited by the domain trace.

Change driven model transformation is a technique for specifying complex transformations for
mapping changes from a source model to a target model, but does not provide additional support for
back-annotation. The back-annotation is de�ned as a domain-specific mapping with transformation
rules, which means that the dynamic semantics of the domain language are encoded in the trans-
formation rules. Instead of incorporating domain-speci�c information in the approach itself, such
information (e.g. the simulation rules) are only used as inputs for the techniques used in the three-
phased back-annotation approach. Additionally, the CDMT based approach is executed in one single
phase, dealing with subsequent transitions separately instead of handling the di�erent challenges of
back-annotation separately.

6.6.1.3 Proposed means for solving the challenges

The challenges of the back-annotation of execution sequences are solved by the two back-annotation
approaches by di�erent means. The three-phased approach deals with the challenges in the di�erent
phases, while the CDMT based approach uses speci�c transformation constructs for solving them.

The identification of corresponding domain elements is performed using the correspondence links
established between the domain and formal model elements in both approaches. Additionally, proper
query capabilities (such as graph pattern matching) allow a reusable and declarative way for navig-
ating correspondence links if they are represented as graph models.

The identification of the next domain state is handled in the sequence reconstruction phase by
the exploration that evaluates possible transition alternatives and the simulator state (i.e. which rules
can be executed at a given moment). The CDMT approach relies on domain-specific model lookup
in the preconditions of CD rules to decide which change command to use in the domain sequence.
In contrast, the design space exploration framework and the cut-o� and selection criteria de�ned for
the back-annotation can be reused for di�erent domain languages.

The CDMT based approach can only deal with a subset of cases speci�ed for the mismatch
between sequence granularity. It uses domain-specific mapping rules in the transformation to deal
with the multiple domain rules and multiple formal rules cases, but can only handle alternative domain
rules partially (by selecting one of the alternatives) and cannot handle the no formal rules case (since
it has no information on when ε rules should be inserted). The three-phased approach deals with the
various cases where the domain rules are represented in the formal model in the trace concretiza-
tion using the existence of a Galois connection and inserts additional epsilon rules in the sequence
reconstruction phase.

The challenge of independent subsequences in an execution sequence is handled as a completely
separate phase in the three-phased approach. However, the identi�cation of independent transitions
in the formal model requires a technique that is speci�c to the formal language. In the CDMT ap-
proach, such subtraces are handled by domain-specific filtering that are included in the precondition
of CD rules to be able to detect multiple corresponding change commands in the domain execution
sequence.

The three-phased approach detects di�erent cases of spurious formal sequences as part of two of
its phases. The rule mapping that is speci�c to the semantic abstraction (forward transformation) that
is used to create the formal model is used for detecting unmappable transitions in the formal trace.
The executable rules allow the detection of traces that include transitions that cannot be executed
at the given state of the domain model. This also means that the exploration terminates only after
evaluating every possibility in the case when a spurious trace is processed. In the CDMT approach
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spurious traces may be identi�ed by the mapping rules and the method can terminate at the first error
in such cases. However, if the domain-speci�c mapping rules are not complete (e.g. the behavior of a
BPEL activity is transformed into Petri nets, but the mapping rules are not prepared to handle such
activities), correct sequences may be erroneously marked as spurious during the back-annotation.

6.6.1.4 Output

The output of the back-annotation of a given formal sequence is zero, one or multiple domain se-
quences depending on the approach and the formal sequence (as it may be spurious).

In the CDMT approach the output is always at most a single domain sequence for a given formal
sequence as the change-driven rules have no way of backtracking. While alternative sequences due
to mismatches including alternative domain rules may be created by executing the transformation
multiple times, without the exploration capabilities of DSE, providing all possible alternatives would
take a lot of e�ort.

The output of the three-phased approach can be multiple, alternative sequences all corresponding
to the formal sequence as both the trace concretization and the sequence reconstruction phases can
results in multiple domain traces. Furthermore, this also allows additional optimization to decide
which of the domain sequences is the most appropriate (for example the sequence that contains the
least number of steps).

6.6.2 Generality

6.6.2.1 Generality of single-phase back-annotation approach

The CDMT-based back-annotation approach can be applied on problems di�erent from the BPEL2PN
case study, but the reusable part is small (i.e. the CDT framework itself) and the e�ort to specify all re-
quired change commands and transformation rules is large. However, in cases when the formal model
represents a small, well-de�ned part of the behavior it may be easier to use CDMT than providing
operational semantics or a complete set of simulation rules for the domain language.

6.6.2.2 Generality of three-phased back-annotation approach

In Section 6.5 we described a reusable and general approach that is applicable to a wide range of beha-
vioral modeling languages. When choosing a speci�c domain and formal language, the approach can
be applied by providing the problem-speci�c techniques and inputs (Section 6.3.3 and Section 6.5.1)
to complement the problem-independent parts (Section 6.5.2 and Section 6.5.3).

• The trace construction phase requires a speci�c technique for dependency analysis that can
handle the formal execution sequence and o�ers only the platform-independent trace repres-
entation for the output.

• The trace concretization phase o�ers a platform-independent algorithm for mapping formal
traces to domain traces and uses the abstraction function as a problem-speci�c input to per-
form the mapping.

• Finally, the sequence reconstruction uses the guided design space exploration framework where
the simulation rules of the domain language and the domain trace are also only parameters for
a problem-independent technique.
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Reuseability of phases. The trace construction and sequence reconstruction phases are each speci�c
only to the formal and domain language, respectively. Although the sequence reconstruction uses the
rule mapping as well, it only relies on the type of mismatch for domain rules not the detailed mapping.
Therefore, when developing a new back-annotation that uses the same domain or formal language,
the appropriate phase is reusable. The reuse of sequence reconstruction is illustrated in Figure 6.17
for di�erent formal languages.

Figure 6.17. Example of reusable phase

Intermediate trace representations in back-annotation. When developing back-annotations
between several domain and formal language pairs, it is possible to introduce an intermediate rep-
resentation to decrease the number of required mappings. This intermediate model can use the trace
representation and only the trace concretization phase has to be de�ned, once for each domain lan-
guage and once for each formal language.

Figure 6.18. Intermediate representation for multiple mappings

Specifying one-to-one connections between each pair of domain and formal languages can be-
come di�cult (as illustrated in Figure 6.18). Instead, an intermediate trace representation can be in-
troduced with back-annotation from the formal traces to the intermediate representation and from the
intermediate to the domain languages. Our three-phased approach allows the execution of the trace
concretization phase multiple times without enforcing the construction of execution sequences of the
intermediate representation. Furthermore, this step can take advantage of the composition proper-
ties of Galois connections between the traces. The composition of 〈Dom,⊆〉 −−−→←−−−α1

γ1 〈Int,v〉 and
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〈Int,v〉 −−−→←−−−α2

γ2 〈Form,�〉 is a Galois connection 〈Dom,⊆〉 −−−−−→←−−−−−
α2◦α1

γ1◦γ2 〈Form,�〉, where Dom, Int
andForm are the set of pre�xes of traces in the domain, intermediate and formal models, respectively.

6.6.3 Limitations

Back-annotation or back-propagation is a widely used approach for mapping information represen-
ted in a target (often formal) language to corresponding results in the source (domain) language. Our
three-phased approach focuses on the back-annotation of execution sequences (representing the dy-
namic behaviour of the system over time) of behavioral modeling languages.

6.6.3.1 Limitations of the single-phase back-annotation

The main limitations of the CDMT-based approach are the use of domain-speci�c transformation
rules, which also mean that only a small part of the back-annotation related solution is reusable and
the applied technique lacks the formal foundations that would allow the validation of back-annotation
speci�ed for given domain and formal languages.

6.6.3.2 Limitations of the three-phased approach

First, the approach assumes that both the domain and formal languages support graph models for de-
scribing the structure and dynamic state of the system and that it is possible to encode the behavior
of the domain language using simulation rules. The de�nition of these rules can be di�cult for beha-
vioral modeling languages where the possible transitions are speci�ed by complex computations, for
example evaluating numeric attributes of all nodes and aggregating results.

The dependency analysis required for the trace construction is not always straightforward, espe-
cially for formal languages where the transitions include complex model changes. Some languages
may allow an analysis method that can be applied to a given model, while others require techniques
that analyze the formal sequence itself.

Since the trace concretization relies on the existence of a Galois connection, the developer of the
forward transformation has to ensure that the abstraction function is correctly speci�ed and that the
mapping between simulation rules of the domain and the formal language satis�es the properties of
the Galois connection. However, thanks to the precise formalism, it is possible to validate that the
mapping is correct.

Finally, the e�ciency of the exploration in the sequence reconstruction phase depends on hints.
The design space that is traversed can be very large when the domain trace includes a high number
of independent transitions and the rule mapping contains many epsilon rules and alternative domain
rule mismatches. However, we can take advantage of the density of solutions in the design space and
stop the exploration once some solutions are found. This is possible if it is not necessary to �nd all
possible execution sequences for a domain trace or the optimal one (with regards to some metrics).

6.7 Hidden formal methods for business process veri�cation

The development of a fully-�edged veri�cation tool directed by model-driven analysis necessitates
the application of numerous model-based techniques. In this section the integration of these tech-
niques are presented through a complex end-to-end example implementation providing design-time
veri�cation support for business processes. The presented approach uses the motivating example
introduced in Section 2.2.
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6.7.1 End-to-end approach for BPEL veri�cation

The implementation of the method requires the application of a combination of MDA techniques.
Note that it is possible to start out from a UML4SOA service orchestration by generating the busi-
ness process with the MDD4SOA toolkit. In order to be able manipulate model instances, �rst the
metamodels for both the BPEL business processes (source) and the transition systems (target) are cre-
ated using the metamodeling capabilities of Viatra2. The source model instances are created from
the XML format process description �les using an importer. The target model is then constructed
from the source model with the execution of an automatic model transformation. The transition
system description (SAL model) is created using a special transformation, which implements code
generation. The analysis is carried out by model checking requirements de�ned against the busi-
ness process on the generated model. Back-annotation of the model checking results is provided by
another transformation, which uses the traceability information generated during the source-target
transformation. The various tools and their input-outputs are illustrated in Figure 6.19.

Figure 6.19. BPEL veri�cation approach steps

6.7.2 Overview of integrated toolchain

The implemented development tool provides complex functionality including a user interface for
verifying business processes with general and user de�ned requirements and an extension for the
Eclipse BPEL Designer [EBD11] graphical business process developer tool. This extension is capable
of animating the business process execution derived from the counter-example returned by the model
checker. This high-level tool depends on several other tools, which are integrated in order to hide from
the user the technical details and the formal methods used.
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6.7.2.1 Tool-integration

Using the Sensoria Development Environment (SDE), the low-level analysis and transformation tools
are completely separated from the high-level tool. Figure 6.20 shows how the di�erent tools are
connected to form the complete veri�cation assistant tool.

Figure 6.20. Integrated tools overview

The functionality of both the Viatra2 framework and the SAL framework is available through
integration tools developed for the SDE. The BPEL2SAL Tool implements functions corresponding to
the steps of the method such as transforming a business process, checking certain requirements and
exporting the veri�cation results. These tools provide their functionality as services through the SDE.

The veri�cation is carried out by the user through the Veri�cation User Interface integrated into
the Eclipse framework. The graphical interface is separated from the Veri�cation Controller, which
contains the business logic for the veri�cation tool. It performs the selected operation by �rst checking
the acceptability of the parameters then calling the service of the BPEL2SAL Tool, �nally the results
are displayed on the interface.

The back-annotation is implemented as animation of the BPEL process execution in the BPEL De-
signer. AnAnimation User Interface is used for selecting an exported veri�cation result and controlling
the animation. The business logic for this interface is implemented in the Model Controller that is re-
sponsible for directing the back-annotation transformation and uses the Export Manager service for
retrieving the changes corresponding to the next step in the execution.

6.7.2.2 Business process execution animation

The execution derived from the counter-example can be presented on the graphical interface of the
BPEL designer tool. Thus the results of the veri�cation are illustrated with the same interface that was
used to create the business process. The implementation extends the designer tool non-intrusively
(i.e. without modifying the original implementation) with functions accessible from outside the tool.
These functions provide support for setting the runtime state of the business process elements. The
state is illustrated by coloring the graphical representation of the element (e.g. green for startable
activity, red for erroneous variable).

The animation of the execution can be controlled with an easy-to-use interface either in a step-by-
step or continuous way (see Section 5.5). It is possible to step forward and backward in the execution
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trace and the animation can be reset to the initial state. Furthermore the animation can be toggled
for fast stepping when several steps are executed at once.

6.7.2.3 Traceability visualization

The traceability information generated by the transformations is used for multiple purposes through-
out the approach. As these include use cases when the traceability model is handled manually (e.g.
domain-speci�c requirement de�nition), the visualization of these models is essential for aiding the
analysis. The model visualization component of the Viatra2 framework was extended with support
for domain-speci�c layouts to visualize traceability models [8].

6.7.3 Summary

In this section we described an integrated toolchain for the end-to-end support of BPEL process veri-
�cation. The complete approach includes graphical user interfaces, which provides a frontend for
the veri�cation method and animation support for visualizing the results. Finally the traceability
information can be visualized using a component of the transformation framework.

As for the integration of this work in the Sensoria chain, other modeling frontends such as
Activity Diagrams in the UML4SOA notations can be easily integrated, however, this would need
a modi�cation of the editor to have the same simulation/back-annotation functionality. The detailed
description of the toolchain is published in [9].

6.8 Related work

Model-based simulation and execution traces. Simulation of domain-speci�c models using
model transformations has been described among others in [LV08; RVV08]. [LV08] uses Triple Graph
Grammar rules for de�ning the semantics of the simulator, [RVV08] uses the ASM rules and graph
patterns available in the Viatra2 framework for the simulator speci�cation. Both approaches sim-
ulate the execution of dynamic models, although neither record the execution sequence from the
simulation.

Animation views [Erm+05] are used for representing the dynamic behavior of UML models to the
user. The animation is driven by graph transformation rules thus giving the UML model a simulator
interface that could be used by the sequence reconstruction when such UML models are used as a
domain language.

Execution traces are, on the other hand, used in many cases, for understanding distributed sys-
tems [MC01], recovering behavior [Ham+05]. In [HL12] a generic metamodel is proposed for the
compact but lossless exchange of programming language traces. Dynamic traces were de�ned for
individual languages such as UML sequence diagrams [Tan+05], UML Activity Diagrams [Sel+07].

Cariou et al. [Car+11] de�ne contracts for the runtime veri�cation of model execution and men-
tion that together with execution trace generation their approach could be used for model checking.

In [MH11] traces for state-based models and reactive systems are represented as scenarios, which
include atomic model changes similarly to delta steps in our trace metamodel. It also supports gen-
eration, analysis, visualization and interaction through the live sequence chart formalism.

Back-annotation. Many approaches exist [CW07; SAB09; Kov+09; Buc+05; Fos+07; Gue+09;
CCS11] that de�ne model transformations from a source language to target language for V&V pur-
poses with back-annotation support dedicated to the transformation problem.
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In [CW07] an approach is presented for the back-annotation of feature models. Feature models
are translated into propositional formulae for analysis and con�guration purposes. Czarnecki et al.
show that the opposite translation problem is also solvable and feature models can be extracted from
these formulae. Note that, contrary to their work, our approach is de�ned on dynamic execution
sequences and not static models.

[SAB09] uses correspondence links of the transformation which generates Alloy models from
UML. The back-annotation transformation is automatically generated based on these correspondence
links using a QVT-based implementation. Here the back-annotation is supported for static model
instances, and not for execution sequences of dynamic UML models, which is a conceptually easier
setup than in our current work.

Ontological mapping [KS03] is used for establishing correspondence between the meaning of
ontologies used in di�erent applications to allow interoperability and integration. Such mappings may
be used for back-annotation when the interaction is bidirectional and the reverse direction includes
information that is not directly represented by the source ontology.

In [Kov+09] a conversion tool is presented which is able to generate Message Sequence Charts
(MSCs) from the trails (i.e. execution sequences) of the SPIN model checker tool. Although it works
on execution sequences, the approach is only back-annotation in the sense that the trails may be the
result of model checking on SPIN models created from design models.

In [Buc+05] Gilmore et al. present a software tool platform for security and performance analysis
of systems. UML models created in the tool are transformed in the form of process calculi descriptions
and after analysis the results are re�ected back into a modi�ed version of the input UML model.
They also stress the importance of re�ection (i.e. back-annotation) in their approach. Their approach
primarily supports the back-annotation of quantitative and qualitative parameters to the source UML
model, while execution sequences are again represented as UML sequence diagrams.

In [Fos+07] Foster et al. describe a model-based approach to verify compositions of web services.
They use the LTSA tool suite [MK99] for model checking a BPEL process transformed into FSP de-
scription. Similarly to [Kov+09] they use MSCs as a target formalism for back-annotating the results
(which are process sequences) which is, in this way, di�erent from the original design formalism
(BPEL).

Ciccozzi et al. [CCS11] uses back-annotation for mapping analysis results from source code level
back into design models of embedded systems to support evaluation and consequent optimizations
in a round-trip approach. Similarly to our approach, their solution relies on proper correspondence
between the design model and the analyzed source code.

Process mining and event log alignment [AAD12] use execution sequences or low-level event logs
for checking the conformance to the existing process de�nitions and for recreating (mining) unknown
process de�nitions. They often use exploration and optimization techniques similar to design space
exploration to handle invisible and duplicate activities (i.e. epsilon rules and mismatches).

None of these approaches allows to replay the execution sequences of analysis results directly in

the original design model. An advanced back-annotation technique is reported in [Gue+09], where
triple graph patterns are used to overcome the 1-to-1 restriction on back-annotation. However, this
back-annotation approach still mostly provides a structural (and not sequence) mapping. Moreover,
the use of rule mappings and Galois connection allows a more succinct formulation of trace mappings
in our case.

In [CGR11] Combemale et al. propose a back-annotation approach between sequences of
transition-based systems. Their method uses sequence matching, which is similar to an exhaustive
traversal of possible mapping between sequences. It uses simulation relations, which are specialized
correspondence links between the states of the domain and formal models. While this approach is
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similar to the trace concretization phase in our back-annotation method, it only allows simple map-
ping and uses subsequences instead of a trace representation. However, a modi�ed version of their
approach could be an alternative to Galois connections in the trace concretization phase.

6.9 Summary

The design-time analysis of complex, dynamic systems (e.g. business processes) in model-based ana-
lysis is usually performed by transforming the domain models to formal, mathematical models (e.g.
transition systems). While the aim of the analysis is to determine if the model meets some require-
ment, from engineering perspective, �nding a simulation execution sequence that either proves or
violates the requirement is essential.

In this chapter, we discussed how an execution sequence obtained from formal analysis can be
mapped back to the domain model using back-annotation approaches (related to Challenge 1). We
presented the challenges and concepts of the back-annotation of execution sequences of discrete
event-based languages, and detailed our approach on the motivating scenario of BPEL veri�cation
using Petri nets.

The results of this chapter are formulated as thesis contributions as follows:
1. Back-annotation of execution traces for behavioral languages without operational se-

mantics. I speci�ed a method for the back-annotation of execution traces of behavioral mod-
els [16, 23, 9, 1], which uses traceability correspondence between the models for identifying
related elements and change-driven model transformations to derive execution steps of the en-
gineering model (see Section 6.4).

2. Back-annotation of execution traces for behavioral languages with operational se-

mantics. I de�ned a search-based approach for the back-annotation of execution traces when
the domain language has operational semantics [1], which uses traceability between the (se-
mantic) operations of the languages and guided design space exploration for evaluating possible
execution traces of the domain language (see Section 6.5).

3. Hidden formal methods for business process veri�cation. I elaborated an approach for
integrating forward model transformation and back-annotation for the hidden formal veri�c-
ation of business processes and presenting the veri�cation results obtained by model checkers
over Petri nets or transition systems as process execution traces [9, 25, 24] (see Section 6.7).
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Summary of new research results

To close the dissertation this section revisits the initial open research questions in the identi�ed new
challenges (Section 1.3), and discusses the achieved results and their applications.

7.1.1 Modeling, replaying and back-annotation of execution traces

Execution traces capture the dynamic behavior of a system in a series of states and state transitions
which can be later processed in order to ensure the correctness of the system or to analyse its per-
formance. In Model-Driven Engineering behavioral models are increasingly used for specifying the
behavior of the system-under-design and novel methods are needed to handle their execution traces
in a model-driven context. I formulated the following thesis contributions related to the ful�llment
of Challenge 1:

Contribution 1 I de�ned back-annotation methods between execution traces of behavioral model-

ing languages, with or without operational semantics, using a model-based representation for exe-

cution traces and a generic replaying framework. Moreover, I integrated these methods for business

process development to provide hidden formal veri�cation.

1. Model-based representation and generic replaying of execution traces. I de�ned a

model-based representation for execution traces and a generic replay technique for this trace

representation [9, 6], which uses domain-independent model transformation rules to execute

the captured dynamic behavior of the target model.

2. Back-annotation of execution traces for behavioral languages without operational
semantics. I speci�ed a method for the back-annotation of execution traces of behavioral

models [16, 23, 9, 1], which uses traceability correspondence between the models for identifying

related elements and change-driven model transformations to derive execution steps of the

engineering model.

3. Back-annotation of execution traces for behavioral languages with operational se-
mantics. I de�ned a search-based approach for the back-annotation of execution traces when
the domain language has operational semantics [1], which uses traceability between the (se-

mantic) operations of the languages and guided design space exploration for evaluating pos-

sible execution traces of the domain language.
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4. Hidden formal methods for business process veri�cation. I elaborated an approach for

integrating forward model transformation and back-annotation for the hidden formal veri�c-

ation of business processes and presenting the veri�cation results obtained by model checkers

over Petri nets or transition systems as process execution traces [9, 25, 24].

The back-annotation methods builds on the concept of change-driven model transforma-
tions [Ber+12c] developed in details in the PhD thesis of Gábor Bergmann [Ber13] and István
Ráth [Rát10] and the structural constraint satisfaction problems with domain speci�c manipulation
operations, which is the foundation of the design space exploration over models [HV11] developed
in details in the PhD thesis of Ákos Horváth [Hor13].

7.1.2 Guided design space exploration over models

To better align generic exploration techniques with speci�c problems, designers often provide addi-
tional information (hints) about the system (e.g. from earlier experience or by some analysis) that
can reduce the design space to a more feasible size [Moh+02]. The design process is often comple-
mented with di�erent design, analysis and veri�cation tools, which can also provide (mathematically
well-founded) hints about the model in the early stages of development. These hints may express
additional system properties, which can be incorporated in the DSE process to assist the evaluation
of alternate solutions. I formulated the following thesis contributions related to the ful�llment of
Challenge 2:

Contribution 2 I de�ned an approach for guided design space exploration where hints obtained by

system analysis are interpreted during the exploration to continue along promising search paths (us-

ing selection criteria) and to avoid the traversal of unpromising designs (by cut-o� criteria). Moreover,

I elaborated an algorithm that evaluates selection and cut-o� criteria during exploration over a de-

pendency graph of the allowed operations.

1. Selection and cut-o� criteria for design space exploration I identi�ed cut-o� and selec-

tion criteria that are used for guiding design space exploration [7,22], where a selection criteria

provides the next operation to be executed and cut-o� criteria decides whether a state can never

lead to a solution.

2. Criteria evaluation over dependency graph. I de�ned a dependency graph that combines

dependency relations between allowed operations (captured as graph transformation rules)

with occurrence vectors that specify how many times a rule should be applied and speci�ed

an algorithm that evaluates selection and cut-o� criteria by using this dependency graph as a

hint [7,14,22].

3. Guided design space exploration. I elaborated an approach to use cut-o� and selection cri-

teria evaluation on hints to guide the design space exploration process [14,13,21] and evaluated

the e�ciency of di�erent exploration strategies.

4. Quick �x generation for domain-speci�c models. I speci�ed a method for generating �x

operations for correcting violations of well-formedness constraints in domain-speci�c models
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using design space exploration [13], where the hints are provided by evaluating the violations

and applicability of the allowed operations.

5. State encoding techniques for design space exploration. I de�ned the challenges of state
encoding to identify states that were already traversed by the exploration and described al-

ternative encoding techniques which can signi�cantly reduce the design space [2].

The implementation of the DSE framework both in Viatra2 and EMF-Inc�ery builds on in-
cremental pattern matching techniques [Rát+08; Ber+10], which are part of the PhD work of Gábor
Bergmann [Ber13].

The Petri Net based abstraction technique is a work of Szilvia Varró-Gyapay and Dániel
Varró [VV06] and its initial adaptation to DSE was done by Ákos Horváth [HV11]. My contribu-
tion is the de�nition of the dependency graph that incorporates the results of the Petri Net based
analysis.

7.1.3 Soft interconnections for robust traceability

The application scenarios involving model fragments and complex tool chains demonstrate various
shortcomings of modelling and traceability technologies. First, circular traceability relations using
only regular references often lead to serialization errors. Furthermore, without truly intelligent multi-
resource transaction management, local changes in a model fragment may introduce broken trace-
ability links unless all dependent model fragments are manipulated together in working memory.
Such broken links require tool-speci�c resolutions — with a worst case scenario of �xing the links
manually by the designer using text editors (and not the modeling tool). Finally, all traceability links
captured by associations are explicitly persisted every time even if traceability links could be derived
from existing unique identi�ers. I formulated the following the following thesis contributions related
to the ful�llment of Challenge 3:

Contribution 3 I de�ned the concept of soft interconnections that provide inter-model links based

on derived references computed by incremental model query evaluation and speci�ed an approach

for creating robust traceability between fragmented models using soft interconnections.

1. Query-driven so� interconnection of model elements. I de�ned soft interconnections

represented as derived features (i.e. computed model attributes and references) driven by in-

crementally evaluated model queries, which behave transparently as regular model references

[11, 10].

2. Robust traceability in fragmented models. I proposed an approach for providing trace-

ability links between fragmented models using soft interconnections [10, 3], where the links

can provide graceful degradation in case of major modi�cations. I also elaborated on how ad-

vanced model queries, soft interconnections and live validation of structural constraints can be

used to provide an integrated traceability framework for complex domain-speci�c models.

3. Experimental evaluation of so� interconnections. I applied the soft interconnection ap-

proach for EMF models using EMF-IncQuery and evaluated its applicability and performance

on multiple case studies [3].
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7.2 Future work

This section lists for each challenge a number of remaining open questions and future research dir-
ections.

7.2.1 Application of back-annotation in other domains

The back-annotation approaches were illustrated on a complex mapping between BPEL and Petri
Nets. However, there are many other domain and formal languages and tools which can be target for
our back-annotation approach. Natural candidates for domain languages include the Uni�ed Mod-
eling Language (UML), Systems Modeling Language (SysML), Modeling and Analysis of Real-time
and Embedded systems (MARTE), Architecture Analysis and Design Language (AADL) and Business
Process Model and Notation (BPMN). The formal languages in our scope are discrete event-based beha-
vioral modeling languages like labeled transition systems, multiple phased systems, hierarchical state
machines, process calculi, data �ow systems and high-level Petri Net formalisms.

7.2.2 Automated back-annotation based on extended forward transformations

In the presented back-annotation approaches, the forward transformation from the domain model
to formal model was used as a possible candidate for creating the correspondence links between the
models and for specifying the mapping between the simulation rules if they exist. We plan to invest-
igate how transformation languages used for specifying forward transformations can be extended
with additional constructs to support automated back-annotation based on processing such extended
transformation speci�cations.

Additionally, several ongoing research projects include use cases for back-annotation techniques.
We plan to integrate analysis techniques in the tool developed for hardware-software allocation
of IMA systems (see Section 4.1.2). The speci�cation of both forward transformations and back-
annotation in such systems will provide new challenges and research results.

7.2.3 Future advances in model-driven design space exploration

We are actively working on improving our EMF-based architecture of the DSE framework and are
planning to explore techniques to further increase the scope of guided exploration.

• In addition to adopting the framework for EMF model representation, there are numerous ways
in which the e�ciency and extensibility of the core framework can be increased. We are work-
ing on a state space representation that e�ciently stores the explored states and allows non-
blocking access from multiple simultaneous traversals. This representation supports parallel
exploration of the same DSE problem. Additionally, each exploration may use di�erent explor-
ation strategies to combine their advantages.

• The dependency graph can be further extended with additional information such as including
the goals and constraints in the graph or adorning dependency relations with the cause of the
dependency.

• We are also investigating ways for better reusing the design space when exploring subsequent
occurrence vectors to identify states where the traversal should continue. We are also working
on de�ning problem-speci�c criteria and specialized algorithms to increase the e�ciency of the
approach.
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Finally, we are already investigating the application of design space exploration to new problems
that we encounter in our cooperation with industrial partners. Both the hardware-software allocation
of avionics systems discussed in Section 4.1.2 and applications in cyber-physical systems include DSE
related tasks.

7.2.4 Query-driven model objects

As a primary direction for future work related to query-driven soft interconnections, we plan to in-
tegrate traceability queries into the EMF model layer by constructing derived classes whose instances
behave like EObjects but their lifecycles are managed by an underlying incremental query. Such con-
structs could be used to create n-ary traceability models that are automatically kept in-sync, retaining
the graceful handling of soft links.

Additionally, the current architecture of soft links only allows a single query as speci�cation for a
given feature in the model. However, metamodels are prone to change during the lifecycle of software
and the introduction of new, specialized types may require the modi�cation of the query de�nition.
In order to support the �exible extension of metamodels containing query-based features, we plan to
develop techniques to allow the declarative overriding or extension of the speci�cation of soft links.

7.3 Application of new research results

The practical relevance of the methods and techniques outlined in the current thesis are demonstrated
in this section by listing the applications of the results.

Tools I: Viatra2 Design Space Exploration framework

The results of Contribution 2 were used to extend the Viatra2 Design Space Exploration (Viatra2
DSE) framework, an add-on for the Viatra2 framework. These extensions include novel explora-
tion strategies which use guidance from system analysis to increase the e�ciency of the traversal,
improvements to the search tree handling and to the state space encoding. We are also in the pro-
cess of adopting the Viatra2 DSE framework (see Contribution 2) to EMF using EMF-Inc�ery (in
collaboration with my colleague Ákos Horváth and MSc students András Szabolcs Nagy and Miklós
Földényi).

The Viatra2 DSE framework was also successfully applied to new application domains for
generating quick �xes for domain-speci�c modeling languages. The framework is available from
http://incquery.net/publications/dse.

Tools II: EMF-Inc�ery query-based derived features

The EMF-Inc�ery framework adapts the incremental query evaluation techniques of Viatra2 to
EMF, one of the most widely used modeling environments today. The incremental query evaluation
serves as a basis for additional features such as automated validation, data binding, query based
features and model transformation. The incremental graph pattern matcher of the EMF-Inc�ery
framework is a major research contribution of Gábor Bergmann’s PhD thesis and while the project is
lead by István Ráth.

I have implemented the query-based features in EMF-Inc�ery which serve as a basis for
soft interconnections in Contribution 3. More details at http://incquery.net/incquery/new/
examples/query-driven-soft-links.

http://incquery.net/publications/dse
http://incquery.net/incquery/new/examples/query-driven-soft-links
http://incquery.net/incquery/new/examples/query-driven-soft-links
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Applications I: End-to-end veri�cation of BPEL with hidden formal methods

The results of Contribution 1 has been implemented into an end-to-end veri�cation tool for business
processes de�ned using the BPEL standard. This veri�cation tool was developed as part of the SEN-
SORIA EU FP6 project. The tool is integrated into the Eclipse framework and allows business process
designers to execute model checking on a BPEL process by selecting or specifying requirements to be
veri�ed. In the background, the tool invokes the SAL model checker tool and parses the result which
represents a counter-example if the requirement is violated. The counter-example is automatically
processed and the designer can replay it as an animated execution on the business process editor
directly.

Both the transformation from BPEL to SAL and the back-annotation from counter-example to
BPEL execution are implemented using the Viatra2 framework. The veri�cation tool is available from
the department’s Viatra2 site at http://viatra.inf.mit.bme.hu/publications/exectraces.

Applications II: Model-driven allocation for Integrated Modular Avionics

The results of Contribution 3 are applied in a cooperative research project between Embraer (a large
airframer) and our research group. The aim of the project is to develop an application that allows
engineers to use component libraries to specify the hardware architectures then allocate the functions
of a functional architecture model to the hardware components. Finally, an integrated architecture
model is created that is ready for environmental simulation.

This complex application is built using multiple, complex domain-speci�c models that are inter-
connected. Furthermore, the allocation process requires advanced model queries, well-formedness
validation of structural constraints and strict traceability between artifacts.

http://viatra.inf.mit.bme.hu/publications/exectraces
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Appendix A

Cut-o� and selection criteria

A.1 Criteria grammar de�nition

The following is the BNF grammar used for de�ning arbitrary criteria:
〈criterion〉→ 〈cut-o�〉 | 〈selection〉
〈cut-o�〉→ 〈quanti�er〉 〈logical〉
〈selection〉→ 〈ordering〉 〈navigation〉
〈quanti�er〉→ ‘∃’ 〈rule〉

‘∀’ 〈rule〉
〈ordering〉→ ‘min’ | ‘max’
〈rule〉→ ‘r’[a-z]*
〈startingPoint〉→ 〈enabled〉 | 〈disabled〉 | 〈constant〉 | 〈custom〉
〈logical〉→ [〈numerical〉 | 〈startingPoint〉] 〈logNumOp〉 [〈numerical〉 | 〈startingPoint〉] | 〈logical〉 〈logBinOp〉

〈logical〉 | 〈logUnOp〉 〈logical〉
〈navigation〉→ 〈navOp〉 [〈startingPoint〉 | 〈navigation〉]
〈numerical〉→ [〈navigation〉 | 〈numercal〉] 〈numOp〉 [〈navigation〉 | 〈numercal〉]
〈enabled〉→ ‘E(’〈rule〉‘)’
〈disabled〉→ ‘D(’〈rule〉‘)’
〈custom〉→ ‘[’ [〈navigation〉 | 〈logical〉] ‘]’
〈constant〉→ ‘C(’〈number〉‘)’
〈number〉→ [0-9]+
〈logNumOp〉→ ‘=’ | ‘6=’ | ‘<’ | ‘>’ | ‘≤’ | ‘≥’
〈logBinOp〉→ ‘∧’ | ‘∨’ | ‘⊕’
〈logUnOp〉→ ‘¬’
〈navOp〉→ [‘J ’ | ‘ I’] [‘+’ | 〈constant〉]?
〈numOp〉→ ‘+’ | ‘-’ | ‘*’ | ‘/’

A.2 Evaluation algorithm

The following is the pseudocode for the criteria evaluation algorithm:
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Algorithm A.1: Evaluation algorithm for criteria
1 Function evaluate(Cr ,Gd)

2 Ln ← φ // Ordered list of nodes

3 Sst ← s : startingPoints ∈ Cr // Gather starting points

4 S ← Sst[1] // Select first starting point

5 for i← 2, size(Sst) do // Check all other starting points

6 if S 6= Sst[i] then // Two starting point is equal, if they are of the same type

7 inconsistent← true // Inconsistent criteria cannot be evaluated

8 if ¬inconsistent then
9 Sn ← n ∈ Gd|S(n)← true // Gather nodes satisfying starting point

10 O ← enclosing(S) // Get enclosing operator

11 forall the n ∈ Sn do // Iterate through gathered nodes

12 Nc ← n,Nv ← φ // Initialize set of current and visited nodes

13 Rp ← 0, Rb ← false // Initialize partial results

14 limit← −1, break ← false // Initialize navigation limit and loop break signal

15 while O 6= Cr do // Exit loop as the criteria on the given node is evaluated

16 if O = limited ∧ limit = −1 then

17 limit← limit(O) // Set limit for limited operators

18 applyOperator(O,Gd,Nc,Nv ,Rp,Rb,Ln) // Apply operator (see Algorithm A.2)

19 isExistentialCutoff ← Rp ∧ Cr = cut-o� ∧ quantifier(Cr) = existential
20 if isExistentialCutoff then // Check cut-off condition for existential

21 return Rb // Terminate evaluation with cut-off

22 else

23 isUniversalCutoff ← Cr = cut-o� ∧ quantifier(Cr) = universal
24 if isUniversalCutoff then // Check cut-off condition for universal

25 return Rb // Terminate evaluation without cut-off

26 else

27 break ← true
28 O ← Cr // Force exit from loop at next check

29 if O = limited ∧Nc 6= φ ∧ limit > 1 then // If further iterations are required

30 limit← limit− 1 // Decrease limit

31 else if O 6= transitive ∨Nc 6= φ then // Not transitive or no new reached nodes

32 O ← enclosing(O) // Get enclosing operator

33 limit← −1 // Reset limit

34 else

// Otherwise continue transitive navigation, if new nodes were reached

35 if Cr = selection ∧ break then // If the criterion is completely evaluated

36 Ln ← Ln ∩ (Rp, n) // Add result and node to list

37 Rb ← false

38 if Rb = false then
39 if Cr = selection then

40 if ordering(Cr) = min then

41 Ln ← reverse(Ln) // Reverse order for min

42 return Ln // Return result list for selection

43 else

44 return Rp // Return without cut-off

45 else

46 return Rb // Return with cut-off

47 else

48 ERROR // Starting points inconsistent
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Algorithm A.2: Application of an operator
1 Function applyOperator(O,Gd,Nc,Nv ,Rp,Rb,Ln)

2 if O ∈ navOp then // Navigation functions

3 Nr ← reach(O,Nc, Gd) \Nv // Gather reachable states from dependency graph,

excluding already visited nodes

4 forall the n ∈ Nr do

5 Rp ← Rp +#n // Update partial result with remaining executions

6 Nv ← Nv ∩Nr // Update set of visited nodes

7 Nc ← Nr // Update set of current nodes

8 else if O ∈ logUnOp then // Unary logical functions

9 Rb ← op(O) Rb

10 else

11 right← evaluate(right(O),Gd) // Evaluate right side of criteria

12 if O ∈ logNumOp then // Logical functions on numbers

13 Rb ← Rp op(O) right // Update boolean result with evaluated value

14 else if O ∈ logBinOp then // Binary logical functions

15 Rb ← Rb op(O) right
16 else if O ∈ numOp then // Numerical functions

17 Rp ← Rp op(O) right // Update partial result with evaluated value





Appendix B

Details of the BPMN quick �x

generation case study

Figure B.1. Simpli�ed BPMN metamodel
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Figure B.2. List of BPMN inconsistency rules

Figure B.3. List of BPMN quick �x operations



Appendix C

Query-driven soft interconnections

C.1 Performance measurement results for query-driven soft links

Figure C.1. Performance measurement results

C.2 Integration of soft links with EMF-based tools

C.2.1 Integration with Ecore

In the prototype implementation of our proposal, we integrated our approach to the EMF tooling
by a code generator that supports the automatic derivation of integration code for our components
(EMF-IncQuery soft link feature handlers). The input of code generation is a generator model (referen-
cing the EMF genmodel for the domain) that crosslinks derived features with EMF-Inc�ery query
speci�cations (stored as EMF models thanks to the Xtext-based tooling [XTX13]).

1 /** Handler for query -based feature */

2 private IncQueryFeatureHandler sourceBlockHandler;

3

4 /** @query -based getter created by EMF -IncQuery

5 * for query -based feature sourceBlock */

6 public Block basicGetSourceBlock () {

7 if (sourceBlockHandler == null) // on-demand init

8 sourceBlockHandler = IncQueryFeatureHelper.getIncQueryFeatureHandler(

9 // source EObject and feature from metamodel

10 this , SimulinkPackage.getBlock_SourceBlock (),

11 "simulink.sourceBlock", // query FQN

12 IncQueryFeatureKind.SINGLE_REFERENCE // kind

13 );

14 return (Block) sourceBlockHandler.getSingleReferenceValue(this );}

Listing C.1. Generated code for integrating soft links
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The generated integration code (Listing C.1) consists of (a) the instantiation of derived feature
handlers (in the constructor of EObjects), which ensures that their lifecycle is tied to the hosts, to
enable their garbage collection together with the instance model itself; (b) getter implementations
that delegate calls to the appropriate function of the feature handler object, and wrap the result in
unmodi�able ELists to ensure that any attempt to write to derived features will result in a runtime
exception.

C.2.2 Integration with legacy derived features

In practice, a complete refactoring of an EMF-based tool to exclusively use EMF-Inc�ery-based de-
rived features might not be realistic, as derived features have been extensively implemented using Java
code or OCL-based approaches such as OCLinEcore [MDT12a] supported by Eclipse OCL [EMD11].
As these implementations provide only getter functionality and do not provide change noti�cations,
we implemented an additional derived feature adapter [11] as a lightweight add-on component for
EMF model plugins1, which can be used to augment existing derived feature implementations (re-
gardless of whether Java or OCL is used).

The basic concept motivated by a suggestion in the Eclipse FAQ2 is analogous to the previous
discussion. The language engineer can add a few lines of Java code to the generated EMF model plugin:
these derived feature adapters attach listeners (through the EMF Noti�cation API) to the (explicitly
speci�ed) features a derived feature depends on, and receive noti�cations when model changes are
registered. These noti�cation objects are then processed and converted into new noti�cation objects
for the derived feature, propagating through the manager to application code.

This approach has additional key advantages: (1) noti�cation support can be added – with a
small implementation e�ort – to “legacy” derived features, without having to re-write them in EMF-
Inc�ery; (2) queries speci�ed in EMF-Inc�ery (whether for derived features, or on-the-�y valida-
tion purposes, or within model transformations) can reference derived features seamlessly. However,
performance implications need to be taken into consideration if the original getter (Java code or OCL
expression) involves complex logic, or if the derived feature computation has many dependencies
but they change only rarely – in those cases, rewriting the Java code or OCL expression into EMF-
Inc�ery may be a better option.

C.2.3 Integration with Xcore

Xcore [XCR13] is a textual syntax extension to Ecore, based on Eclipse Xtext. Xcore provides textual
constructs for all (static) Ecore concepts such as EClasses, EAttributes and EReferences, and it also
can be used to de�ne the dynamic aspects of the modeling language using EOperations and derived
features that contain imperative code segments written in Xbase expression language.

As both the pattern speci�cation language of EMF-Inc�ery and Xcore are based on Xtext, they
can be integrated in a straightforward way. Listing C.2 illustrates an extended Xcore syntax that
includes some new language elements so that query-based soft links can be seamlessly integrated
into the language de�nition [RS13].

In this case, the de�nition of the EClass Block imports the query de�nitions of Listing 4.4, which is
indicated by the import-incqueries keyword, and a new query-based soft link sourceBlock is de�ned
using the incquery-derived keyword, by specifying a reference to the simulink.sourceBlock pat-

1For usage details , see http://incquery.net/incquery/new/examples/derivedfeatures
2http://wiki.eclipse.org/EMF/Recipes#Recipe:_Derived_Attribute_Notifier

http://incquery.net/incquery/new/examples/derivedfeatures
http://wiki.eclipse.org/EMF/Recipes#Recipe:_Derived_Attribute_Notifier
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tern de�nition of Listing 4.4. These concepts can be applied to derived scalar attributes (conforming
to EDatatypes) in a straightforward way.

1 import -incqueries simulink.eiq;

2

3 class Block {

4 contains SimulinkReference elementRef;

5

6 incquery -derived Block sourceBlock

7 spec simulink.sourceBlock;

8 }

Listing C.2. Xcore integration code

C.2.4 Processing n-ary traceability queries

In Section 4.4.2 we introduced the query Ternary that represents a traceability hyper-edge between
data elements that are read by the task of a given check list element (see Listing 4.6). Such a query
can be used in an application for processing such hyper-edges. This approach shares the functional
bene�ts of soft links, with the one exception that it is not integrated into the EMF model layer and as
such, it is not API-transparent to EMF-based tools. Instead, the query results can be accessed through
an additional API provided by EMF-Inc�ery (illustrated in Listing C.3 using Xtend [XND13]).

1 // initialize matcher on resource set

2 val engine = IncQueryEngine ::on(resourceSet)

3 val matcher = TernaryMatcher ::on(engine)

4 int matchNum = matcher.countMatches(cle , null , null)

5 println("Found " + matchNum + " matches " +

6 " for entry " + cle.name)

7 // iterate on all existing matches

8 matcher.forEachMatch(cle , null , null)[ match |

9 println("Entry reads data " + match.data.name +

10 " through task " + match.task.name)]

11 // observe match changes

12 val obs = IQObservables :: observeMatchesAsSet(matcher)

13 obs.addSetChangeListener[

14 // called when the match set changes

15 diff.additions.forEach[ addition |

16 val match = addition as TernaryMatch

17 println("New ternary edge: " + match.entry.name +

18 " reads data " + match.data.name +

19 " through task " + match.task.name)]

20 // similarly for diff.removals

21 ]

Listing C.3. Ternary link processing code

Here, the results of the Ternary pattern, are processed using a generated TernaryMatch data trans-
fer class (which is the class of match) and the MatchProcessor visitor interface (that has a single
process method inlined in the forEachMatch method). The EMF-Inc�ery API also exposes match

update facility (Section 4.5.1) that allows to track the changes in the result of such a query. The second
part of Listing C.3 shows that a change listener is registered and added (or removed) matches can be
handled.





Appendix D

Correctness and minimality of

back-annotation

Theorem 1. Let (Gf , wf ) be a formal execution sequence and (Gd, wd) be a domain execution se-
quence derived by a mapping back(.) = recons ◦ conc ◦ cons (where cons is a trace construction
function, conc is a trace concretization function and recons is a sequence reconstruction function
as de�ned in Section 6.5). Then back(.) is a correct back-annotation assuming a correct forward
transformation fwd and a correct trace construction function cons.

Proof. By contradiction, we assume that back is not a correct back-annotation despite the fact that
fwd and cons are correct. By de�nition, it means that there exists a formal execution sequence seqf =
(Gf , wf ) and seqd = (Gd, wd) ∈ back(seqf ) such that [Gf , wf ] 6⊆ [G′f , w

′
f ] = abs〈fwd〉([Gd, wd]),

which is illustrated in Figure D.1 (with an abbreviation for traces ti = [Gi, wi]).

Figure D.1. Correctness of back-annotation

Since the forward transformation fwd is correct, thereforeGf = G′f (see De�nition 30). The fact
that [Gf , wf ] is not a pre�x of [Gf , w

′
f ] implies that (1) there is label λf which is in wf but not in w′f ,

or (2) there are two (non-independent) transitions λf1 and λf2 which appear in di�erent order in wf
and w′f .

1. In the �rst case, the concretization step conc will include a corresponding transition λd in
wd due to Galois connection. The reconstruction step recons only adds invisible transitions
and includes all visible labels in the retrieved sequence for any seqd = recons(td). A correct
trace construction keeps all transitions intact, thus λd ∈ t′d = cons(recons(td)). Since λd
is not an invisible transition, a transition trace obtained by a correct model transformation
t′f = abs〈fwd〉(t′d) includes transition λd in w′f , which contradicts our indirect assumption.
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2. In the second case, without the loss of generality we may assume that λf1 precedes λf2 in wf ,
while λf2 precedes λf1 in w′f . As t′f = abs〈fwd〉 ◦ cons ◦ recons ◦ conc(tf ) we investigate
how the individual steps (functions) may change the order of transitions (in the formal trace).

• The trace concretization step conc assigns domain transition λd1 for λf1 and lambdad2
for λf2.

• A correct trace construction step cons may change the order of independent transitions
but λf1 and λf2 are not independent thus their order remains unchanged. The same holds
for λd1 and λd2.

• A trace reconstruction step recons may add invisible transitions to an existing trace but
the order of visible transitions are left intact. Since λd1 and λd2 originate from a formal
trace, they are visible.

• Since conc was de�ned to form a Galois connection with abs〈fwd〉, therefore if λf1 pre-
cedes λf2 in tf then λf1 precedes λf2 in t′f , which contradicts our indirect assumption.

Theorem 2. Let (Gf , wf ) be a formal execution sequence and (Gd, wd) be a domain execution
sequence derived by a mapping back(.) = recons ◦ conc ◦ cons (where cons is a trace construction
function, conc is a trace concretization function and recons is a sequence reconstruction function
as de�ned in Section 6.5). Then back(.) is a minimal back-annotation assuming a correct forward
transformation fwd and a correct trace construction function cons.

Proof. By contradiction, we assume that back is not a minimal back-annotation despite the fact
that fwd and cons are correct. By de�nition, there exists domain sequences seq′d = (Gd, w

′
d) and

seq′′d = (Gd, w
′′
d) with {seq′d, seq′′d} ⊂ back(seqf ), [G′f , w

′
f ] = abs〈fwd〉([Gd, w′d]), [G′′f , w

′′
f ] =

abs〈fwd〉([Gd, w′′d ]) and [Gf , wf ] ⊆ [G′f , w
′
f ] ⊂ [G′′f , w

′′
f ], which is illustrated in Figure D.2 (with an

abbreviation for traces ti = [Gi, wi]).

Figure D.2. Minimality of back-annotation

Since the forward transformation fwd is correct, therefore Gf = G′f = G′′f (see De�nition 30).
From Theorem 1, we know that back is correct, therefore tf ⊆ t′f and tf ⊆ t′′f holds. There-
fore we only have to consider t′f ⊂ t′′f , which implies that there is an execution trace tf∗ so that
[Gf , w

′
fwf∗] = [Gf , w

′′
f ] and wf∗ 6= ε. Since wf∗ is not empty, there is at least one transition λf∗ in

wf∗. The transitions in the formal traces are uniquely identi�ed by transitions in the domain trace
as the forward transformation is correct. Thus there is a visible transition λd in w′′d that is not in w′d
and abs〈fwd〉 assigns λf∗ to λd. The trace construction cons is correct and does not add transitions
to traces, therefore λd is also part of seq′′d and not seq′d. This means that λd is a visible transition that
is added to seq′′d by back and not added to seq′d.
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The sequence reconstruction recons does not add visible transitions to the domain execution
sequences and the correct trace construction cons does not add transitions to the formal trace tf
(and it only creates a single trace). Finally, the conc was de�ned to form a Galois connection with
abs〈fwd〉, and abs〈fwd〉 is correct thus conc will not add transition λd to only one of the traces,
which contradicts our indirect assumption.
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